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S U M M A R Y
/ ■
A study has been made of the characteristics and applications 
of avalanche photodiodes with respect to the detection of optical 
carriers modulated at high frequencies.
Several techniques and systems have been developed for 
measuring the circuit parameters and photodetection performance of 
these devices. Although only aimed at a limited range of avalanche 
photodiodes many of the techniques are applicable to other photo- 
detector types. Some of the circuit"techniques developed are suitable 
for more general use in the microwave measurement area.
A facility has been set up for measuring the high frequency 
(by which is meant 100 MHz to 2 GHz) photodetection performance of 
avalanche photodiodes (or other photodetectors). A key component 
of this system is a travelling-wave electrooptic modulator which is 
versatile, requires low drive power and is stable with time and 
temperature. Several other special components were designed and 
built.
Using the techniques and systems described, the character­
istics of a number of avalanche photodiodes have been measured. In 
particular the direct photodetection frequency response of the 
devices is reported.
iii
/ Several photodetection techniques have been examined. 
Particular attention has been paid to a technique in which the 
avalanche photodiode is used as an electronic mixer. Measurements 
performed demonstrate the viability of this technique, although only 
limited applications are envisaged. A theoretical model of the 
avalanche photodiode as a circuit element has been developed that 
takes account of the non-linear current-gain versus voltage and 
capacitance versus voltage characteristics of the device. Numerical 
techniques were used to analyse this model, the results of which 
agree well with the measurements. It was found possible to predict 
suitable operating conditions for, and performance of, the device.
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C H A P T E R  1
INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The development of photo-sensitive detectors has received 
much impetus in recent years with the advent of the laser and the 
possibility of wide-band communications based on optical carrier 
frequencies.
This development has relied heavily on the advances 
in semiconductor technology which have enabled several different 
types of photodetector to be developed, the most promising of which, 
for many applications, is the avalanche photodiode.
In many photodetection systems the limiting factor on 
system sensitivity is not the photodetector but the following 
amplifier. The great merit of the avalanche photodiode is that 
it exhibits internal gain when reverse biased to a near avalanche 
breakdown condition. By virtue of this gain the avalanche photo­
diode can overcome amplifier noise and. thereby improve system 
sensitivity.
Until the development of the avalanche photodiode the 
natural choice of photodetector for systems requiring highest 
sensitivity was the photomultiplier. However, in many situations 
modern avalanche photodiodes have a performance that compares 
favourably with the best available photomultipliers.
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Apart from more practical advantages such as low power 
consumption and small size, another major attribute of the 
avalanche photodiode is its fast response time. Devices are 
available with sub-nanosecond response times.
A review of the current "state of the art” of avalanche 
photodiode technology, including a description of the character­
istics and operation of the device is given in Chapter 2. Some 
applications are also referred to.
The stimulus ■ for the research described in this thesis 
comes from a photodetection technique potentially suitable for 
the detection of intensity-modulated light where the modulation 
frequency might extend into the microwave region. The technique 
which was suggested by Q V Davis and W K Kulczyk [1] enables 
the avalanche photodiode to be used as an electronic mixer. A 
simple example is given here to explain this technique.
Figure 1.1(a) shows a current-gain versus voltage 
characteristic of an avalanche photodiode. The diode is biased 
at a d.c. voltage, V, , on which is superimposed an a.c. bias,Q .C .
V . A circuit that will create this situation is given in a.c.
figure 1.1(b). The avalanche photodiode is irradiated by light y. 
of suitable wavelength and intensity modulated at 950 MHz. The 
a.c. bias, which constitutes a local oscillator is adjusted to 
operate at 1000 MHz. Since the local oscillator modulates the
bias voltag
(a) Typical Current-gain vs Voltage Characteristic
-O
<\k>.
intensity, A.P.JX
modulated 
l ig h t
$ ) t ^ a c .  I .F .  am plifier
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(b) Circuit Arrangement
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(c) Spectrum of Signals Involved in Mixing Process
Pig 1.1 Example to Illustrate Mixing Technique
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current gain of the device, signals are produced at frequencies 
other than the incoming frequency of 950 MHz. Among these will 
be a component at the difference frequency, 50 MHz. Figure 
1.1(c) shows a spectrum of the signals involved. The 50 MHz 
signal can be amplified by means of an i.f. amplifier as indicated 
in figure 1.1(b). Thus the avalanche photodiode can be made to 
operate as an electronic mixer. This technique is particularly 
applicable to signals of high frequency but of narrow bandwidth.
It was suggested that several advantages, stemming 
from ‘the fact that frequency changes occur inside the diode could 
be obtained by this technique. The intermediate frequency can 
be chosen low enough for the parasitic series resistance and 
shunt capacitance of the diode to have little effect. The noise 
contribution from the series resistance would then be negligible 
and the diode need only be matched over the working bandwidth with 
consequent improvements in signal-to-noise ratio.
The possible merits of this proposal could be confirmed 
only by emperical investigation at the appropriate frequencies. 
Kulczyk obtained measurements at a frequency of 70 MHz [2], 
however the potential bandwidth of the avalanche photodiode extends 
to the low GHz region where the proposal was essentially untested.
Apart from the interest in supporting this proposal, 
there seemed to be a more general need for information concerning
the operation of the diode as a linear rather than a pulse 
photodetector. However, it was considered that the understanding 
of the mechanism of fast pulse detection could also be enhanced 
by complementary studies in the frequency domain.
The main body of this thesis is concerned with the 
characteristics and applications of the avalanche photodiode with 
respect to the detection of optical carriers modulated at high 
frequencies, by which is meant 100 MHz to 2000 MHz. The approach 
adopted here to determine these characteristics was based on 
measurement, although parallel theoretical studies were made.
Many papers have been published concerning the avalanche 
photodiode (eg [3] , [4], [5] ), but few have examined the high 
frequency performance and in particular measured high frequency 
characteristics have been only scantily reported [10], [11]. Using 
currently available avalanche photodiodes, of different types, 
several practical measurements were therefore performed; these 
included experiments using the diodes in the electronic mixing mode, 
introduced above, and as conventional, direct, photodetectors.
The direct detection experiments were required to provide 
general information about the avalanche photodiodes’ characteristics 
and in particular to enable comparisons to be made with results 
obtained from the electronic mixing experiments.' The experiments 
included frequency-response measurements which have been published
together with an analysis of the devices* noise properties [6],
They are believed to be of general interest and have not been 
reported by other workers.
The electronic mixing and related experiments, to which 
a high percentage of the effort was devoted, have shown some 
interesting if negative results. Of particular interest is the 
performance of the diode beyond its RC cut-off frequency. It 
was hoped that advantages over direct detection methods would be 
obtained when using the mixing technique. This has been shown 
to be untrue for the diode types examined. Nevertheless, this 
detection method is a useful technique for detecting high frequency, 
narrow bandwidth modulation on optical carriers. ,
The experimental techniques used and results obtained are 
described in Chapter 4. ^
The experiments performed necessitated other work, not 
directly related to the photodetection problem. In view of the 
wide frequency range of interest extending into the low microwave 
region, a considerable amount of instrumentation was required.
Sane items, being of a specialised nature, necessitated special 
attention and have resulted in some useful and original designs.
An example of this is the development of an electrcoptic modulator, 
described in Chapter 3. This work has resulted in a wide-bandwidth 
design which is versatile, requires relatively low drive paver
and is stable with time ana temperature. The design has applications
i
to work other than characterising photodetectors and as such 
represents a useful apparatus with "state of the art" performance.
A description of the modulator has been published [7].
Some other designs are also reported in Chapter 3. Others 
have been omitted, being of a relatively trivial nature. Some of 
these are given in my transfer report [8]. „
To support, the experimental results it was felt desirable 
to make a comparison with the expected performance based on a 
theoretical model. The theoretical performance of the avalanche 
photodiode when used as a conventional photodetector has been well 
reported. However, no analyses of the electronic mixing configuration 
have appeared except in the Davis-Kulczyk papers (eg [1], [2], [9]).
A different approach has been adopted here to that given by the above 
authors, and is described in Chapter 3.
The Davis-Kulczyk approach was analytical and based on a 
simple avalanche photodiode model. They used an idealised current- 
gain-voltage characteristic and took no account of capacitance-voltage 
variations and other related effects. For accurate comparison with 
the practical results a more complex model was essential and since 
the consequent mathematics is intractable analytically, the use of a 
digital computer and numerical techniques was necessary. The 
computational method developed was designed to be as universal as
possible. This was to allow as many different types of diode to be 
studied as possible. The calculations started from measured data 
taken from real devices, removing the need of assuming some idealised 
characteristic. Both current-gain-voltage, and capacitance-voltage 
variations were taken into account. A high degree of flexibility 
was ensured by making the computer implementation interactive, 
taking advantage of the University’s online teletype terminal facility 
which became available on a trial basis from January 19 74.
It will be seen that the results from the computational 
method agree well with the practical results enabling confidence 
to be gained in both. The computational method indicated that not 
only amplitude but the shape of the local oscillator drive wave­
form was of importance. It was also found possible to predict the ' 
correct values of terminating impedances.
Many of the results and conclusions described in this 
thesis have been communicated to E M I  Ltd, who supplied some of 
the avalanche photodiodes used in the experiments.
Most optical communications systems currently being investigated by
other workers are of a wide-bandwidth, digital nature (to make
- ■ . / .
maximum use of the bandwidth afforded). The use of the avalanche 
photodiode as an electronic mixer is therefore generally not likely 
except in situations where the convenience of frequency converting 
to a fixed intermediate frequency is desirable. The necessity for 
providing a .relatively high powered local oscillator is then less
8
of an ^ inconvenience making the system a mere attractive proposition. 
Applications could include velocity-distance measuring instruments 
where modulation on the optical beam is usually of small bandwidth 
or communications systems where the security afforded by high 
frequency narrow-band modulation might be required.
Even though the electronic mixing technique is likely to 
find only limited applications the viability of this technique has 
none-the-less been demonstrated (eg Figures 4.6.4 and 4.6.5).
The results obtained (eg Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3) clearly 
indicate the power of the avalanche photodiode to fill a major roll 
in high speed optical systems. The analyses presented here should 
enable one to design or predict performance with confidence.
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C H A P T E R  2 
CHARACTERISTICS OF AVALANCHE PHOTODIODES
2.1 Introduction
The noise from a conventional junction photodiode is 
predominantly shot noise due to the d.c. current flowing through the 
device [12], [13]. In many cases this noise is not the limiting 
factor within a system, the noise contribution from the following 
amplifier being -greater. The reverse situation can exist in, the 
case of the avalanche photodiode. Since this device has internal 
gain it can improve the overall noise figure of a system^ the noise 
contribution from the diode becoming greater as the gain is increased, 
eventually overcaning that of the amplifier. Hie internal gain of 
the avalanche photodiode occurs when the device is reverse biased 
to a near-avalanche breakdown condition and results from carrier 
multiplication by impact ionisation produced by electrons and holes 
in a high field region of the diode.
Photodiode signal enhancement due to this effect was first 
reported by Johnson [14], who operated a PIN silicon photodiode at 
a voltage where seme carrier multiplication occurred and obtained 
an improvement in the output signal-to-noise ratio of 5 dB. He 
calculated that the improvement should have, been 13 dB and attributed 
the degradation to additional shot noise in the avalanche mechanism.
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edge leakage effects and internal power dissipation. He recommended 
that special diodes should be constructed to avoid edge effects and 
that the devices should be cooled during operation.
Much work involving different structures and materials has 
since been done, [1] to [59] except [7]. It has been shown [3] that in the 
near infra-red, cooled avalanche photodiodes can compare favourably 
with the best available photomultiplier when used in a photon-counting 
mode or for the detection of low-level laser pulses. It might be 
convenient to regard the avalanche photodiode as the solid state 
analogue of the photomultiplier with the notable advantage that the 
photo-generated carriers need not be emitted into a vacuum, a process 
which is characterised by a low quantum efficiency.
This chapter is concerned with the development and 
properties of the avalanche photodiode. Some applications of this 
device are referred to, including operation as an electronic mixer 
which is discussed more fully in later chapters. The various 
structures are dealt with separately in so far as this is possible.
2.2 P-N Junction Avalanche Photodiode with Guard Ring
This common structure is shown in conceptual form in 
Fig 2.2.1. It is based on the model of Biard and Shaunfield [4].
Avalanche gain occurs in the junction of the device while the high 
field absorption regions shown represent the depletion regions on 
either side of the junction. The guard ring is required to ensure
11
that the field does not rise at the edges of the junction area and
cause breakdown. Fig. 2.2.2 shows the active area and guard ring
• "I*
of a commonly used avalanche photodiode geometry. In this N -F 
structure, the guard ring is a higher breakdown N-P junction.
h •ACTIVE AREA? X TOPSURFACE
GUARD
RING
HIGH FIELD ABSORPTION REGION
UNIFORM AVALANCHE GAIN
HIGH FIELD ABSORPTION REGION
GUARD
RING
LOW FIELD ABSORPTION REGION
FIG 2 .2 .1 CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
N-TYPE
n* DIFFUSION iUARD RING
ACTIVE AREA
W v V y V v V y  W V
P-TYPE
FIG 2.2.2 TYPICAL DIODE STRUCTURE
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The intrinsic frequency response of an avalanche photodiode 
is determined by the transit-time effects of the photogenerated 
carriers and by the rise time of the gain mechanism. The transit 
times of carriers depend on where the photons are absorbed within 
the structure under consideration.
. Carriers generated in the high field absorption regions 
move to the avalanche region with high drift velocities, resulting 
in-short transit times. Carriers generated in the low field 
absorption region drift slowly to the junction. This effect causes 
different quantum efficiencies at low and high modulation frequencies. 
Fig 2.2.3, which shows the high and low quantum efficiencies of a 
commercially available diode, illustrates this point. The curves 
were derived from a manufacturer's data sheet [15].
1.0
F<100 KHz,
F>10 MHz
O '
1.10.90.70.5
Wavelength (//m)
FIG 2.2.3. NORMALISED QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
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In high speed systems the different quantum efficiencies 
are undesirable, the additional low frequency current increasing 
the shot noise whilst contributing nothing to the high frequency 
signal current.
For light absorbed in the bulk between the surface and 
the junction, where the built-in field due to the impurity gradient 
aids carrier diffusion, the cutoff frequency of the photodiode 
is approximately equivalent to the a-cutoff frequency of a transistor 
whose base width is equal to the junction depth of the photodiode 
[16] . In a diode with the junction close to the surface, this 
cutoff frequency can be high enough to allot*; photons absorbed in 
this region to contribute to the high-frequency quantum efficiency. 
However, if the junction depth is increased to obtain a higher quantum 
efficiency at longer wavelengths the transit time increases thus 
reducing the cutoff frequency. It is evident that a trade-off exists 
between quantum efficiency and frequency response.
At 900 nm light has a penetration depth of 15 pm into 
silicon according to the values given by Dash and Newman [17]. A 
junction depth of the same order would be required to obtain a high 
quantum efficiency. Ruegg [18] has calculated that in this case the 
cutoff frequency resulting from bulk absorption and the consequent 
diffusion-limited transit times is of the order of *+ MHz.
Avalanche photodiodes with junctionsdeep enough to give a 
high quantum efficiency at 900 nm are generally not commercially 
available.
Another frequency response limitation can result from the 
time required for multiple transits across the avalanche region 
needed to achieve a desired value of multiplication factor, M, [19], 
The cutoff frequency caused by this effect is strongly 
dependent on the type of carrier causing-multiplication in the 
junction [12], [-3], [21]. For multiplication due to one carrier 
there is only a relatively slight dependence of the frequency response 
on multiplication. For multiplication by two carriers with equal 
ionisation coefficients the frequency response decreases continuously 
as the multiplication is increased, while for multiplication by 
two carriers with unequal ionisation coefficients the frequency 
response is independent of multiplication until the product of the 
multiplication and ratio of ionisation coefficients approaches one. 
Thereafter the frequency response decreases with multiplication.
For the case of silicon whose ionisation rates for electrons are 
reported to be one to two orders of magnitude higher than the 
ionisation rates for holes [22], the desirable situation of only 
slight dependence of frequency response with gain implies that the 
incident light should be absorbed on the p side of the junction.
This is not the case for the structure under consideration in this 
section.
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The maximum value of M that can be achieved as a function 
of frequency is limited by this multiple-transit effect which 
determines the gain-bandwidth product of an avalanche photodiode at 
frequencies less than the cutoff frequency caused by carrier transit­
time across the depletion region. ,
The junction capacitance and series resistance of any diode 
forms a low-pass filter resulting in an independent frequency response 
limitation which can be lower than that imposed by finite transit 
times. -
The above discussion has indicated that several trade-offs 
exist in the design of an avalanche photodiode. For example the’ 
capacitance and series resistance are determined by material and 
geometrical considerations on which other, conflicting diode 
characteristics, such as short transit-times, depend." A design 
compromise must therefore be made.
Several manufacturers supply avalanche phbtodiodes of the 
structural type described in this section. Both germanium and 
silicon diodes are available. The characteristics of a typical 
silicon avalanche photodiode of this structure (type CG510) are given 
in Fig 2.2oH. They are taken from the manufacturer’s data sheet 
[23]. Capacitance, dark current and multiplication versus voltage 
together with the relative spectral response of this diode are 
given.
16
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A range of avalanche photodiode types are now available 
giving a reasonable selection in terms of device area, breakdown 
and other parameters. The devices are usually encapsulated in a 
TO-18 or T0~5 package modified by the addition of an optical window. 
At higher frequencies the inductance and stray capacitance of these 
packages can cause frequency response limitations. Unfortunately 
only one manufacturer [24] supplies diodes in a microwave PIL 
package thereby improving the packaged devices* characteristics in 
this respect.
^  ' -; t
2.3 The Reachthrough Avalanche Photodiode, (RAPP)
A typical structure of this type of avalanche photodiode 
is shown in Fig 2.3.1, and in conceptual form in Fig 2.3.2. A field 
plot through the device is also shown. Devices of this type were 
first reported by Ruegg [18], ^
This structure has several advantages over that described 
in section 2. These include an improved noise performance, less 
stringent biasing requirements and higher frequency response at 
longer wavelengths without sacrificing quantum efficiency. The 
improved noise performance is discussed in section 2.5.
If a reverse bias is applied to this device, most of the 
voltage will be dropped across the depletion layer of the p-n+ 
junction to the right. As the reverse bias is increased, the
18
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depletion layer widens predominantly into the lighter doped p 
region. For a high enough reverse bias the fields in the depletion 
layer will in turn be high enough to cause some multiplication of 
injected carriers. At a certain bias voltage V^, below, the breakdown 
voltage of the p-n junction, the depletion layer "reaches-through” 
to the intrinsic region. The applied voltage in excess of the 
reach-through voltage, V^, is now dropped across the total intrinsic 
width of the p region. The fields in the multiplication region 
and hence the multiplication factor increase relatively slowly with 
increasing bias voltage above reach-through. This is illustrated 
in Fig 2.3.3, which shows the gain-voltage characteristic of a 
commercially available device of this type [25]'. Also shown in this 
figure is the leakage (dark current) characteristic.
w o o
LEAKAGE
104
< 10
<
200
VOLTS
iso ISO ISO 400
FIG 2.3.3 TYPICAL GAIN AND LEAKAGE vs VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS FOR RAPD
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The frequency response of the RAPD is discussed in detail 
by Ruegg [18], who gives an explanation in terns of the step 
response. Unilateral carrier (electron) multiplication is assumed 
and the initial photocurrent is assumed to be negligible in comparison 
with the multiplied current. For shallow penetration the electron 
transit time (to the multiplication region) gives rise to a pure 
delay, whereas the hole transit time (in the multiplication region 
where the secondary pair generation sites occur as the electron 
crosses the multiplication region) gives rise to a non-zero rise 
time and hence a limited bandwidth. For deeper light penetration, 
the generation sites .are spread out, the delays getting progressively 
shorter as light penetration increases. Consequently the response 
to a light impulse is smeared out in time. The delay time of the 
step response therefore approaches zero with increasing penetration 
depth, while the rise time increases. The bandwidth of the device 
thus shrinks accordingly.
However, as Ruegg points out,, this bandwidth restriction 
is a considerable improvement on a diode that has not "reached" 
through". In the case of the silicon devices he constructed, a diode 
that had not "reached-through" would have a rise time of 0,1 yS 
limited by carrier diffusion, whereas a rise time of 0.1 nS was 
predicted for the "reached-through" diode.
Other advantages of the RAPD include a lower capacitance, 
due to the wide depletion region, and lower series resistance due 
to the reach-through mechanism.
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• Only two avalanche photodiodes of this type are available 
commercially (from the same manufacturer) at the time of writing 
[25], [26]; however several workers have reported construction of 
these devices [3], [18], [27], [28], K Mouthann and R M Snoeren 
report some excellent noise properties for silicon diodes of this 
type [28], however little construction or other details are given 
in this reference. A personal communication [29] indicates that 
the devices were fabricated using ion implantation techniques to 
obtain an extremely uniform gain distribution thereby obtaining
3
high current gains (>10 ) and low noise properties.
2.4 The Avalanche Mesa-Fhotodiode
The structure of this form of avalanche photodiode is * 
shown in conceptual form in Fig 2.4.1. The difference between 
this and the two previous avalanche photodiodes considered is that 
the light is introduced transversely into the junction, see 
Fig 2.4.1. If the diameter of the incident light bundle is small 
enough, then all photons can be absorbed inside the depletion 
layer. This is also the case for light of longer wavelengths 
whereas in a conventional avalanche photodiode the light would 
be absorbed in the bulk of the semiconductor. This results in a 
high quantum efficiency which is maintained at high modulation 
frequencies and long light wavelengths. The overall quantum 
efficiency of a silicon avalanche photodiode of this type is shown 
in Fig 2.4.2. This curve was furnished by Oskar Krumphclz and 
Stefan Maslowski [30] who conceived and developed this diode
22
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Fig 2.4.2 QUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF AVAIANCHE MESAPHOTODIODE
structure. They point out the peak quantum efficiency corresponds 
to an internal quantum efficiency of 100% if allowance is made 
for Fresnal reflection losses at the air-crystal interface.
By having a central P region, the desirable feature 
of most photons being absorbed on the P side of the junction is 
maintained. Some early diodes were fabricated with an N type 
central region which had a degraded noise and frequency performance 
[31], [32].
r*
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The main disadvantage of this form of diode is that the 
diameter of the light spot has to be restricted and directed onto 
the diode in a range of only a few microns (typically 6 pm). For 
most applications this disadvantage would preclude the use of this 
diode. However, when used with optical fibres, particularly of 
the monomode type the light intensity distribution matches the 
requirements of the diode very well. A suitable form of coupling 
to a glass fibre is described in references [33] and [34].
3000
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Fig 2.4.3 CURRENT GAIN vs BIAS VOLTAGE OF 
AVALANCHE MESAPHOTODIODE
A typical current-gain-voltage characteristic of an 
avalanche mesaphotodiode [30] is reproduced in Fig 2.4.3. The diodes 
described in this reference had an equivalent series resistance 
of 6ft and a high bias voltage capacitance of 1 pF. Measurements 
of the response to light pulses from a heterojunction GaAs Laser 
gave rise times less than 200 pS indicating a very high frequency 
response.
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2.5 The Noise Properties of Avalanche Photodiodes
The noise from a conventional p-n junction photodiode is 
predominantly shot noise due to the d.c. current flowing through 
the device [12], [13]. However, in practical systems the signal- 
to-noise ratio using a conventional photodiode is usually determined 
by the thermal or amplifier noise and not by the shot noise of 
the diode. In such an application the use of an avalanche photodiode, 
which has internal gain, will give an improved signal-to-noise ratio, 
provided that the noise generated in the multiplication process does 
not become excessive.
, The noise mechanism within an avalanche photodiode is 
dependent on a number of factors which have been investigated by * 
several workers [3], [4], [12], [20], [21], [35], [36] and [45].
Tager [37] showed that in diodes where the ionisation coefficients 
of electrons and holes are equal, the low-frequency noise spectral 
density, <f>, is given by ,
= 2eXM3  ........ ........... A3/Hz (2.5.1)
where 1^ is the effective primary leakage or photocurrent, M is 
the average value of current multiplication and e is the elementary 
charge. McIntyre [3] extended the analysis to the case of unequal 
ionisation coefficients. He showed theoretically that if the hole 
ionisation coefficient 3(E) is related to the electron coefficient 
a(E) by the proportionality
25
e(E) = Jca(E) (2.5.2)
where k is independent of the electric field E, then
<|> = 2el [kM3+M(2M-l) (1-k) ] A2/Hz (2.5.3)
if 1^ consists solely of electrons, and
$ = 2el [M3/k-M(2M-1)(1-k)/k] A2/Hz (2.5.*t)
if 1^ consists solely of holes
These expressions have been verified experimentally by 
several workers [27], [35], [37], [38], [39], [40].
It is evident that at a given value of M, the noise will 
be less if it can be arranged that most of the carriers entering 
the multiplication region of an avalanche photodiode are of the 
more strongly ionising type. In silicon this implies that light 
should be absorbed on the P side of the junction as the ionisation 
coefficient for electrons is much greater than that for holes.
McIntyre to the situation where both electrons and holes enter the 
multiplication region from opposite sides. . However, they approximate 
their expression for noise spectral density to
Mouthaan and Snoeren [28] extended the analysis of
f  = 2eIpK2 + 2eIpM(M-l) + 2eIpkM3 ..... ,....(2.5.5)
(i) Cii) Ciii)
for the case of nearly unilateral carrier multiplication in which 
k «  1 and the multiplication is initiated by electrons only. This 
condition would occur in a silicon reachthrough avalanche photodiode 
of the type discussed in section 4. Expression 2.5.5 is identical 
to 2.5.3 if it is assumed that k «  1. It is reproduced here as it 
provides some insight into the noise processes involved.
The noise may.be thought of as being composed of (i) 
multiplied primary shot noise associated with the unilateral 
multiplication of 1^, (ii) multiplication noise associated with 
the unilateral multiplication of 1^ and (iii) excess noise associated 
with the non-unilateral part of carrier multiplication. These noise 
components correspond to the three summed terms respectively in 
expression 2.5.5. Mouthaan and Snoeren propose this expression as a 
basis of diode characterisation. In the reference [28] they describe 
how both quantum efficiency and k can be determined from noise 
power measurements only. For silicon reachthrough avalanche 
photodiodes, constructed by the above authors, the values of quantum 
efficiency (no anti-reflection coatings were provided) and k 
obtained were typically 32% and 0.012 respectively. The low value 
of k is particularly notable. A personal communication with 
K Mouthaan [29] suggests this is due to the excellent uniformity 
of multiplication across the entire diode area and was obtained by 
the use of ion implantation techniques.
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The term k, which is generally used as a parameter for 
diode characterisation has received considerable treatment 
[3] 5  [18], [12]j [21], [27], [28]. McIntyre [1 2 ] states that it 
should be considered as an adjustable parameter roughly equal 
to where is the maximum field in the depletion
layer for a given value of M. In a later paper [3] he justifies 
this approximation. He also derives expressions for the probability 
that injected electrons or holes will undergo the average multi­
plication, M, and shows that the distributions are far from Gaussian. 
He discusses the implications for low light level photodetection 
and shows that in the near infra-red-,- cooled avalanche photodiodes 
can compare favourably with the best available photomultiplier when 
used either in a photon-counting mode, or for the reliable detection 
of low-level laser pulses. McIntyre!s theoretical analysis is 
confirmed experimentally by J Conradi [27],
The dependence on bias of the noise spectral power density,
<J>, is often approximated by a power law, eg [4], [9]. Fig 2.5.1
shows a plot of this expression versus M with k = 0.015 and also the 
2 3power law M * . It is evident that the error involved in assuming 
a power law is sufficiently small for many purposes. In practical 
devices at some critical value of current gain, M^ _, microplasma 
breakdown becomes apparent and the noise power becomes excessive, 
see Fig 2.5.2 which illustrates this effect. It is obviously 
undesirable to operate the diode in this region.
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2.6 The Noise Performance of Avalanche Photodiodes in
Conjunction with External Circuitry
Several analyses of the noise performance of avalanche 
photodiodes in conjunction with external circuitry have been 
published eg [4], [6] [ 32], [41]. Depending on the configuration
it can be generally stated that an optimum value of current gain 
exists to obtain maximum signal-to-noise ratio. For currently 
available diodes the optimum gain is generally higher than the 
maximum available from the device before the onset of microplasma 
breakdown. Hcwever experimental diodes currently under investigation 
[29] afford improvements in this respect.
r
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A novel form of detection, suggested by Kulczyk and Davis, 
involves applying an a.c. bias to the avalanche photodiode, thereby 
using the device both as an optical detector and as an electronic 
mixer. The claimed [1 ] advantage of the system is that frequency 
downconversion in the diode permits more advantageous matching 
to the following stage, and in addition the optimum value of current 
gain required is much reduced. A summary of the theory of the 
conversion process as presented by Davis and Kulczyk [9] is given 
in Chapter 5 section 5. Also discussed in Chapter 5 is a new 
analysis of the conversion process.
To illustrate'*the claimed performance of their technique,
Davis and Kulczyk give an example [9] based on their theoretical
results. They considered the detection of a very weak signal, using
an avalanche photodiode of quantum efficiency 35%, junction capacitanc
2 pF, series resistance 50 ohms, and bulk dark current 0.5 nA. They
2 5assumed a power law approximation of M * for the noise. The 
received light is 100% modulated at a frequency of 1 GHz, having a 
bandwidth of 1 MHz and generates a basic a.c. photocurrent of
0.5 nA, corresponding to an incident optical power of 3 nW.
They compare a conventional detection system where the 
avalanche photodiode is followed by a broad-band mixer and I.F. 
amplifier (noise figure assumed 10 dB) with a system using the 
avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer. Their calculations 
indicated signal-to-noise ratios of 2 dB and 15 dB respectively, 
an improvement of 13 dB for the electronic mixer case.
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However, they assume a maximum current gain of 100 for 
the avalanche photodiode. While this would not affect the electronic 
mixing case where the stated optimum gain is 4.5, it would affect 
the direct detection case, where the optimum gain is much higher.
Since avalanche photodiodes are currently being developed with 
higher gains than 100, this assumption is no longer generally valid.
In addition low noise amplifiers are now available with noise 
figures less than 3 dB at 1 GHz. These could be used as pre-amplifiers 
in the direct detection system. The above two factors would improve 
the overall noise figure for the direct detection system.
-.Some signal-to-noise measurements have been made when using 
the avalanche photodiodes in various configurations including the, 
electronic mixer case. The results are given in Chapter 4.
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C H A P T E R  3 
INSTRUHENTATION
3,1 Introduction
The discussion of avalanche photodiodes in Chapter 2 
indicates that there are several areas of interest regarding avalanche 
photodiode operation« These include knowledge of general photo­
detection properties such as spectral response. More specifically 
specialised detection techniques and systems are of interest. Thus 
the experimental programme was planned to measure various avalanche 
photodiode parameters and test several photodetection techniques 
and systems, details of which are given in Chapter 4. To carry 
out this programme a large assembly of fairly complex apparatus 
was required which is the subject of this chapter. A measure of 
the type of apparatus required can be obtained by taking a specific 
example, such as the arrangement shown in Fig 4.6.1.
In the course of the experimental programme several commercial 
instruments were used, complemented by some more specialist items 
that had to be designed and built. The electrooptic modulator,
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described in sections 3.6-3.10 is an example of such an item. Much 
effort was devoted to this device, which resulted in a useful 
apparatus that should have wider applications than the characterisation 
of avalanche photodiodes,as the performance, described in section 
3.10, shows.
Several other items were designed and built, including 
various amplifiers, a noise source, power supplies, circulators, 
filters etc, some of which are described below. Not all items 
constructed are reported however, as some are of a relatively 
trivial nature.
’ The apparatus assembled performed reliably and well 
during the course of the experiments. The versatility of some - 
of the specialist items constructed is perhaps best judged by the 
uses other workers have since put them to.
3.2 Broadband Power Amplifiers
Two power amplifiers were designed and built. One was 
required to drive the electrooptic modulator, the other to provide 
a.c. bias for the avalanche photodiode under test.
The complete specification for these amplifiers was
difficult to ascertain before measurements were taken, however it
/
was estimated that a paver of 3 W would be required for the local 
oscillator and 10 W for the electrooptic modulator. The amplifiers
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would require sufficient gain to provide these power outputs from 
low power signal sources at a frequency of approximately 1 GHz 
over as broad a bandwidth as possible. They were also required to 
work into unmatched loads.
Several alternatives were considered, not only from a 
technical viewpoint but also in terns of cost, as a fairly high 
expenditure might be involved.
It was decided to design and construct two broadband 
transistor power amplifiers using transistors that had recently 
become available'. When.this decision was made there were no' 
commercially available transistor amplifiers fulfilling the required 
specification. / -
The transistors used were types MRA0610-3 and MRA 
0610-18. With the aid of applications information [60] provided 
by the transistors* manufacturer, T R W ,  suitable designs, using 
microstrip techniques were arrived at.
The microstrip conductor pattern forming the matching 
elements of the amplifiers was deposited on 0.025" thick Alumina 
(Smiths Industries "Sintox" type SRF-102/1). The reverse side had 
a conducting surface deposited all over. The deposition and 
etching work was done by the Technology group of Mullard Research 
Laboratories. The process used is described in reference [61]. 
Photographic plates of the conductor pattern were required, and
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Fig 3.2.1 ASSEMBLED 3 W BROADBAND POWER AMPLIFIER
Fig 3.2.2 INTERNAL VIEW OF BROADBAND POWER AMPLIFIER
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these were prepared by the Audio Visual Aids Unit of the University, 
Mr R Simms, of the Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department 
was responsible for translating my sketches to the 10X- full size 
master drawings required for the photographic work,
A photograph of the completed 3 watt amplifier is shown in 
Fig 3,2.1, and with the lid removed to reveal the conductor pattern
and component layout in Fig 3.2.2.
The 3 watt amplifier had a measured gain of 8 dB over a 
bandwidth of 0.6 to 1.1 GHz. The 10 watt amplifier had a gain of 
15 dB over the same bandwidth. The amplifiers were protected 
externally against mismatch by circulators. Further low level 
amplification was required for the 3 watt amplifier, and a 
conventional narrowband transistor amplifier was constructed to 
perform this task.
s ■
3.3 Narrow Band-Stop Filter at 1 GHz
This filter was required to protect the Spectrum Analyser
from excessive input power in sane of the measurement arrangements
used (eg Fig 4.6.1). The specification decided was as follows:
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Impedance 50 ft
Frequency of Infinite Attenuation 1 GHz
Pass Band Ripple 0.5 dB
Fractional Stop-Bandwidth to Equal-ripple
(0.5 dB) Points 50 MHz
Minimum Attenuation of 2% Stop-Band 20 dB
Minimum Maximum Attenuation 60 dB
A filter was designed to fulfill the above specification 
using a method described by Matthaei, Young and Jones [62]. The 
response of the constructed filter was measured with a Rohde .and 
Schwarz polyskop (type BN4245/50) and also a Hewlett Packard 
spectrum analyser (type 852A and 8551B) in conjunction with a
signal generator. The filter fulfilled the required specification. 
The dynamic range of the measuring instruments limited an accurate 
determination of the maximum attentuation, which was in excess of
75 dB
.capacitive gap
lock nut
0SM connector
FIG 3.3.1 SKETCH OF 1 GHz NARROW BAND-STOP FILTER
(top removed to show coupling structure)
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A sketch of the filter is given in Fig 3.3.1 and a 
photograph of the general experimental arrangement, Fig 4.6.2, 
shows the filter in use.
3.4 Modulated Optical Source Requirements
To enable meaningful experiments to be carried out with 
the Avalanche Photodiode, a source of light of suitable wavelength, 
intensity modulated at high frequencies was required. Since this 
work was related to the Turbine Blade Vibration project of 
W K Kulczyk [2] where, the maximum frequency at Which any photodetector
■+ ■ * f
is required to work is approximately 1.5 GHz, it was decided to 
construct apparatus to perform experiments up to frequencies slightly 
in excess of this. In fact 2 GHz was chosen. The criteria for any 
optical signal source for work carried out in this project were 
therefore:
1. Wavelength between 550 nm and 1125 nm (preferably near 
900 nm, generally the region where silicon avalanche 
photodiodes have highest quantum efficiency).
2. Intensity modulation at frequencies up to 2 GHz.
3. It must be possible to assess the parameters of the
source (eg depths of modulation, intensity, etc).
4. Preferably stable with time, temperature etc.
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5, Preferably within readily available technology.
3.5 Choice of Optical Signal Source
Several sources were considered. They fall broadly into 
two classes:
I. Sources already containing amplitude information or 
able to be directly modulated.
II. Modulators which require a-C.W. optical source.
3.5.1 Use of Longitudinal Modes of HeNe Laser
* -
The lasers available are observed to have longitudinal 
modes of useful amplitude, but were considered unsuitable as the
modes are only available at frequency spacings of approximately
c • • •, where c is the velocity of light and Jt the length of the
laser cavity. Transverse and other modes due to beats etc 
were considered to be too small. This method was also rejected 
since the modes vary in amplitude considerably with time and 
temperature, are generally not repeatable and difficult to 
characterise.
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3.5.2 Laser Diodes
Laser diodes produce optical radiation of relatively 
high power at suitable wavelengths. Unfortunately, although they 
can be modulated at suitably high frequencies, at the time experiments 
were to be performed, no diode was available that was suitable 
for C.W. use at room temperature [63]. The life time of laser 
diodes is also limited. Currently available diodes are generally 
operated in a pulsed mode, but have poor response times and require 
small duty factors (generally <1%). They are therefore unsuitable 
for use in a pulse system of sufficient speed for present purposes. 
Development type Double Hetrostructure injection lasers are quoted 
[64] to have a response time of 2-4 nS and operate at a duty factor 
of 10%. This is still too slow for efficient modulation.
3.5.3 Light-Emitting Diodes
Light-emitting-diodes were considered to be too slow for 
the applications envisaged. Typical response times for current 
production devices are quoted [65], as 1 nS, however measurements 
performed by H Rokos [6 6 ] indicate that the best response time of 
these same diodes is 30 nS.
3.5.4 Other Methods
Internal modulation, mode locking and Q switching of 
gas lasers, solid-state lasers, etc, were rejected on general
- 41
grounds of unsuitability, complexity, and cost, They can offer 
advantages of relatively high efficiency, and mode locking, 
for example, is capable of producing extremely fast pulses [67],
Other sources considered which fall into category II 
are listed below.
3.5.5 Mechanical Modulators
Several methods of mechanical modulation are available
and often utilise a Michelson or Twyman-Green interferometer.
* •; f •
If the path length in one of the arms is varied the output will 
be modulated accordingly. Path length variation can be obtained 
by attaching one of the mirrors to a piezo-electric crystal [6 8 ] 
for example, but this method is limited in frequency. It should 
be noted that the turbine vibration instrument of W K Kulczyk [2] 
is essentially a Michelson interferometer in which the turbine 
blade is the path-length varying device. The impracticability 
of this device as a defined optical source is self-evident.
3.5.6 Acoustic Modulators
Under the action of a compressional acoustic wave some 
materials suffer a periodic change in refractive index.’ This 
effect can be utilised to obtain amplitude modulation [69], [70]. 
It can be shown that the bandwidth of an acoustical modulator is 
limited to 20% of the acoustic frequency [71], which is in turn
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limited to the order of 1  GHz at present from practical considerations. 
There is currently therefore a bandwidth limitation which precludes ' 
the use of these modulator’s for present purposes. .
3.5.7 Magnetooptic Modulators
Magnetooptic modulators rely on Faraday rotation. The 
plane of polarization of a light beam propagating parallel with 
an applied magnetic field is rotated [72], [73] in a material 
(notably ferrites) exhibiting this effect. Intensity modulation 
can be obtained by applying the rotated beam through an analyser.
The materials associated' with this effect are generally transparent 
in the range beyond 1.15 pm, they are therefore unsuitable for use 
in this experiment as the quantum efficiency of an avalanche 
photodiode is very low in this region. The high power requirement 
and coil drive problems at high frequencies also make this method 
unsuitable.
3.5.8 Absorption Modulation
Optical absorption, particularly in semiconductors, can 
be used to modulate an optical beam. Unfortunately it has serious 
disadvantages in that the incident light induces photoconductivity 
which in conjunction with the large fields required results in high 
power dissipation and consequent cooling problems within the device 
[74]. It was therefore considered unsuitable.
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3.5.9 Eiectrooptic Modulation
The use of the eiectrooptic effect to obtain modulation 
of a laser beam has received much attention in recent years. This 
method relies on the ability of certain materials to change their 
refractive index under an applied electric field. A variety of. 
modulators exploiting this effect in many materials and several 
configurations have been reported [75], [76], [77]. Lumped circuit 
modulators with bandwidths of up to 1 GHz have been successfully 
built [78] for wider bandwidths travelling-wave [79], [80] or zigzag 
type configurations [81], are required. Most eiectrooptic materials 
have small loss at 633'nm and are therefore suitable for use with 
HeNe lasers which are readily available.
The outstanding problems are to develop materials and 
configurations to increase bandwidth whilst maintaining low drive- 
power requirements. Stability with time and temperature together 
with low optical loss are also important.
It was decided to design and construct a travelling-wave 
modulator of this type. The basic principles of operation together 
with an outline of the design method and measured performance are 
discussed below.
3.6 Application of the Eiectrooptic Effect to Obtain 
Intensity Modulation
Crystals exhibiting the eiectrooptic effect change their 
refractive index with applied electric field. Considering only 
the two principal effects the refractive index can be expressed 
as [76]
— 2  = + rE + RE2  ......................     (3.6.1)
n
where E is the applied electric field
n is the refractive index
n • is the refractive index with zero fields o -
r is the linear eiectrooptic coefficient
R is the coefficient associated with the quadratic effect.
s
In solids the linear variation of the refractive index, 
rE, is known as the Pockels effect while the variations arising from 
the quadratic term is called the Kerr effect. The linear.Pockels 
effect is the dominant effect for the materials considered here, and 
is therefore the only one examined. It can be used in two modes, 
either with the field normal to the direction of propagation of the 
incident light, the transverse effect, or with the applied field 
in the same direction, the longitudinal effect.
The optical properties of crystals are normally described 
in terms of an ellipsoid known as the indicatrix or index
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conducting
surfaces
ellipsoid [76]. The equation of this surface is
where x^, x^  x^, are co-ordinate axes
nl* n2 5 n3 5 are refractive indices.
The orientation of the indicatrix is related to the 
crystal axes (the principal axes of the indicatrix are generally 
along the crystal axes) and the half.;lengths of the principal 
axes are equal to the indices of refraction. The indicatrix is 
illustrated in Fig 3.6.1. A small change of refractive indices 
by application of an electric field induces a small change in 
its shape, size and orientation.
The use of the indicatrix to describe the eiectrooptic 
effect can be illustrated by considering an example of Lithium 
Niobate, LiNbCU. The general equation of the indicatrix for the 
material, given in reference [82], is
where E1 5 E2  and E^ are the applied electric fields along the 
x^,x2  and x^ axes respectively,
eiectrooptic coefficients for this material.
Fig 3.6.2 represents a crystal of LiNbO^. Voltages 
to produce the required field (in this case transverse) can be 
applied by means of conducting surfaces on the faces shown.
Consider a plane wave travelling parallel to the x^ (or ,!cn) axis 
incident on an end face of the material.- In this orientation 
LdNbOg is ideally non-birefringent (ie n-^  = r^) with no field 
applied but with an applied E field its ordinary and extraordinary 
refractive indices change. The incident wave may be considered to 
split into two mutually perpendicular directions aligned with the 
x^ and x^ axes. Any incident state of polarisation is resolved 
along these vibration directions. In order to deduce the refractive 
indices and vibration directions a cut may be made through the 
indicatrix, in a plane through its centre and at right angles to 
the propagation direction, ie through the x^x2  plane. The equation 
of the resulting locus is (from equation 3.6.3)
r^^ and r ^  are the only non-zero linear
C 1
2  ^ r2 2 E2 )xl + ( ? +n
r22E2)x22 + 2 ”^r22El^xlx2 = 1 (3.6.4)
no
having set x^ = 0  and E^ = 0
This is a circle (a consequence of the symmetry of 
LiNbOg about the x^-axis) in the absence of an E-field. However, 
when a field is applied normal to the propagation direction the 
intersection becomes an ellipse.
EL (Applied field)
>  oc
Axes of ellipse
Fig 3.6.3 ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT OF ELLIPSE
The angular displacement of the axis of the ellipse 
away from the crystal axes, ip9 is related to the direction of the 
applied field, <{>, (resolved into components E^ and E2 ) by 
tan 2ip = cot <j> ie \p = *45°— /2 see Fig 3.6.3 for illustration 
and definition of angles.
For the field applied parallel to X2  (ie E^ = 0) the 
lengths of minor and major semi-axes, and hence the refractive 
indices n^ and are given by:
i+9
. 9 _ 1
n. = n (l-r,„n E„) 2 ........ ............  (3.6.5)
1 O 11 O L
n 2  = no 1^ +r2 2 nQ2 E2  ^ 2  ................  ■
This gives a difference of refractive index for linearly polarised 
light of:
3
An = nQ r2 2 E2        (3.6.7)
and hence after a distance, through the medium, the two 
components of the incident radiation will have a phase difference 
of: "
no3r22K32l;il '—        (3:6.8)
A
where X is wavelength of incident optical radiation.
From this follows the half-wave voltage, V which is defined as 
the voltage required, in a sample of defined dimensions, to produce 
a phase difference of 17 radians and is given by:
V- = ---5— - • T   ............   (3.6.9)Tf A O *«
o r 2 2
where d is distance between electrodes.
The half-wave voltage for a material is normally quoted with unity 
aspect ratio assumed, ie
V = -- .^..          (3.6.10)
°. 2 nQ 3 r2 2
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2  is dependent on the optical wavelength, optical radiation and 
the frequency of the applied field. It is normally specified at 
d.c. and at high frequencies. The refractive index, nQ, also 
varies with wavelength.
Consider a particular case where a plane wave is incident on 
the sample of LiNbO^ having polarisation at 45° to x-^  and X2 »
E
E = -£ . cos (wt+ 6  ) ........... . (3.6.11)
X1 /2 °
E ' ' V
E = ~  . cos (wt+<f> ) ..... ........ ........... . (3.6.12)
x 2 / 2  • •  °
where E is amplitude of wave polarised parallel to the x, axis 
xi ■ x
E is amplitude of wave polarised parallel to the x0 axis
X2  ^
Eq is peak amplitude of incident radiation
w is angular frequency of incident radiation
<f>o is an arbitrary phase angle.
After emerging from the crystal with a field applied along or X2
the waves will have a phase difference, 6 , and can be written as:
,E s
E* = COS (03t+<J> +6/2),...... .............. . (3.6.13)
X1 /2 °
E 1 = ^  cos (cot+<J) -6/2) ......................  (3.6.14)
x 2 /2  °
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analyzer
LASER (polarised o /p j 7 -  J>- —- eiectrooptic^ crystal
E (applied field)
Fig 3.6.t+ ARRANGEKENT TO OBTAIN INTENSITY MODULATION
If an analyser is now inserted in the optical path at ir/2 radians to 
the incident polarisation, see Fig 3.6.4, then the transmitted electric 
field (E^) at the output will have contributions from both and 
ET given by
x2
E' E*
x-, x
* 1
Err =  --- —  +           .. (3.6.15)
/2  /2
. E
= —  cos (a)t+tf»o+ 6 /2)+cos (a)t+(j>o-6/2) .......... (3.6.16)
which reduces to:
E^ = E sin(6/2)cos(wt+<j> )n o o
The output light beam intensity is given by integrating 
the square of the electric field over a complete period. Thus,
,, 2 tt/0) ry
I = / E^dt...'............................ .(3.6.17)
o
= I sin2 (j/2)  ................................ (3.6.18)o
where I is the incident intensity.
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0*5
without optical bias  ^ ^
bias
with optical bias
■►V
Fig 3.6.5 INTENSITY CHARACTERISTIC OF MODULATOR
This is plotted in Fig 3.6.5. Since the phase difference is 
proportional to applied voltage, implied in equation (3.6.8), 
equation (3.6.18) can be re-written in terms of half-wave voltage 
and applied voltage:
1 = 1  sin2(i ...tr-) ..............................  (3.6.19)o 2  V
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The system may be optically biased, to the more linear portion of 
its characteristic by inserting a quarter-wave retardation plate 
in the optical path before the crystal. Alternatively a d.c. 
voltage may be applied to the crystal. Intensity modulation of 
the optical beam is hence obtained by applying a voltage across 
the crystal. The percentage modulation can be defined as [83]:
Percent modulation = 2J^ x 100% ........ . (3.6.20)
ir
where is the Bessel function of first order
v is the peak modulating voltage across the crystal.
This method is by no means the only way of producing 
intensity modulation using an eiectrooptic material, but is probably' 
the most commonly used and is the basis of the practical system 
adopted here.
Another parameter of interest when defining the performance 
of the system and in particular the quality of a particular crystal
is its extinction ratio. This is defined as the ratio of the
maximum transmitted intensity to the minimum transmitted intensity 
obtained between crossed polarisers as the voltage is varied through 
a half-wave voltage [84].
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characteristic
practical
characteristic
extinction ratio=l'
V=0
Fig 3.6.6 EXTINCTION RATIO LIMITATION
This is illustrated in Fig 3.6.6. A poor extinction ratio can 
severely limit the performance of a modulator. The degradation 
from the ideal is generally due to imperfections in the crystal.
3.7 Choice of eiectrooptic Material
The factors that determine the suitability of an electro- 
optic material for use in a modulator are as follows: small half-wave 
voltage, small dielectric dissipation, good thermal conductivity, 
good optical quality in proper size, insusceptible to optical damage 
and preferably mechanically robust. In addition such factors as 
temperature dependence (this is particularly important), chemical 
stability and freedom from reaction with the atmosphere or other 
substances likely to be encountered are also important.
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Electrooptic materials, are normally grouped according 
to their general crystallographic and physical properties as 
follows:
KDP, ADP and their isomorphs,
ABOg crystals similar to perovskites,
AB type semiconductors, 
various miscellaneous crystals.
Kaminow and Turner [76] and also Spencer, Lenzo and Ballman [85] 
discuss extensively the properties of most available electrooptic
* .; r
materials. Some materials of interest are listed with relevant 
parameters in Table 3.7.1.
Several modulators have been described using the popular 
electrooptic materials ADP, KDP and KD*P, [8 6 ]. Unfortunately, 
all these materials are naturally birefringent and so are sensitive 
to temperature drift which can cause changes of the order of a 
half-wavelength per deg C [76]. The change- in birefringence can 
be expressed as:
6 T  .........
where 6 T is change in temperature
nQ is ordinary refractive index
is extraordinary refractive index.
(3.7.1)
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
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Several solutions to this problem are available. One 
method is to precisely stabilise the crystal temperature [87], 
another is to use two identical cyrstals orientated so as to cancel 
the induced birefringence [8 8 ], A third method is to sense the 
change in birefringence and apply a d.c. voltage of the correct 
polarity to cancel any such change [89]. These methods introduce 
complications in mounting and operation.
Although cubic crystals have ideally zero birefringence, 
small amounts of strain or non-uniformity can result in residual 
birefringence. This results in temperature stability problems and 
appreciable depolarising of an optical beam. The suitability of a 
material'therefore largely depends on its availability with 
sufficient quality.
It was decided to use Lithium Niobate, LiNbO^, in the 
modulator described here. This material has been used in several 
modulators with light directed along the x^ or axis in order 
to utilise its low half-wave voltage. Elaborate methods have been 
devised to overcome temperature dependence and optical damage 
problems [90]. The solution evolved here avoids these troubles 
at the expense of increased half-wave voltage by simply directing 
light along the x^ axis. This method has only been made practicable 
by the recent availability of crystals of sufficiently high quality.
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Fig 3.7.1 OPTICAL TRANSMISSION OF LiNbOg
A transmission vs wavelength curve for a 1 cm sample 
of LiNb03  sample without antireflection coatings is shown in 
Fig 3.7.1. It can be seen that this material is transparent at 
633 nm and is therefore suitable for use with a HeNe laser.
3.8 Optical Considerations
In addition to general crystal quality which manifests 
itself in the extinction ratio, and transmission, it is necessary 
to check that a laser beam can indeed be propagated satisfactorily 
through any crystal under consideration. Since the half-wave
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voltage in a material showing a transverse electrooptic effect- 
is proportional to a geometrical factor d/£,, equation (3 .6 ,9 ), 
the optimum geometry is when the aperture of the crystal is just 
large enough for the beam to pass through the sample.
The Gaussian beam with the smallest cross-section over 
the crystal length, £, is one that is focused so as to have a 
near field length equal to £, In this case the geometry of the 
crystal is given by:
r  ='s 2 ^   ......    •: (3.8.1)
where n" is the refractive index 
S is a safety factor (>1).
In practice a beam has been passed through a rod with little 
difficulty for S = 3, [81], This implies that for a crystal of 
LiNbOg with d = 3 mm, the maximum limit on crystal length is 31 cm.
3 • 9 Theory of Travelling-wave Structure
3.9.1 Introduction
To obtain wide-bandwidth modulation it is necessary for • 
the modulating structure to have a low optical and microwave 
dispersion, which implies propagation in a TEM or TEM-like mode.
It is also necessary to natch the velocities of the microwave and 
optical travelling waves. These requirements can be realised over
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a given bandwidth by a suitable choice of dimensions in a strip 
line configuration. See Fig 3,9.1.
-w
stripline
€ 1
ground 7  77 / /  v // s /  
plane 7 ^ / / / / 7 7 7 7
H  :d h
JL
b
T
tight
ground — 7- 
ptane '.
:rystal
A
e^  = relative permittivity of "filling medium"
Cj = relative permittivity of electro-optic medium (crystal)
b = gap between plates
d = width of crystal (= b in this analysis)
W s width of strip line
I = length of line under consideration (crystal)
Fig 3.9.1 STRUCTURE OF TRAVELLING-WAVE ELECTROOFTIC MODULATOR
For a perfect match the stripline must be designed 
to have an effective permittivity to r.f. equal to the square of 
the optical refractive index of the crystal at the wavelength of 
interest. In the construction used here (Fig 3.9.1), the effective 
permittivity depends on the ratio W/d. Unfortunately, for a given
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crystal length and modulation depth more pcwer is required for a 
closer velocity match.. A compromise has therefore to be made 
between the required bandwidth and power.
The purpose of the following analysis is to formulate 
sufficient equations to program a computer, which when supplied 
with appropriate data will plot design curves similar to those 
of Bracale and Lombardi [91].
These curves enable the bandwidth/power trade-off to
be clearly seen and the appropriate dimensions of the line and
-1 1
other parameters to be easily determined.
3.9.2 Velocity Matching
The condition for ensuring only TEM propagation in the 
structure under consideration (figure 3.9.1) with
e9
—  > 10      (3.9.1)
el
is that d «  X /2ire0 5  m 2
where Xm is the wavelength of microwaves in the electrooptic 
medium of index
Dispersionless transmission occurs if this criterion is adhered 
to [92], the effective index of refraction for the transmission
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line being practically constant over a bandwidth of several 
gigahertz•
The effective index of refraction, n, to r.f. propagation 
is equal to the square-root of the effective permittivity £eff* 
as is well known, ie
n =......... ........... ..... ................... (3.9.:
The effective permittivity of the line is obtained by taking an 
average, ie
(3.9.3)
Defining a "filling factor", S, by
£ = W/d (3.9.4)
and by rearranging equation (3.9.3), then
(3.9.5)
If the filling medium is air (as is the case here) then
(3.9.6)
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To obtain a perfect match between the microwave and 
optical travelling waves the effective refractive index, n, 
of the strip-line must be identical to the optical refractive 
index, nQ, of the crystal for all frequencies. In practice a 
certain mismatch can be allowed, which implies a bandwidth 
limitation, this is in order to limit the amount of modulating 
power required, and is the trade-off previously mentioned.
3.9.3 Modulation Efficiency
The mismatch, X, in velocities between the optical• and 
modulating waves is:
then the modulation efficiency, M, of the modulator can be defined 
by [80]
X = n - n (319.7)o
(3.9.8)
2 c
where w is angular frequency of operation 
c is velocity of light in free space.
3.9.4 Maximum Frequency and Bandwidth
Defining the maximum frequency of operation, f , 
due to transit time effects as that frequency where
M
M = - ^     ......  (3.
/2 '
where MT „ is low frequency efficiency, then f ’is given by: Li.r max
— — = 1 *3 9      (3<
Rewriting the above equation with numerical values for constants
inserted and substituting B, the total bandwidth of operation of
the modulator, for f then 
5 max
B x i = GHz.cm ...............   (3,
3.9.5 Transmission Line Parameters
9.9)
9.10)
9.11)
Equation 3.9.6 for £ can also be written in terms of 
mismatch X, as
The characteristic impedance of the line,Zo, is given by:
ncb
Zo = -nW ......................       (3.9.13)
where nQ is the intrinsic impedance of free-space. Since b = d 
from equations (3.9.40 and (3.9.7) equation(3.9.13) can be rewritten
3.S
T\
Z = ....      '(3.9.14)
° (X + nQ)5
(h > nQ)
Equations (3.9.11), (3.9.12) and (3.9.14) have'been 
plotted to a common base of velocity mismatch, X, for various 
electrooptical- materials and in particular Lithium Niobate (LiNbO^). 
See fig 3.9.2.
3.9.6 Voltage and Power Requirements
A further two families of curves have also been plotted, 
Fig 3.9.3. These show the voltage and power required for an 
intensity modulation depth of 30%, again to a base of X. The 
curves are plotted for various crystal lengths and the attentuation 
of the line is taken into account.
The following analysis derives the appropriate equations 
to enable the computer to plot these curves.
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Percentage modulation depth can be defined as
ttV
m = x 1 0 0 %        (•
IT
where m is intensity modulation depth
is Bessel function of first kind
V is peak voltage applied to modulator 
is half-wave voltage of modulator 
where Vq is half-wave voltage for electrooptic material.
For small modulation depths
w 2 X 0.44 X IT X V .. t'm  ------ y— ------ x 1 0 0 %       (c
7T
For example for 30% modulation depth the required voltage that 
must be applied to the modulator is given by:
V = 0.1085      ........... (•
(appropriate numerical values have been substituted).
The voltage is further reduced by the attentuation of the line. 
The actual peak voltage that must be applied is given by:
V = T77T-T Volts ....     C
m
where
sinh am 
a •Z J
f(a) = exp - -Sg- 2  C
m
2
where a is the microwave attenuation constant, m
.9.15)
.9.16)
9 17)
.9.18)
.9.20)
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If only losses in the electrooptic medium are considered
then
2nf e. tan 5 ,
“m = --    * f     (3.9.21)m 2cn W
The highest frequency of operation has been taken as being the 
likely worst case. .
The power, P, that must flow through the modulator is 
obtained simply from:
V2'
P = 2Z Watts ........... ............ ........  (3.9.22)
o
Equations (3.9.22) and (3.9.18), (with appropriate values of f(c^) 
substituted) are plotted in Fig (3.9.3) against a common base of 
X with crystal length as an additional parameter and for d = 1  mm.
3.9.7 Use of Curves for Modulator Design
When using the curves for modulator design a suitable 
approach was found to be as follows:
Ascertain the required bandwidth, B1, and likely crystal 
length , available. A point on the BxHcurve of Fig 3.9.2 can 
then be found. This corresponds to a certain mismatch Xf. The 
power P1, required for 30% modulation depth can then be found by 
locating the appropriate value for mismatch Xf and crystal length
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&f on the P curve of Fig 3.9.3. If this power is considered too 
large then a longer crystal or other changes must be considered.
The appropriate strip line and other parameters can also be 
ascertained by reading the appropriate values corresponding to Xf.
A comparison between different electrooptic materials can also be 
made, but other parameters previously mentioned are also important 
and should therefore be considered.
3.10 Practical Considerations and Description
The modulator constructed is of stripline type and
~ * * f
appropriate dimensions were obtained directly from the computer 
generated, graphs following the theory previously dealt with.
The Lithium Niobate crystal specification as used in the 
modulator is as follows: -
Dimensions: 1 x 1 x 50 mm.
Orientation: Largest dimension aligned to within 0.1° from
optic(Xg) axis. Other dimensions parallel to 
and X£ axes.
Flat to within X/5 (0.63 ym wavelength).
Parallel to within 30 arc seconds.
/
One pair to be vacuum coated with chrome and gold.
The pair selected by electrical measurements of
minimum V for the two axes, o
End Faces:
Long Surface:
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Antireflection Applied to end faces. Loss at 0.63 yn 
Coatings:
less than 0.5%.
Extinction Ratio: Better than 20:1 at 100 MHz.
The measured Vq at low frequencies was approximately 
95 V and the best measured extinction ratio for the unmounted 
crystal was 40:1.
A cross-section of the final design is shown in Fig 3.10.1 
and a side view in Fig 3.10.2. A photograph of the assembled 
modulator appears as Fig 3.10.4. It is mainly fabricated from 
brass. The crystal is sandwiched between an upper brass plate 
and a perspex block. The compression on the crystal can be 
adjusted from above by six bolts. These have a washer and small 
*0* ring underneath them. The top plate is therefore effectively 
sprung against the crystal by the f0! rings. A rubber strip is 
also compressed and enables the screws to be slackened off against 
pressure. This arrangement allows a sufficiently even pressure to 
be applied to the crystal.
The top brass plate and perspex block were polished on a 
vibratory polisher, first with 6 ym diamond paste and then 1 ym 
diamond paste until flat to within 5 fringes of sodium light.
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Upper brass plate
washer
rubber strip LiNbOg Crystal
SMA jack Perspex block
Fig 3,10.1 CROSS-SECTION OF TRAVELLING-WAVE ELECTROOPTIC MODULATOR
kLiNb03 Crystal 
Perspex block
Fig 3.10.2 SIDE VIEW OF TRAVELLING-WAVE ELECTROOPTIC MODULATOR
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After cleaning, a protective gold layer was vacuum deposited on 
the top brass plate. An aluminium layer was vacuum deposited on 
the polished surface of the perspex. Aluminium was chosen as it 
is known to adhere well to perspex [94] . Unfortunately although 
aluminium has reasonable conductivity its surface oxidises and 
it was also suggested [95] that it might react in some way with 
LiNbOg. A protective layer has therefore to be considered. A 
relatively thick layer of silver for reasons of good conductivity 
was next deposited, and finally a thin layer of gold. Prior to the 
deposition of metal films, copper foil, 25 ym thick, was attached 
to the end faces of the perspex block with cyanoacrylate adhesive, 
Eastman Type 910.
A photograph of the crystal appears as Fig 3.10.3. The 
crystal is surprisingly robust, its strength being comparable to 
that of glass. The problem was to mount this still relatively 
fragile component between two surfaces of a stripline without 
inducing strains or causing damage. It was decided to slightly 
compress the crystal in order to hold it in place and make electrical 
contact. A practical guide to the correct amount of pressure is a 
0.1” »0* ring compressed .01” and the required flatness of the plates 
applying pressure to the crystal is better than 10 fringes of sodium . 
light. The use of all adhesives except special optical cements and 
other adhesives is not advised and epoxy resin is particularly not 
recommended as this induces localised strains in the crystal [93] •
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A sketch of the perspex block is shown in Fig 3.10.5. This 
block is wider at the ends for two reasons: to provide a 50 Q strip 
line, the dimensions being based on emperical data [96] , and to 
provide a location reference for assembling the modulator. After 
location of the perspex block in the main body of the modulator 
the centre contacts of the SMA connectors (which are intended for 
interface between co-axial and strip line transmission lines) are 
glued to the copper foil, attached to each end of the perspex block, 
with silver-filled conductive epoxy resin paste adhesive, CIBA 
type X83/464, and cured slightly above 60°C.
During final assembly of the modulator the crystal was 
held in place by means of perspex jigs, located on the perspex block 
and held in place with an elastic band. After the upper brass plate 
had been sprung against the crystal and prior to attachment of the 
end faces, the elastic band was cut and the jigs removed.
Al/Ag/Au
conductive 
epoxy resin
Fig 3.10.5 SKETCH OF PERSPEX BLOCK
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Fig 3,10.6 APPARATUS TO MONITOR MODULATOR PERFORMANCE
DURING ASSEMBLY
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Whilst assembly was in progress, the performance of the modulator 
was continuously monitored using the experimental arrangement of 
Fig 3*10.6. The chopping disc enabled the modulation depth and 
from this the extinction ratio and half-wave voltage of the crystal 
to be easily observed and an optimum assembly obtained.
A photograph of the assembled modulator and associated 
optical components necessary to obtain intensity modulation appears 
as Fig 3.10.7. The 0.5 mW laser is on the left, followed by a 
quarter-wave length mica retardation plate to bias the modulator 
in the linear part of its characteristic. This is followed by a 
simple telescope which is designed to reduce the laser beam diameter 
by a factor of 4 before entering the electrooptic modulator. The 
SMA terminations of the strip line can be seen on the modulator And 
a 50 ft termination is in place at one end. Finally the analyser 
can be seen on the right-hand side. This converts the 1 polarisation 
rotation* modulation to intensity modulation. .
The impedance of the strip line, with the crystal mounted, 
is approximately 28 q and the electrical loss is <1 dB. An intensity 
modulation depth of 23% has been obtained with a drive power of 10 W. 
This was measured at 350 MHz. The possibility of recirculating the 
power to obtain greater modulation efficiency at the expense of 
bandwidth for experimental purposes has been considered, but has not 
been found practicable due to losses of the modulator and recirculating 
path. See Fig 3.10.8 for diagram of this method. It is not possible
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directional coupler.
phase
shifter
source
signal
electro­
optic
mod­
ulator
Fig 3.10.8 ARRANGEMENT TO OBTAIN IMPROVED MODULATION EFFICIENCY
to separate the frequency response of the modulator from the detector. 
This point is discussed in Chapter 4, but it is considered that the 
modulatorfs response is acceptably flat to 1.9 GHz (in fact the 
response appears to begin to fall off appreciably at 2 GHz, the 
design frequency). See Fig 4.4.2 for a frequency response plot of 
the modulator in conjunction with an avalanche photodiode.
In use the modulator has proved entirely stable with time 
and variations in ambient temperature. Any self-induced temperature 
rise, although not actually observed, has also not changed the 
modulator’s performance. This temperature stability is of particular 
interest as it enables the modulator's use in practice to be much 
easier than commercial modulators we have tried. No optical damage 
has been observed, a 15 mW, as well as the normal 0.5 mW HeNe laser
80
have been used. Setting up is not particularly critical and the 
modulator remains correctly aligned under normal use.
This modulator was the subject of a jointly written 
Electronics Letter [7].
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C H A P T E R  *4
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS 
*4.1 Introduction
This Chapter is concerned with the experimental methods used 
to assess the high frequency performance of avalanche photodiodes.
The range of experiments undertaken were designed to measure various 
avalanche photodiode parameters and investigate their performance 
in several detection schemes. Two commercially available and two
# * - tA
development devices" were used in the experiments. Table 4.1.1 
summarises the basic data available for the devices used. The 
experimental methods developed are,however,considered to be directly 
applicable to other avalanche photodiode types.
Some preliminary experiments are first described which 
assessed the d.c. characteristics of the diodes. The measurement 
of the diodes’ impedance over a wide frequency range using a new 
technique is next described. This technique has significant 
advantages over others such as the use of a slotted line. In 
particular it enables the measurement of an impedance remotely 
through an unknown, but linear system of connectors and cables. 
Calibration and operation of the measurement system is simple and 
only low level signals are required. The technique, which has more
ft
The development samples were supplied by Mr A E Dawe 
of EMI Limited.
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general applications than the measurement of avalanche photodiodes, 
was developed in conjunction with Mr M S Hodgart who proposed the 
method.
The use of the avalanche photodiode as an electronic 
mixer has been extensively investigated here. The experiments 
performed, which are described in section 4.6, made use of an 
extension to the impedance measuring technique referred to above.The 
modification allowed the drive voltage appearing across the diode 
terminals to be measured remotely, a facility that was found to be 
particularly useful. For comparison:purposes, measurements were 
taken of the diodes when used in a direct detection system (followed 
by a balanced mixer). These experiments are described in section 
4.5. \
In assessing the high frequency performance of avalanche 
photodiodes, the frequency response is naturally of interest. 
Accordingly the direct detection frequency response of the diodes 
being tested was measured. The experimental techniques used, and 
results obtained are described in section 4.4.
4.2 Measurement of D.C. Characteristics
Current versus voltage measurements were made of the 
avalanche photodiodes being investigated. In all cases the diodes 
were illuminated by a HeNe laser beam using the experimental 
arrangement shown in Fig 4.2.1. The optical attenuator
84
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(see Fig 4.2.1) was adjusted in each case to give a current of 
10 pA at low voltages (< 10V, the region where current gain is 
unity). This current is sufficiently high to allow the effects 
of the dark current to be ignored. (Surface leakage is typically 
< 50 nA and bulk leakage <0.1 nA for all the diodes measured.)
4
Photographs of the current-voltage characteristic 
(as produced on a curve-tracer) of the diodes under examination 
were taken. In each case the curve tracer was adjusted to scan 
the bias voltage from zero to the breakdown voltage of the diode.
The current measuring range of the instrument was adjusted to 
give a suitable (full screen size) trace. To obtain greater 
resolution at low currents additional photographs were taken.
For these measurements the curve tracer was adjusted to give a . 
smaller voltage scan, which enabled the current measuring sensitivity 
to be increased. From these photographs the current-gain versus 
voltage characteristic can be measured using the definition
M = |- ...................................  0t.2.1)
P
where 1^ is the basic photocurrent (current at low bias voltages).
I is the current at the bias voltage under consideration.
M is the current gain.
The characteristics produced are given in Figs 4.2.2 to 4.2.5 for 
diode types DCB7/HS/S15/3, DCB7/HS/S15/4, CG510 and S30500 
respectively.
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Measurement of A.C. Characteristics
/ ' .
Most manufacturers quote a capacitance and series
resistance for their photodiodes. However, the capacitance is
often measured at low frequencies (1 MHz) and the relative
contribution of the device package is usually not considered.
In order to characterise avalanche photodiodes more fully it is
desirable to measure the diode’s impedance over a wide range of
frequencies and bias voltages. By this means a more accurate •'
representation of the equivalent circuit can be built up than
the simple R.C. equivalent often assumed.
■ Impedance measurements over a range of frequencies
and bias voltages were therefore taken for the avalanche photodiodes
under examination. The experimental procedure, which made use of
the arrangement of Fig H.3.1, is described below. The combination
of directional coupler and vector voltmeter enable complex
reflection coefficients to be measured. At each measurement
frequency a system calibration was performed using the following
method: short circuit, a resistance, R , (for convenience 50 ft),
o
and two lossless reactive impedances are inserted in turn at the 
input port of the system. A measurement of forward, V^, and 
reflected, V , wave voltages and their relative phase, <£, as 
indicated by the vector voltmeter being taken for every impedance. 
The reactive impedances can be of any value provided they are 
different and of high Q. Other reactances can be introduced for 
cross-check purposes. The short-circuit termination is the
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reference plane to which all measured impedances refer. From the
above measurements the (complex) reflection coefficients
ro, rm , rxl, and rx2 for short circuit, matched and lossless
^r
reactances respectively are calculated (r = y ~
i
After calibration, determination of an unknown impedance 
only requires its insertion at the input port and a measurement 
of forward and reflected wave voltages to be taken. The reflection 
coefficient, , is then derived. The impedance, Z^, is given
by:-
h R
Z. = ° °      (4.3.1)
, L hQ - g
IMAG(g.g* ) .
where h = j...........................      (4.3.2)
o J _ A
s x2 ” ® xl 
r - r
where = y y -     (4.3.3)
xl o
and e ?         (4.3.4)
*x2 ~ Lo
and ■ g = rL — p-  .....  .............   (4.3.5)
L ~ o
The derivation of the above is given in Appendix (I).
This method, has significant advantages over methods 
such as the use of a slotted line. Measurement only requires the 
insertion of the unknown impedance at the appropriate point and
93
the reading of meters, a method that would lend itself to 
automation. Large or small signals may be employed, the limit 
being set by the sensitivity of the vector’voltmeter. The calibration 
procedure is simple and does not require a range of accurately 
calibrated impedances. In particular the method enables the 
measurement of an impedance remotely through an unknown, but linear 
system of connections and cables. In principle the calibrating 
resistance, Rq9 may have any value; but the ready availability 
of 50 n matched load makes such a choice a natural one. The actual 
characteristic impedance of that part of the system in which the 
reflection coefficient is made is immaterial. Any insertion loss 
between the measurement point and unknown impedance degrade the 
accuracy of the measurement. This has been treated by Warner [97].
».
To enable fast and simple derivation of impedance from 
experimental measurements a program has been written for a 
Hewlett Packard desk calculator. The program is arranged so that 
the calibration conditions need be entered only once. Each of the 
reflection coefficients can then be entered in turn, and the 
corresponding impedances are calculated directly. Experimental data 
is thus readily processed. The calculator program is given in 
Appendix (II).
The methods described in this section have been used to 
obtain the impedance of several avalanche photodiodes at frequencies 
between .1 and 1 GHz, for various bias voltages. The upper frequency 
limit was determined by the vector voltmeter and the lower limit by
94
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the directional coupler used. The short-circuit reference plane was 
made to coincide with the base of the diode package. This reference
I
plane is indicated in Fig 4.3.2 which shows a diagram of the diode 
mounting.
The results obtained have been expressed as an equivalent 
capacitance and resistance in series. The plots of reactance versus 
frequency with bias voltage as an independent parameter for diodes 
DCB7/HS/S15/3, DCB7/HS/S15/4, CG510 and S30500 are given in Figs 
4.3.3 to 4.3.6, The series resistance plot for diode S30500 is 
given in Fig 4.3.7. The series resistance of diode CG510 was found
# • r
to be practically constant at 3 Q. Small variations (< 0.5 q) were 
observed, but these were considered to be beyond the system resolution. 
The values measured (between + and - 0.5 ft) for diodes DCB7/HS/S15/3 
and DCB7/HS/S15/4 were also considered to be beyond system resolution. 
No curves are given for these devices.
The equivalent capacitance of the diode consists not only 
of the. junction capacitance but also of various stray elements.
The series inductance of the package in particular will modify the 
results. If the various parasitic elements are lumped as shown 
in Fig 4.3.8, a better approximation to the real situation can be 
obtained than a simple R.C. equivalent circuit.
This approximation has been made for diodes DCB7/HS/S15/3 
and DCB/HS/S15/4, which are assumed to have no real part, the 
solution therefore being more tractable. The method used was to
S6
"guess" at the various parameters and see how well they fitted the
values^ obtained ffom the experimental data. A small program was
written for a Hewlett Packard desk calculator to perform the
calculation. Values for C and L (as defined in Fig 4.3.8) arep s
given in Table 4.3.1. .
Diode Type Cp(pF) L CnH)o
DCB7/HS/S15/3 .29 1*7
DCB7/HS/S15/4 .23 1.66
Table 4.3.1
Values of C and L 'for diodes DCB7/HS/S15/3 and DCB 7/HS/S15/4 
 ___ ;___ 2______ _ s _ ________________ .______________________________ ■______
These values are considered to be good approximations to 
the actual values. The curves of the remaining junction capacitance - 
(including the stray capacitance lumped at this point), versus bias 
voltage for these diodes are given in Figs 4.3.9 and 4.3.10. From 
these results, the calculated 3 dB cut-off frequency for diodes 
; DCB7/HS/S15/3 and DCB7/HS/S15/4 when terminated with 50 ft is 
approximately 1.8 GHz. The self-resonant frequency is higher 
(approximately 2.8GHz). Taking the capacitance of diode S30500 
to be 5 pf and the series resistance as 20 ft the 3 dB cut-off 
frequency for this diode when terminated with 50 ft is approximately 
450 MHz.
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4.4 Direct Detection Frequency Response Measurements
/  ■
The frequency response of several avalanche photodiodes to 
a modulated optical carrier was measured using the experimental 
arrangement of Fig 4.4.1. The laser used was a HeNe type operating 
at 633 nm with a power output of approximately 0.5 mW.
Measurements of signal power received by the spectrum 
analyser were taken at spot frequencies between 0.2 and 1.85 GHz 
(inclusive). The drive power applied to'the electrooptic modulator 
was +10 dBm at all frequencies, corresponding to an intensity 
modulation depth of approximately 0.72%. A calibration of the 
electrooptic modulator was obtained previously [7], [8].-
The system was first calibrated by connecting the electrical 
output of the electrooptic modulator (usually terminated in 50 ft) 
to the input of the received section via a fixed attenuator. This 
was of a suitable value to bring the measured power into the same 
range as that received from a photodiode. The accuracy of the 
measurements therefore largely depends on the response of the 
attenuator and electrooptic modulator. In addition the spectrum 
analyser was calibrated against a Marconi power meter (type 6598) 
to enable an absolute value of received power to be obtained. The 
receiver was positioned in a screened room to avoid coupling to 
the transmitter by means other than the path intended.
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The measured frequency response of diode types DCB7/HS/S15/3 
DCB7/HS/S15/4, S30500 and CG510 for several d.c* bias conditions 
are shown in Figs 4.4.2 to 4.4.5 respectively. In these curves 
the d.c. current is doubled for each frequency plot which 
approximately corresponds to. a doubling of current gain (ie 6 dB).
Examining the frequency responses of diodes DCB7/HS/S15/3 
and DCB7/HS/S15/4, Figs 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 respectively, it can be 
seen that a substantially flat response is obtained. Gain saturation 
effects occur at higher bias currents and there is a slight roll-off 
at the high frequency end, but it is not possible to divorce the
 ^ - i
frequency response of the modulator from that of the diodes. No 
firm conclusions can therefore be drawn without another reference, 
which unfortunately, is not available. However,' taking the overall . 
collection of results it seems likely that the response of the 
modulator is "flat" to frequencies approaching 2 GHz, the predicted 
3 dB frequency. Other limitations are attributable to the diodes 
tested. '
The response of diode S30500 falls off at approximately 
6 dB/octave, which is attributed to its high capacitance. Gain 
saturation effects are observed at higher values of bias current.
The response of the remaining diode, CG510, rolls of around 1 GHz 
which is also considered to be due to capacitance effects.
Except at high current gains, it would appear that the 
major frequency response limitations of the diodes, tested can be
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attributed to R.C. limitations rather than transit time effects 
because there is no significant change in the 3 dB bandwidth as 
a function of gain. Diodes with small series resistance such 
as DCB7/HS/S15/3 and DCB7/HS/S15/4 are therefore likely to have 
increased frequency response if a lower load impedance is used.
The measured maximum gain bandwidth product of the above two 
diodes is approximately 200 GHz.
4.5 Measurements Using Direct Detection and Balanced Mixer
As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, one 
possible form of photodetection and subsequent frequency conversion 
is the use of an avalanche photodiode with d.c. bias followed by 
a balanced mixer. Some measurements have been made utilising this 
mode of operation. The actual experimental arrangement used is 
given in Fig 4.5.1. Referring to this figure the transmitting 
apparatus is shown on the left. A 950 MHz signal from the General 
Radio generator is amplified by the power amplifier (described in 
Chapter 3), and applied via a circulator and directional coupler 
to the electrooptic modulator. The circulator is required to 
protect the amplifier. The directional coupler in conjunction 
with the pcrwer meter, enables the forward (and reflected) power 
to be measured.
I
The optical apparatus is suitably arranged to obtain 
intensity modulation of the laser beam. The telescope is required 
to reduce the diameter of the laser beam so it can easily pass
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through the electrooptic modulator.
The modulated optical beam is focussed onto the avalanche 
photodiode, which produces a current in sympathy with the modulation. 
The bias-T enables a suitable d.c. bias (which is monitored) to be 
applied to the diode, but blocks the d.c. to the balanced mixer.
A 1 GHz local oscillator signal from the Marconi generator, which 
is monitored by the directional coupler /power meter arrangement is 
applied to the balanced mixer where it ,mixes1 with the signal from 
the avalanche photodiode to produce a 50 MHz signal. This can be 
observed with the spectrum analyser. All the receiving apparatus
-» „ - t
is contained within a screened room to prevent r.f. coupling by 
means other than the laser beam.
- t.
Diode types DCB7/HS/S15/3, DCB7/HS/S15/4, S30500 and 
CG510 were employed in the above arrangement. Values of down- 
converted power and noise level versus bias current were measured 
and the results are given in Figs 4.5.2 to 4.5.5. The basic d.c. 
photocurrent in all cases was adjusted to 2 yA at unity gain by 
means of an optical attenuator (not shown in Fig 4.5.1). The 
electrooptic modulator drive used was +30 dBm at a frequency of 
950 MHz, corresponding to an intensity modulation depth of 
approximately 6.5%. The local oscillator drive to the mixer was set 
to +6 dBm at a frequency approximately 50 MHz above the signal 
frequency (1 GHz). The specification for the mixer is given in 
Table 4.5.1.
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Frequency Range Minimum Isolation (L0 to RF)
Maximum Conversion 
Loss
Measured
Conversion
Loss
3 to 1000 MHz
50 dB: 3+100 MHz 
35 dB: 100+1000 MHz
7 dB: 10+300 MHz 
10 dB: 3+1000 MHz
8 dB 
(at 1 GHz)
Table 4.5.1 
Specification for Mixer Type AS1303
Referring to Figs 4.5.2 and 4.5.5 it can be seen that the 
basic noise level is -124 dBm and is'; due to the spectrum analyser 
set to an i.f. bandwidth of 10 KHz (this corresponds to a noise 
figure of 10 dB in this instrument). As the mixer has a'conversion 
loss of 8 dB and therefore a noise figure the same or slightly worse, 
it was considered that the 2 dB improvement possible if a preamplifier 
before the spectrum analyser input were used would not warrant its 
use. Amplifiers with noise figures of 5 dB at 1 GHz are readily 
available and should offer an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
To verify this point, a broadband amplifier (Avantek type 2004M) with 
a noise figure quoted as better than 6 dB and a minimum gain of 
26 dB was inserted between the diode type DCB7/HS/S15/3 and the mixer. 
An improvement in s ignal-to-nois e at a bias current of 16 yA of 2 dB 
was noted. However, the amplifier was not inserted for other 
measurements. All the diodes tested exceeded the noise level of 
the spectrum analyser with bias currents approximately >100 yA.
Gain saturation also occurs in this area for diode S30500 but does 
not occur till higher currents for the other diodes.
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The signal-to-noise ratios obtained for diode types 
DCB7/HS/S15/3 and DCB7/HS/S15/4 are plotted in Fig 4.5,6 and for 
types S30500 and CG510 in Fig 4.5.7. These values are obtained 
from Figs 4.5.2 to 4.6.6 and are given for comparison purposes 
with other detection modes.
4.6 Measurements of Avalanche Photodiodes used as Electronic
Mixers "" “I
The performance of several avalanche photodiodes when used 
as electronic mixers has been measured using the experimental 
arrangement of Fig 4.6.T. In this arrangement the transmitting 
section is as that described in the previous section (except for 
a change in power meter type). This transmitter produces an optical 
beam intensity modulated to a depth of 6.5% at a frequency of 
0.95 GHz.
The receiving apparatus is again contained in a screened 
room to prevent coupling to the transmitter except by way of the 
laser beam. The Marconi generator produces a 1 GHz local oscillator 
signal which is amplified to a suitable power level (approximately 
3 W). An adjustible attenuator is used to attenuate this signal 
to provide a.c. bias to the avalanche photodiode via a circulator, 
directional coupler, filter and bias--T.
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The circulator performs two functions in this arrangement, 
firstly to provide protection for the power amplifier, and secondly 
to provide a path for the received signal. This is explained more 
fully below.
The LP/HP filter, which is a simple L.C. arrangement, allows 
high frequencies (> approx 500 MHz) to pass between ports A and B 
and low frequencies (< approx 500 MHz) between ports A and C.
Utilising the non-linearity of the avalanche photodiode, 
the local oscillator "mixes” with the current generated by the 
incident optical beam and produces signals at several frequencies, 
of which the significant ones are:
i
(i) direct detection frequency 950 MHz .
(ii) down-conversion (i.f.) frequency 50 MHz,
(iii) 1image1 conversion frequency 1.05 GHz.
The image, direct and reflected local oscillator signals 
pass through the bias-T , HP/LP filter, directional coupler and 
circulator to the band-stop filter. This filter, stops the local 
oscillator signal at 1 GHz but passes the image and direct signals 
to a pre-amplifier and finally the high frequency spectrum analyser. 
Any local oscillator signal that appears at the input to the band- 
stop filter is considerably attenuated. This is necessary to 
protect the pre-amplifier and spectrum analyser. The i.f. signal
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from the avalanche photodiode passes through the bias-T LP/HP 
filter and 300 MHz LP filter to the low frequency spectrum analyser.
Fig 4.6.2 shows a photograph of the receiving equipment used and 
Fig 4.6.3 a photograph of the transmitting equipment.
The directional coupler and vector voltmeter (Hewlett-Packard 
type 8405A), which were used, enabled the local oscillator voltage
across the terminals of the diode under test to be obtained. (The
*
"terminals” here refer to the plane indicated in Fig 4.3.2.) The 
method used is similar to that for obtaining the impedance character­
istics of a diode as described in section 4.3. A system calibration 
has first to be performed in the same way. During an experimental 
run measurements of forward, V^, and reflected, V , wave voltages 
and their relative phase, are taken for each measurement point.
From these the reflection coefficient, r ,  can be calculated. The 
terminal voltage, V, is related to these measurements by:
V = V.l
2h R o o
( r  - r )z 
m 0-0
( r  -  r )o
where h , R , r and r have the same meaning as given in section 4.3< o o m o
and Zq is the input transmission line impedance.
The theory of this method, which is an extension of the 
technique described in Section 4.3 and Appendix I, is described in 
Appendix III. A Hewlett-Packard desk calculator program was written 
to facilitate result processing and is given in Appendix IV.
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Fig 4.6.2 THE RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
GAS
LASER
Fig 4.6.3 THE TRANSMITTING EQUIFMENT
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Using the above method to determine the drive voltage, 
measurements of received power into 50 at the signal frequency 
(0*95 GHz) measured by the low frequency spectrum analyser were 
made for sets of drive and bias voltages. In all cases the basic 
photocurrent (ie before multiplication) was adjusted to 2 yA by 
means of the optical attenuator. Allowances were made for the loss 
through the various arms of the system by previous calibration.
The ratio of high-frequency signal power to low-frequency 
signal power, termed here conversion loss, obtained for diode 
types DCB7/HS/S15/3, DCB7/HS/S15/4, 330500 and CG510 are given in 
Figs 4.6.4 to 4.5.7 respectively. The signal-to-noise ratios obtained 
in each case are plotted in (Figs 4.6.8 to 4.6.11) respectively.
The method described above unfortunately requires 
significant power to be extracted of the high-frequency (direct 
detection) signal in order to obtain a measurement of this parameter. 
To be fair in testing of the internal mixing mode one would not 
attempt to extract power at this frequency and so the method is 
artificial to this extent. However, at least a measurement has been 
obtained which allows a comparison with the theoretically predicted 
results (obtained in Chapter 5) to be made. By this means confidence 
in the theoretical model could be obtained allowing different 
terminations and drive conditions to be tried out theoretically.
In view of the large number of variable parameters, such as a.c. 
bias and terminating impedances at all relevant frequencies it was 
considered that this approach, adopted here, would be the most
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tenable. A comparison between theory and practice is made in 
Chapter 5 section 7.
Comparing the results obtained when using the diode as 
a mixer (Figs 4.6.8 to 4.6.11) to the diode plus external mixer 
case (Figs 4.5.6 and 4.5.7) it can be seen that an improved 
signal-to-noise ratio is obtained (approximately 3 dB) with diode 
types DCB7/HS/S15/3 and DCB7/HS/S15/4 under certain conditions, 
whereas it is worse in the case of the S30500 type and approximately 
the same for the remaining diode type CG510. This would seem to 
indicate that operation beyond the cut-off of the diode is not 
desirable. The poor noise performance of the latter two diodes 
is attributed to increased internal dissipation which causes the 
junction temperature to rise. This would alone degrade the noise 
performance, but in addition other characteristics (such as leakage 
current) will change and modify the noise performance.
During the experiments it was observed that d.c. current 
flow increased with increasing a.c. bias voltage for all diodes 
except the type S30500. This is illustrated in Figs 4.6.12 and 
4.6.13 which gives d.c. current flow versus a.c. voltage for diode 
types DCB7/HS/S15/3 and S30500 respectively. In the case of a diode 
such as the DCB7/HS/S15/3 the increase in current flow is to be 
expected while the decrease obtained for the S30500 is not. A 
slower rate of increase in current flow can be attributed to the 
series resistance and capacitance of the device; however a decrease 
can only be explained by a change in the characteristics of the
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device such as an increase in the effective series resistance.
This is hardly surprising in view of the high internal dissipation 
at the drive voltages employed, but a complete explanation of the 
above effects has not been found.
4*7 Conclusions
1 i
The d.c. and a.c. characteristics of several avalanche 
photodiodes have been measured, in some cases using novel techniques, 
enabling their high-frequency performance to be assessed.
■# t
Frequency response measurements of the photodiodes have 
been made extending up to nearly 2 GHz using specialised apparatus, 
some of which was specifically developed for these experiments. •
(A description of some of the apparatus is given in Chapter 3.)
The results obtained clearly indicate the relative performance of 
the diodes tested and in addition demonstrate the usefulness of the 
apparatus.
Measurements have been taken with the diode used as an 
electronic mixer and also when followed by a balanced mixer. The 
results indicate that an improvement in signal-to-noise ratio can 
sometimes be obtained when using the diode as a mixer.
Operation of the diode as a mixer, beyond R.C. cut-off has 
been found undesirable. Operation of the diode as a mixer had previously 
been considered to have the greatest advantage at frequencies beyond
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the R.C. cut-off [2], [9]
The results obtained, although not taken when using the 
diode in an optimum condition, do allow comparisons with other 
detection methods and also establish confidence in the accuracy of 
the theoretical analysis. They are therefore of value, enabling 
the direction of any future work in this field to be indicated.
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C H A P T E R  5
/
ANALYSIS OF ELECTRONIC MIXING IN THE AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
5,1 Introduction
The use of an avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer 
has been suggested by Davis and Kulczyk [1], [9] , As discussed in 
Chapter 1, in this mode of operation it is possible to arrange for 
the avalanche photodiode to detect a signal, intensity modulated 
on an optical carrier, and convert it to a lower intermediate 
frequency. The conversion process is obtained by superimposing 
an a.c. bias on the normal d.c. bias applied to the avalanche 
photodiode. This a.c. bias effectively modulates the current gain 
of the device and produces several frequency components, among them 
a signal at the difference frequency of the incoming optical signal 
and the a.c. bias. The diode thus acts as a mixer. A spectrum 
of the signals involved in a typical case is given in Fig 1.1(c).
In their analysis of the conversion performance Davis and 
Kulczyk adopted an analytical approach based on an idealised current- 
gain-voltage characteristic. They performed sane measurements of 
conversion loss and signal-to-noise ratio* at 70 MHz, the results 
of which are in broad agreement with their theory. However, the 
effect of the junction capacitance on the mixing action was not
R
Their SNR calculations are discussed in Chapter 2
• section 6.
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considered. At higher frequencies this must be taken into account 
because the capacitive reactance becomes comparable with the 
impedance of the external circuitry . Since this capacitance is a 
function of the applied bias voltage, parametric effects will also 
occur which can appreciably modify the mixing action.
This chapter presents an analysis of the electronic 
mixing process in avalanche photodiodes based on a more complex 
model than that used by Davis and Kulczyk. The model takes into 
account the junction capacitance and enables a more accurate 
comparison with practical results to:be. obtained.' Since the' 
consequent mathematics is intractable analytically a digital 
computer was used to obtain numerical solutions of the dynamic 
properties of the device based on measured characteristics.
A comparison is made with the results experimentally 
obtained in Chapter 4 and with the results and analysis given by 
Kulczyk [2]. From the theory developed suggestions are made as to 
the correct operation of the device.
5.2 Development of Model
The equivalent circuit model of the avalanche photodiode 
can be drawn as shown in Fig 5.2.1.
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Fig 5.2.1 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL OF AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE
where ig(t) is the incident photocurrent
m(t) is the current gain of the device
c(t) is the capacitance of the device
v(t) is the voltage across the capacitance of the device
i(t) is the current flowing into the device.
This model does not take into account internal dynamic effects •
The solution of the transport equations [19} governing these effects 
would require an extremely complicated analysis.
The shunt capacitance is a non-linear function of applied 
voltage. Manley and Rowefs well-known equations [98] which predict
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power flow in lossless non-linear devices are therefore applicable. 
The Manley-Rowe equations are:
m=°° n=w . mW
Z E —  = 0     (5.2.1(a))
m=0 n=-» mP.+nw 
i o
m=«> n=« nW ~ ,r 0
j. ^ m,n = 0      (5.3.1(b))
m=-« n=0 mw.+nw 
1 o
where ok and oj can be any two frequencies, but are identified here 
as the input frequency and 1 local oscillator* frequency respectively.
n represents power flow into the ‘iossless non-linear device at 
frequency iiiok + nwQ.
For use as a downconverter with an output at an intermediate
frequency, ok ^ , and where power flow is allowed only at wq , ok and
w . _ there are two possible modes of operation:
ZL*X •
to. _ = w. - w •••••••.......................  (5.2.2)
l.f. l o
or
to. r- - to - to. (5.2.3)
l.f. o 1
ie the input frequency is either the upper-sideband or lower- 
sideband of the local oscillator respectively.
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Considering the upper-sideband-downconverter case first 
of all, equation 5.2.1(a) reduces to:
W. W. _•
—  + = 0 ........   (5.2.4)
“i “i.f.
Power flow into the non-linear element is defined as positive. The 
exchangeable power gain of the non-linear element in this mode (by 
rearranging equation 5.2.4) becomes:
f - “i f »l.t. _ l.r.       (5.2.5)
W. a),l l
Power flows into the device at the input frequency and out at the
*
intermediate frequency, however since to. ^ < w. there is nol. x. l
possibility of gain. This mode of operation is therefore unlikely 
to be very useful.
Considering the lower-s ideband-downconverter case 
now becomes negative and equation 5.2.4 becomes
W. W. .
= o .................... ;......    (5.2.6)
~“i “i.f.
The power gain in this mode is therefore
-W. r: to. r;
I'*'. - 1 '1 ‘    (5.2.7)
-w. 0).
1 1
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The negative signs are included to emphasise that paver flow 
must be out of the device at both intermediate and signal frequencies 
in order to satisfy this equation. Since the net power flow out at 
the signal frequency can be large (supplied by the local oscillator) 
there is a possibility of high transducer gain [99] 9 but only at the 
price of possible instabilities. This condition is illustrated in 
Fig 5.2.2.
source
Rs -Wc
< = >
e
stable if f li
non-linear cleui’ce
(-) &L
A t W a
A  <s
I f  **
oca 1 oscillator
(or pump)
- W U
t = >
e
?aol
Fig 5.2.2 POWER FLOW IN W W E R - S I D E R / m - I X m C O M E R T O R
As this mode of operation (the lower-sideband-downconverter), offers 
the possibility of gain it is the only system considered in detail 
here.
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Useful though they are as general indications of power 
flow in non-linear parametric circuits, the Manley-Rowe equations 
constitute only general restricting observations and constraints.
They do not indicate the dependence of the power flows on the specific 
choice of circuit. The analysis described here attempts to quantify 
the circuit parameters and power flows.
In this analysis the series resistance of the diode is
assumed constant in common with other authors [99], [100]. The
actual variation in practical diodes is not great (eg see Fig 4.3.7
in Chapter 4), and the error involved in assuming constant series
resistance is considered to be small.' As a constant element, the
series resistance is lumped with the external impedance attached
*
to the device to facilitate analysis of the circuit.
We now analyse the circuit using. Fourier analysis to 
characterise the capacitor but unlike conventional analyses of 
parametric amplifiers it is also necessary in this case to consider 
the time variation of the gain, m(t), and its Fourier components.
Summing currents into the capacitance, Fig 5.2.1, we
obtain:
i (t)m(t)+i(t) =   (5.2.8)s at
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The time waveforms may be expanded as a two-dimensional 
Fourier series:
£=co S-co
v(t) = Z Z V[£,s]exp(jjia) t+jsw.t) ....... .. (5.2.9)
1--°° s=-« ° 1
m=00 S — 00
i(t) = £ Z I[m,s]exp(jma)ot+jsa)^ t) ......... (5.2.10)
m=-°° s=-°°
m=°°
m(t) = E M[m]exp(jma) t)  ......     (5.2.11)
m=-0<> °
k=«
c(t) = Z C[k]exp(jkaj t)  .......   (5.2.12)
k=-~ °
s=»
i_(t) = Z a[s]exp(jsco-t) ..................   (5.9.13)o -L
where is the input signal angular frequency
w is the fundamental drive (local oscillator) angular 
o °
frequency.
One may assume that the effect of the input signal current, 
ic(t), has an insignificant effect on the coefficients of M and 
C. This current may therefore be made arbitrarily small and 
superimposed on the drive condition.
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Substituting the Fourier expansions in equation 5.2.8 and 
performing the differentiation on v(t) V7e obtain:-
s=» m=«>
E a[s]exp(jsai^t) E M[m]exp (jmw t) 
s=-°° m=-«
m=oo s=«>
+ E E I[m,s]exp(jma) t+jsw-t)
JIP-CO S=-oo °  1
k=eo
= E .C[k]exp(jkajo).
k=—co
£ = c o  s = c o
E E j(fcw +sto. )VJ>,s]exD(j£co t+jsw.t)  .... (5 .'2 .m)o i '-J o J i
£ = - c o  S = - c o
It is possible in principle to' solve the above equation for 
an arbitrarily large number of coefficients; but in practice it is 
only necessary to compute signal flow at signal i.f. and 1 image* 
frequencies. (The image frequency = 2u>o - w^.) This decision which 
greatly simplifies the problem is commonly made by other authors 
(eg [99], [106]). Accordingly all series were truncated at second 
harmonic, other harmonics assume either an open or short-circuit 
condition.
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Signal flow at signal, i.f., and image can be extracted 
by identifying groups of terms in equation 5.2.14 with common 
frequencies; hence:
At signal frequency [0,-1] (using negative frequency for
convenience)
a [-1] .M [0]+1[0,-1] =
C[0](-5Mi)V[Q,-l]
+ C[-l]jU0 -Wi)Vtl,-l]
+ C[-2]j(2(0o - a . p v p . - l ] ..
Intermediate frequency [1,-1]
a[-l].M[l]+I[l,-l] =
Clllj.C-oijJVp.-l]
+ C[0]j(Mo -Ui)V[l,-l]
+ C[-l]j(2(o0 - Ui)V[2,-l] .'.
Image frequency [2,-1]
a[-l].M[2]+I[2,-l] =
C[2]j(-Ui)V[0,-l]
+ C[l]jUo - o>i)V[l,-l]
+ C[0]j(2uo - (o±)V[2,-1]     .(5.2.17)
,. (5.2.15)
(5.2.16)
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By substituting Z[0,-1].I[0,-1], Z[l,-1].I[l,-1] and
Z[2,-1] .1 [2,-1] forV[0,-l], V[l,-1] and V [2,-1] respectively, the
above equations can be written in terms of I[0,-1], I[1,-2] and 
I[2,-1]• .
Z[0,-1], Z[l,-1] and Z[2,-l], having the correct dimensions, 
are regarded as impedances at signal, i.f., and image respectively. 
Strictly speaking they are only ratios of voltage to current. The 
negative of these will be actual terminating impedances at each 
frequency.
Fig 5.2.1 is redrawn in Fig 5.2.3 with the avalanche 
photodiode shown as a "black box". The defined directions of current 
flow and voltage at the input port are shown.
1---------------- n  i
AVALANCHE Ji
V externalPHOTODIODE circuitry
Fig 5.2.3 DEFINED DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW AND VOLTAGE.
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In a physically realisable system, only solutions giving
Real Z[0,-1], Z[l,-1], Z[2,~l] <0 
are possible for power flow out of the device at these frequencies.
The terminating impedance at each frequency is the negative 
of the above impedances. This well-known technique has been termed 
imbedding and is discussed for example by Rafuse and Penfield [99] ,
With knowledge of the capacitance, C, and current gain, M, 
coefficients, photocurrent,[a -1], and terminating impedances, 
equations 5.2,15, 5.2.16 and 5.2.17 can be solved simultaneously 
for I[0,-1], I[1,-1] and I[2,-1]. V[0,-1], V[l,-1] and V[2,-l]’
can then be found by substitution and hence the power flows at 
signal, i.f., and image. The technique for obtaining C and M 
coefficients from non-linear C(V) and M(V) data is explained 
in the next section, (5.3).
5.3 Computational Procedure
The conputational procedure developed is described in 
this section. A simplified flow chart of the procedure is given in 
Fig 5.3.1.
As previously stated, equations 5.2.15, 5.2.16 and 5.2.17 
require knowledge of capacitance and current gain coefficients. In
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order to establish these, experimentally measured values of capacitance 
and current gain against voltage for a particular diode are taken and 
polynomial fits performed for each.
Fourier voltage coefficients are next entered (in the actual
implementation capacitance coefficients can alternatively be entered). 
The time waveform for these is generated and with reference to the 
appropriate polynomial, the corresponding waveforms for current-gain 
and capacitance. Fourier transformations are performed on these to 
obtain the coefficients of current-gain and capacitance. A drive 
condition is thus established. ,
harmonic of the drive frequency are computed at this stage in order
computing these are given in Appendix (V). Knowledge of current
Impedances and power flows at the fundamental and second
to assess the drive condition. The derivations of the formulae for
flow is required in order to compute the above and is obtained here 
as follows:
Since i (5.3.1)
\
where ^  = c(t) - £ C[k]exp(jka)0t)
k=+«>
(5.3.2)
aid ^  = v(t) = I jJto0V[£]exp[ji>u0t;|
0 T —.m
£= + 03
(5.3.3)
m=eo K=co
then I[m] = £ £ j(m-k)woV[m-k]C[k]exp( jmw0t) • • • • • (5.3.10
m=-«> k“-°°
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The above calculation requires the drive frequency, to be 
entered as a fixed parameter prior to computation.
If the drive condition is considered unsuitable the 
computation can be recommenced with new voltage coefficients. 
Alternatively the second part of the procedure can be entered 
which calculates the power flows at i.f., signal and image frequencies. 
The signal frequency, photocurrent and terminating impedances are 
entered as data and the power flows calculated using the method 
described in section 5.2.
* •; t
. Various strategies can now be followed. A new signal entry 
can be made if it is desired to change the signal frequency or input 
photocurrent and the power flows again calculated. If only impedances 
are required to be changed, these can be entered manually or in a 
suitable iterative loop designed to maximise power flow at i.f. 
Alternatively the impedances can be scanned over a range in order to 
prepare data for further processing. Finally a different drive entry 
can be made with new voltage coefficients.
5.4 Computer Implementation
The program to perform the procedure described in the 
previous section, 5.3, was written in'Algol 60 suitable for use 
on an ICL 1905F computer. A copy is given in Appendix VI. It 
utilises two algorithms written by the Nottingham Algorithm Group
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which are held in the University Computer’s Library. The first,
E02ABA [101], is used in the curve fitting to calculate the polynomial 
approximation by Forsythe’s method [102], The other, F04AAA [103] 
is used to solve the set of linear equations determining the current 
flows at i.f. signal and image. The method upon which this 
algorithm is based can be found in reference [104]. 1
The program was designed to be interactive, conversation 
with the computer being mainly via an ASR33 Teletype, coupled to the 
1905F computer through a MICRO 16V mini-computer. The computing system 
was run on a time-shared basis.
5.5 Comparison of Current Analysis with that Given by
Davis & Kulczyk
As stated in the introduction to this thesis, Q V Davis 
and W K Kulczyk were the first authors to propose the use of the 
avalanche photodiode as an electronic mixer and publish an analysis 
of the mixing process together with some practical results [1], [9].
A summary of their approach is given here which is compared with 
the analysis described in this thesis.
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05.
FIG 5.5.1. INVERSE GAIN vs VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC OF APD
The above authors assume the avalanche photodiode to have 
an inverse current gain voltage characteristic of the type shown in 
Fig 5,5.1. This is approximated to:
M(V) = 1, V<V* i
M(V) = K
o
V-V
(5.5.1(a))
1- o
Vo-V B o
-1
, V.c.Vc.V-.................. (5.5.1(b))
5 O D
where K is a constant depending on the illumination level 
and frequency 
M is the current gain of the avalanche photodiode
V is the bias voltage
Vg is the breakdown voltage
VQ is that bias voltage at which the avalanche process
becomes noticeable.
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At high current gains the curve diverges from the idealised 
form, above and in order to obtain a more satisfactory curve-fit 
approximation, equation 5.5.1(b) is modified to:
M(V) = K
v-*v^-Vo« o c
Vn - V B o
-1
(5.5.2)
where V is a correction voltage given by:
V -V
V„ = Kr;§-£     (5.5.3)
max
M is the maximum current gain of the device. . max
. In a photodiode biased at a voltage V, corresponding to a 
current gain -M, the photocurrent that flews can be expressed as
i = i M  .............................   (5.5.H)
o .
where iQ is the basic signal current.
If a sinusoidal voltage of amplitude VL0 and frequency to is 
superimposed as indicated in Fig 5.5.1, the current that flews can 
be expressed in teims of a Fourier series.
a
i = + a^cos wt ... ancos nwt) ..........   (5.5.5)
If the incident light were itself modulated at a frequency w O
the basic current would be:
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i = r  cos a t  ............. ................ (5.5.6)o so s
which is substituted in equation 5.5.5 at the signal frequency with 
an amplitude
a
1 = 1     (5.5.7)s so 2
and a component at the difference frequency of amplitude
I.. = I ^  ....W........ ......... ....... (5.5.8)if - so 2 . - ~ -
Kulczyk and Davis chose as a definition of conyerosion loss, 
L, the ratio of the square of the actual signal-frequency current 
to the square of the i.f. current:
I 2 a '
L = = (— )   (5.5.9)
I. 2 a
i.f.
They derived the coefficients aQ, and a^ and obtained an expression 
for L ■ in decibels
L,k = 8.6 cosh (fe— --)   (5.5.10)
db. " lo
V-V -v
where V* = ^ —
B” o
V
 ^ LO
and V'‘lo = v - T ~
B o . -
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The above analysis agreed fairly well with results obtained 
by Kulczyk at an intermediate frequency of 70 MHz and a local 
oscillator of 100 MHz. It was considered necessary by the author 
to approach the analysis a different way for the reasons enumerated 
below.
1. Results obtained more recently at higher frequencies 
were found to be at variance or non-predictable.
2. The approximation to the d.c, current gain characteristic 
was cqnsidered inadequate, .particularly for more recently 
developed diodes such as the reachthrough avalanche 
photodiode.
3. No account is taken of the non-linear junction capacitance. 
In view of the fact that this effect is very often made use 
of in mixers, parametric amplifiers etc [98], [99] it was 
considered desirable to take.into account any effect it 
might have on the mixing process here.
4. Their analysis assumed that all currents flowing in the 
device except at i.f. were short-circuited. This is not 
always a reasonable assumption; all avalanche photodiodes 
have some series resistance, package inductance etc. For 
example the EMI diode type S30500 has an equivalent series 
resistance of approximately 50 ft. In view of this it was 
considered desirable to allow for the actual terminating
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impedances at signal i.f. and image frequencies.
5. The drive waveform is taken to be sinusoidal. This
assumes a voltage source, which at frequencies where the diode
constitutes a low impedance, is difficult to obtain. A sinusoidal 
waveform is not necessarily an optimum condition and it was considered 
desirable to make allowance for other waveforms
5.6 Analysis of Kulczyk!s Experimental Results Using the
Computational Procedure
The computational procedure has been used to analyse some 
of the results obtained by Kulczyk [2]. Unfortunately details of the 
capacitance characteristic of the diode or terminating conditions 
used were not given in his thesis. However at the relatively low 
frequencies concerned, the capacitance effect is small and accordingly 
the capacitance data input to the program was set very small. The
i.f. terminating impedance was arbitrarily set at 1000 P. The 
actual value is not critical, as given the above conditions the device 
is effectively an ideal current source.
In computation, current-gain versus voltage values derived 
from data given by Kulczyk were used as input to the computational 
procedure. A sinusoidal drive was assumed as indicated in Fig 5.6.1(b). 
For a fixed d.c. bias voltage of 115 V the a.c. bias was varied over 
a range of values, corresponding to the experimental values used by
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-f computed values 
0 experimental values
5.6.1.(b),
30
at
20 - Bias Vtoltage
5.6.1. (a),
15
Drive Voltage (Vrms)
FIG 5.6.1. 'COMPARISON OF COMPUTED RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
PUBLISHED BY KULCZYK. (a)-RESULTS, (b)-DRIVE CONDITION
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Kulczyk. Power flow at i.f. was computed for each value to enable 
the ratio: .
Signal power flow here is the signal power flow in the absence of
a.c. bias. The values obtained are plotted in Fig 5.6.1(a) 
together with the experimental results obtained by Kulczyk. In view 
of the possible experimental error quoted (2 dB) it is considered to 
be in good agreement
5.7 . Comparison of Theoretical Analysis with Experimental Results
*
The current gain-voltage characteristic for diode EMI 
Type DCB7/HS/S15/3, measured as described in Chapter 4 were used 
as input data to the computer program. The experimental d.c. and 
drive voltages used in obtaining results of conversion loss in 
Chapter 3 were used as data to establish a drive condition. No 
experimental measurement of second harmonic voltage drive was made, 
and so these values had to be assumed. The sensitivity of .conversion 
loss to variation of second harmonic amplitude and phase was 
investigated to arrive at a valid assumption. It was found that at. 
values of second harmonic l/10th of the fundamental, and at all 
phase angles, the change in conversion loss compared with the 
sinusoidal case was small (<1 dB). Accordingly a sinusoidal drive 
was assumed. The terminating impedances were set at 50 corresponding
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FIG 5.7.1. COMPARISON OF COMPUTED WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
• FOR DIODE TYPE DCB7/HS/S15/3
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to the experimental conditions. The program outputs power flows 
at i.f.i signal and image frequencies for each drive condition.
Part of a typical computer run is shown in Appendix VII.
• The ratio
Power flow at signal frequency 
Power flow at i.f. frequency
was calculated for each drive condition and expressed in decibel 
form. The values obtained are plotted in Fig 5.7.1 against r.m.s. 
drive voltage together with the experimental values obtained in 
Chapter 3. Values which would exceed the breakdown voltage of the 
diode are not plotted as the analysis is not valid for this condition.
The theoretically predicted values of conversion loss are 
considered to be in good agreement with those obtained experimentally.
5.8 Computational Determination of Correct Operation of the
Avalanche Photodiode
The diode model and computer analysis used in verifying 
the practical results obtained has also been applied to determine 
the operating parameters for minimum conversion loss at a signal 
frequency of 0.95 GHz and an i.f. of 50 MHz, although the analysis 
can be applied to other frequencies. Various strategies were tried 
and after some trial and error the method described below was 
followed.
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A drive condition is established as described in section 
5.3. The signal frequency and arbitrary photocurrent are entered 
as data, together with a trial attempt at the terminating impedances. 
The real part of the signal and image frequency terminating impedances 
are fixed at the value of diode series resistance plus minimum 
possible estimated circuit equivalent series resistance. The 
imaginary i.f. impedance and real i.f. impedance are then 
iterated in turn to obtain maximum power flow at i.f. A simple 
strategy of varying the impedance being iterated and calculating 
the power flow at i.f. is employed. If an increase is found over 
the previous value the. impedance is'Varied in the same direction, 
otherwise it is varied in the opposite direction. This is repeated 
several times until only a small change in i.f,. power'flow is 
detected. Various methods are employed to vary the step size in 
order to speed up the operation.
The reactive part of the signal and image frequency 
impedances are then scanned over a range of values*, the power 
flow at i.f. being calculated at each step; these values are 
output onto paper tape for offline graph plotting. (The production 
of paper tape is unfortunately necessary as the University’s 
computer system is not organised to permit graph plotting from a 
terminal.)
* .
The program is in fact arranged to allow any two
impedances to be scanned over any range of values.
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An offline plotting program produces an isometric plot of 
pcwer flew at i.f. against the reactive part of the signal and 
image impedances. This program which is given in Appendix VIII 
makes extensive use of an isometric plotting procedure, ISOPLT, 
developed by John S Mason [105].
Various scans have been produced using the above method 
with the characteristics of diode type DCB7/HS/S15/3. Fig 5.1.8(a) 
is an example which shows the variation in power flow at i.f. with 
variation in imaginary signal and image impedances. The drive 
condition and other parameters are listed in Table 5.8.1. The value 
of 1 ohm for the image and high-frequency signal series resistances 
is considered the minimum possible in a practical situation. The 
i.f. (low-frequency signal) impedances are those obtained by 
iteration.
V
o VP[1] VQ [1]
VP [2 ] VQ [2 ]
(a) 75 1 0 .l' 0
(b) 75 1 0 0 .1
(c) 75 1 0 -.1 0
(d) 75 1 0 0 -.1
i.f. terminating impedances in all cases is 6.957 +jl865 
Real parts of signal and image impedances are 1ft.
TABLE 5.8.1 
PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH Fig 5.8.1 
DRIVE VOLTAGES: (DC AND PEAK VALUES)
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FIG 5.
max power isLdBmin power
3.3 SIGNAL &■ IMAGE TERMINATING REACTANCES vs I.F. POWER FLOW (increased drive)
max power 
min power
FIG 5.8.4 SIGNAL & I.F. TERMINATING REACTANCES vs I.F. POWER FLOW
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From the surface it can be seen that the ideal terminating 
impedance at image frequency is an open circuit and is not critical 
away from the ’’anti-resonant” value. The signal terminating 
impedance is however critical, an ”anti-resonant” value being very 
close to the optimum.
Figs 5.8.1(a) to 5.8.1(d) illustrate the small variation
in i.f. power flow with change in local.oscillator second harmonic
phase. The maximum value of i.f. power flow (obtained from the
numerical values used to produce the plots) versus phase angle is
replotted in Fig 5.8.2. . (Extra intermediate values are also'plotted,
these were obtained from further power flow computations, not
illustrated here.) The curve shews that a slight improvement can
*
be made by adjusting the phase of the second harmonic.
Fig 5.8.3 illustrates the change in pcwer flaw for an 
increase in drive power for the same fixed bias as Fig 5.8.1.
The parameters associated with Fig 5.8.3 are given in Table 5.8.2.
An improvement of 6.7 dB is obtained for a doubling of drive voltage. 
The effect of tuning the image and signal terminating impedances 
is also reduced.
The variation of i.f. power flow against imaginary signal 
and i.f. impedances is shown in Fig 5.8.4. The parameters 
associated with this figure are also given in Table 5.8.2. It is 
evident that i.f. tuning can result in considerable improvement,
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however this might be undesirable on occasions because of the 
bandwidth restriction that would occur.
(a) Drive Voltages
V
o VP[1] VQ[1] vp[2] VQ [2]
Fig 5.8.3 75 2 . 0 0 0
Fig 5.8.4 75 2 0 0 0
Cb) Terminating Impedances
Signal i.f. Image
Fig 5.8.3 lft+jXft 14.8+jl866ft lft+jXft
Fig 5.8.4 lft+jXft 14.8+jXft lftfj200ft
X denotes a variable parameter.
Table 5.8.2
Parameters associated with Fig 5.8.3 and Fig 5.8.4 
The numerical value obtained from computer printout,
- 2associated with the peak i.f. power flow in Fig 5.8.4 is 7.621 x 10 .
<This may be considered to be mW, although units are actually 
immaterial in this case.) This was for an input unmultiplied 
photocurrent of .001 at direct detection frequency (lyA if output in 
nW). For the i.f. terminating resistance (listed in Table 5.8.2) 
associated with the peak power flow the above numbers correspond to 
a current gain of 72.
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5.9 Conclusions Concerning Theoretical Analysis
A computational method has been developed that gives good 
agreement with the experimental results obtained. The analysis is 
not restricted to any particular type of avalanche photodiode, and 
allows most parameters to be varied, giving an extremely versatile 
analysis.
The computational method has been used to produce theoretical 
curves which show how various parameters affect the operation of the 
diode. From these curves and associated results it is possible to 
predict the correct values of terminating Impedance, The shape of 
the drive waveform has been shown to be important as well as its 
amplitude. It has been shown that tuning the i.f. is likely 
to give the greatest improvement in signal gain.
It is considered that the analysis described .is sufficient 
to assess most configurations of the avalanche photodiode when used 
as an electronic mixer.
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A P P E N D I X  I 
DERIVATION OF IMPEDANCE FROM REFLECTION COEFFICIENT ‘MEASUREMENTS
The experimental system of Fig 4.3.1 can be reduced to the 
arrangement shown in Fig 1.1.
Generator
Unknown linear 
time-invariant 
system
A
V
Transmission
line ..
Fig-1.1 GENERALISED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
The measurement procedure described in Chapter 4 consists
of inserting impedances at the output of the system and measuring
V
the reflection coefficient r (= —  Z. <f>) at the input. Measurements
i
of rT , T , T , T , and r „ for unknown impedances short circuit,L’ o’ m xl x2 ■ c
matched load and two lossless reactances inserted for Z (See Fig 1.1] 
are obtained.
One may write down equations relating the input and 
output of the system generalised in Fig 1.1. A non-standard hybrid’ 
set of parameters has been adopted.
V = a^V. ♦ a12Vr
1 = a21Vi + a22Vr
(I.
(I,
1(a))
1(b))
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where and are the forward and reflected wave voltages as 
defined in Chapter 4.
V is the voltage across the impedance, Z, at the 
output of the system (see Fig.1,1) 
and I is the current flowing into Z (see Fig 1,1),
Under short circuit conditions V = 0. Therefore
0 = a,, + ano r     (1.2)11 12 o
For calibration * with a known resistance, R , and dividing equation 
1.1(b) into equation 1.1(a) we obtain
a.., + ano F
R = ^  .■■■.A2.- ”    ...................  (1.3)
° a21 a22 rm
Similarly, for the unknown impedance, Z^, we obtain
= aH  _ ........     (1,4)
a21 a22 rL
After manipulation of equations 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 one can obtain
■ <>-1 k =    tI;s>
where g = ■=—..     • •• (1.6)
L " o
and h =  —.....    (1.7)
o • a.22 
1 _ _ £ £ r  
a12 . °
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While parameter g is known from measurements, hQ is 
still unknown. Its value is determined from the measurements 
rxl and rx2 which were obtained with two unrelated arbitrary 
reactances substituted for Z.
Two parameters may be derived
8*L
&x2
rxl ' rm1
£
1 V
rx2 " rm
- rxl - r. O
(1.8)
(1.9)
which may be substituted in turn into equation 1.5. To eliminate 
the unknown reactances complex conjugates may be obtained, thus >
(1- ^  ) 4 - + (1- —  ) ~  = 0    (1.10)®xlIT"
8*1) 
v  .t.
1
Ro o h“o o
Sx2,
h ‘
o
b ♦o
(1-
^x2^
h*
1
Ro
= 0     (1.11)
The complex conjugate parameter h* can then be eliminated 
from equations I.10 and I.11 leaving
_     ( I . 1 2 )
O J A
x^2 ~ x^l
which is the desired result.
The unknown impedance, Z^, can thus he obtained from the 
reflection coefficient measurements.
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j A P P E N D I X  II
DESK CALCULATOR PROGRAM TO DERIVE IMPEDANCE FROM 
REFLECTION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS
This program is conveniently split into two sections which 
can be accommodated on one magnetic card. The first section calculates 
the ’calibration parameter’, hQ, from reflection coefficient measure­
ments r , T , T n and r 0. The second section calculates the unknown o’ nr xl X2.
impedance, Z^, from the reflection coefficient, T^ . This section 
uses the parameter, h , calculated previously as input data.
Program Operation Instructions (First Section)
Enter Program (first section)
Key CLEAR
Key END
Enter rm (modulus in x, angle
Key CONT
Enter ro
Key CONT
Enter rxl
Key CONT
Display hQ (modulus in x angle :
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Program Operating Instructions (Second Section)
Enter Program
Key CLEAR
Key END
Enter Im
Key CONT
Enter ro
Key CONT
Enter ho
Key CONT.
Enter V
Key CONT
Display Admittance (real in x, imaginary in y)
Key CONT
Display Impedance, Z^, (real in x, imaginary in y) 
Key CLEAR
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moRram j_rsL beccion;
STEP KEY CODE STEP KEY CODE STEP KEY
00 TO RECT 66 9 b 14 4 +
1 ACjC + 60 a ACC + 60 5 y+O
2 STOP 41 b RCL 61 6 9
3 TO RECT 66 c ACC - 63 7 RCL
4 x-K) 23 d EXP x 74 8 ACC -
5 d 17 30 TO RECT 66 . 9 TO POLAR
6 y + O 40 1 ACC - 63 ' a LN x
7 c 16 2 RCL 61 b CHG SIGN
8 ACC - 63 3 ACC - 63 c ACC -
9 RCL 61 4 f 27 d y-o
a acc - 63 5 1 01 60 8
b TO POLAR 62 6 + 33 1 x+y
c LN x 65 7 25 2 yt °
d x->() 23 8 IF FLAG . 43 3 9
10 b 14 "9 4 04 4 x+y
1 y+() 40 a 7 07 5 ACC +
2 a 13 b PAUSE 57 6 RCL
3 GOTO ()() 44 c y+O 24 7 EXP x
4 1 01 d 8 10 8 TO RECT
. 5 9 11 40 * 27 9
6 a 13 1 y 24 a y^O
7 y-o 24 2 9 17 b 9
8 9 11 3 SET FLAG 54 c 4-
9 STOP . 41 4 GOTO ()() 44 d yj()
a TO RECT 66 5 1 01 70 8
b ACC + 60 6 9 11 1 EXP x
c c 16 7 ACC - 63 2 ROLL *
d t 27 8 yjo 24 3 X
20 d 17 9 n 9 4 4-
1 ACC - 63 a 4- 25 5 TO RECT
2 RCL 61 b yt ° 24 6 xjy
3 ACC - 63 c 8 10 7 CHG SIGN
4 TO POLAR 62 d ACC + 60 8 TO POLAR
5 LN x 65 50 TO POLAR 62 9 LN x
6 ACC - 63 1 LN x 65 a STOP
7 .a 13 2 yt ° 24 b END
8 f 27 3 8 10
CODE
27
24
11
61
63
62
65 
32 
63 
24 
10 
30 
24 
11 
30 
60 
61 
74
66 
27
24 
11
25
24 
10 
74 
22 
36
25 
66 
30 
32 
62 
65 
41 
46
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>TEP KEY CODE STEP KEY CODE STEP KEY
00 TO RECT 66 b ACC - . 63 8 RCL
1 ACC + 60 c EXP x 74 9 ACC -
2 S^OP 41 d TO RECT 66 a EXP x
3 TO RECT 66 30 ACC - 63 b TO RECT
4 x-K) 23 1 RCL 61 c STOP
5 d 17 2 ACC - 63 d GOTO ()()
6 y-K) 40 3 + • 27 60 1
7 c 16 4 1 01 ' 1 9
8 GOTO O O 44 5 + 33 2 ACC -
9 6 06 6 4* 25 3 RCL
a 2 02 7 TO POLAR 62 4 ACC -
b LN x 65 8 LN x 65 5 TO POLAR
c x-K) 23 9 ACC + 60 6 GOTO O O
d b 14 a yj() 24 7 0
10 y+O - 40 b 9 : 11 8 b
1 a 13 c 4- 25 9 END
2 STOP 41 d y+O 24
3 yjO 24 40 8 10
4 .8 10 1 ACC - 63
5 + 27 2 y+O 24
6 Yt ° 24 3 8 10.
7 9 11 4 + 27
8 STOP 41 5 y 24
9 TO RECT 66 6 9 11
a ACC + 60 7 RCL 61
b c 16 8 ACC - 63
c 27 9 EXP x 74
d •d 17 a TO RECT 66
20 ACC - 63 b ACC - 63
1 RCL 61 c CLEAR x 37
2 ACC - 63 d f 27
3 TO POLAR 62 50 1 01
4 LN x 65 1 ACC + 60
5 ACC - 63 2 RCL 61
6 a 13 3 ACC - 63
7 f 27 4 STOP 41
8 b 14 5 TO POLAR 62
9 ACC + 60 6 LN x 65
a RCL 61 7 ACC - 63
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CODE
61
63
74
66
41
44
01
11
63
61
63
62
44
00
14
46
A P P E N D I X  III
// ’ , ....................
DERIVATION OF EQUATION DETERMINING TERMINAL VOLTAGE
Some of the equations used in this Appendix were derived 
in Appendix I and reference will be made to this.
The ratio of the output or terminal voltage, V, to the 
incident voltage, V^ (Fig 1.1, Appendix I) is obtained by dividing 
!V^’ into both sides of equation 1.1(a), thus
where r is the measured reflection coefficient with voltage 
V at the output.
V_
v. T  . (III.l)1
By substituting equation 1.2 we obtain
V_
V. ~ a12 
1
(r-ro) (III.2)
It is necessary to determine the parameter a-^ • If the system is 
bilateral it can be shown that [108]
a12a21 " alla22 ' ZQ
(III.3)
where Z is Hie characteristic of the transmission lineo
(Z = R in this case).o o
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Eliminating fran equations 1.2 and 1.3 we obtain
a21 = a12(rm“ro) Rq “ a22rm *............ *......  (III.4)
This expression for a2 ^ may then be substituted into equation III.3 
and the parameter a2  2  then eliminated by substituting equation 1.7.
After some manipulation this leaves
o 2h R
a l 2  = z T F ^ r - ) ...............................    ( I I I ‘ 5)o m o .
which may be substituted into equation III.2 to yield the result, 
used in Chapter M-,
A P P E N D I X  IV 
DESK CALCULATOR PROGRAM TO DERIVE TERMINAL VOLTAGE
This program calculates the terminal voltage, V, from 
measurements of forward, V^, and reflected wave voltage, V , 
(and their relative phase angle). Other data, hQ, rm and rQ 
are also used. The parameter, hQ, can be calculated using the 
program described in Appendix II.
Program Operation Instructions
Enter Program
Key CLEAR
Key END
Enter hQ (modulus in x, angle in g)
Key CONT
Enter r m
Key CONT
Enter r o
Key CONT
Enter Relative phase angle (in x register)
Key CONT
Enter V
Key CONT
Enter V^
Key CONT
Display V (in x register)
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PROGRAM
STEP KEY CODE STEP KEY CODE STEP KEY CODI
OO ROLL 22 20 RCL 61 40 ACC - 63
1 2 02 1 ACC - 63 1 EXP x 74
2 LN x 65 2 ROLL ■{* 22 2 RECT 66
3 + 33 3 2 02 3 ACC + 60
4 y*>() 40 4 f 35 4 c 16
5 b 14 5 ROLL 1 31. 5 x+y 30
6 25 6 x-K) 23 6 d 17
7 ■y*0 40 7 b 14 7 ACC - 63
8 a 13 8 2 02‘ 8 RCL 61
9 STOP 41 9 *_V 35 9 ACC - 63
a TO RECT 66 a y-*() 40. a TO POLAR 62
b ACC + .
oCD ..b a " 13 b LN x 65
c ■STOP 41 c STOP 41 c ROLL ^ 22
d TO RECT 66 d x-K) 23 d + 33
10 x + O 23 30 e 12 50- ROLL 31
1 d 17 1 STOP 41 1 ACC + 60
2 y+O 40 2 LN x 65 2 a 13
3 c 16 3 x+O 23 3 i 27
4 ACC - ' 63 4 f 15 4 b 14
5 RCL 61 5 STOP 41 5 ACC + 60
6 ACC - 63 6 LN x 65 6 RCL 61
7 TO POLAR 62 7 ROLL f 22 7 ACC - 63
8 LN x 65
8
CLEAR x 37 8 EXP x 74
9 ACC - 63 9 X£Y 30 9 GOTO O O 44
a a 13 a ACC - 63 a 2 02
b 27 b f 27 b c 16
c b 14 c 27 c END 46
d ACC + 60 d RCL 61
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A P P E N D I X  - V
,/
DERIVATION OF IMPEDANCES AND POWER FLOWS AT DRIVE FREQUENCY AND
SECOND HARMONIC
At this stage of the computational procedure a drive condition
has been established. Complex voltage coefficients V[1,0] and V [2,0] 
at drive frequency and second harmonic respectively have been entered 
as data. In the actual computer implementation the real voltage 
coefficients are identified as VP[1] and VP[2]. The imaginary 
coefficients are identified as VQ[1] and VQ[2].
The complex current coefficients I[1,0] and I[2,0] have been
calculated. These are identified in the computer implementation as
The impedance of the device at the fundamental drive 
frequency is given by
IP[1], IQ[1], IP[2] and IQ [2].
R[l]+jX[l] vpm+iVQrn~ IP[l]+jIQ[l]
V.l
Hence R[1] = vp[i]iP[i]*yq[niQ[i]
IP[1]2+IQ[1]
V.2.a
and x[i] = vQfnipm-vpmiqtii
IP[1]2+IQ[1]2
V.2.b
Similarly at second harmonic
R[2] = VP[2]XP[21+VQ[2]XQ[21 ..........   ^
IP[2] +IQ[2]
and x[2] =      v .3.b
IP[2] +XQ [2] ■
At fundamental drive frequency, wQ, power flow, P[l], into 
the device is the time average of the voltage and current waveforms:
P[l] = <v(t)i(t)> ......... ......   V.4
where vCt) = 2 | V [1,0] |cos(a)ot+<j>v) ...............  V.5
and i(t) = 2|l[1,0] |cos(a)ot+<{K)  ......    V.6
( and have their usual meaning of phase angle)
hence <v(t)i(t)> = 2 |V[1,0] | |l[l,0] | c o s V . 7
= 2 |V[1,0] | |l[l,0j |(cos 4»v cos^+
sin d> sin ft)  V. 8Yv 1
In terms of coefficients VP[1], VQ[1], IP[l]and IQ[1]
P[l]= 2VP [1] IP [1]+2VQ [1] IQ [1]..............    V.9
Similarly power flow, P [2], into the device at second 
harmonic is given by:
P[2]= 2VP[2]IP[2]+2VQ[2]IQ[2].    ...............  V.10
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A P P E N D I X  VI 
AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE ANALYSIS PROGRAM
•LI BRARY*  C ED,  SUBGROUPNAGA >
• PROGRAN* CE3 1A) ' '
• INPUT*H = T R 0
• n u rpuT*n= Lpn
’ SPACE’ 100
• TRACE* 0 
• B E G I N ’
' I NTEGER’ N , N A , I F A I L J
WRITETEXTC • ( ' * • ( •  3C* > * TYPE%N;UN9ERZ0F%0BSERVATI DNS%TO 
%8E%ENT£RED* C *C* > ”  > ’ >.S 
N : =REAO;
N A: = 6»
' BEGI N’
• REAL ' F I  , WI , AP,I?AR-1 , PAR2,  PAR3,PAR4 J
• REAL’ PI  , F 0 , Wn , \ / V  INUVNAX;
• I NTEGER*L, N;
’ INTEGER'  J , K ,  S'JP* TEST*
• ARRAY*DATAC1 : 4 , 1 : N3 , YDATA,XDATAC1: N 3 , PC,PEC 1 : 4 ] ,
PVC1 : 4 3 ,
PQ, PNC1: 73 , QX, VXC 1 : 1 0 1 3 ,
V 1 P» V 1 Q, I 1 P,  I 1 RC 0 : 2 3,
VP,VUC -  4 : 4 3 , V T , C T , N T , E T , Q T C  0 : 1 0 113 , CP, CO, EP,  EOC- 2 :  2 3 , 
A 1C 1 : 6 ,  1 : 6 3 , H A , C A C. 1 : 6 3 , Z P , Z Q ,
I P , I 0 , Q P , 0 0 , N P , N 0 C 0 : 2 3 ;
• PROCEDURE*STEP?
’ B E G I N * ’ I N T E G E R * S T E P l r ’ REAL’QZi 
D Z : =ZQC 2 3 J
• F O R * S T E P 1 :  = 1 ' S T E P *  1 ’U N T I L * 2 0 ' D n * ’B E G I N *
ZQC23:=ZQC23+DZ;
ITERATE CO) ;PRI N TOUT2;  * END * J
’ END’ HF STEPJ 
’ PROCEDURE'NATS
• BEGIN”  * I NTEGER’ STEP 1 , STEP2 » * REAL *DZ0, DZ25  
D Z 0 : = 7 0 C 0 3 ;D72: =7QC23»
W R I T E T E X T  C * C ' * C * C* > ’E N T E R % N O Z O F % S T E P S ’ C ’C ' > ”  ) ’ ) S ’ 
T E S T : = R E A O :  ■
Z O C 2 3  : = - Z O C 2 3  J Z O C 0 3  : = -7.0C 03?
RUNOUT; RUNOUT;
WRITETEXTC * ( * ' • <  ' C '  > ' DDC^NEXT ' ( ' 1 0 SC ’ ) ’ ’ ) * )  J 
RUNOUTJ '
' ’ FOR* STEP 1 : = 1 * STEP'  1 ’ UNTI  L ’ TEST ’ DO”  BEG I N '
ZOC23:=ZOC23+D725  
ZOC03 : =-UZ.0 5 
N’EWL I N'E C 1 ) 5
' FOR ’ STEPP: = 1 'STEP*  1 ’ -JNTIL.' TEST ' DO' ’ BEGIN”
ZQC0 3 : = 7OC03+D705 
NATHS 5
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p r i n t  c - g * c \ / i p c  1 3*1 ipc 1 3+vi oc  13 + 1 1 qc 1 ] ) , o > 3 > ;
NEWLI NECl ) ;
' END' ;  ' END'i '
RUNOUT; .
WRITE TEXTC* C* * C * C ’ ) ■ * * * * ’ ( • C * > * # SWITCH* ( ’ C* ) ' * > ’ ) ;
NEWLINEC 1 0 ) ;  '
RUNOUT;
* END * OF NAT;
* PROCEDURE*PEAK;
' BEGI N*
'* INTEGER* COUNT* COUNT??;
• * REAL * PC* PB* DZ; '
PC; =
PB:=?*CV1PC 1D ^ I  1P[ 13 + V/1QC 13*1 1QC 1 3 ) ;
DZ : = Z Q C 2 3 / 5 ;
COUNT:=COUNT?:=f ) ;
JJ  s COUNT: =COUNT +1;
PB:=PC;
ZGCP3 :=ZQC?3+DZ;
ITERATEC0 ) ; ITERATEC1 ) ;
PRINTOUT?;
P C : = ? * C \ / 1 P C  1 3 * 1  1PC 1 3 + t f l GC 1 3 * 1  IOC 1 3 ) ;
' I F * P B < P C * T H E N * ’ BEGIN*
DZ: = - D Z / ?  • 3;  COUNT?; = 0 ; * END * * ELSE * COUNT?; = COUNT?.* I ;
* I F ’ CUUNTP>3*THEN* ’ BEGIN*
COUNT?; = D; DZ : = D Z * P ; * E N D * ;
• I F *  COUNT < 1 D * THEN *.' GOTO * J J ;
' END * OF PEAK;
' PROCEDURE*NATHS;
* BEG I N '
' FOR * K : = 0 * STEP ' 1 ' iJNTI L * ? ' DO ' ' BEGI N'
' F O R * J s = 0 * S T E P * 1 ' U N T I L * ? * D O * ’ BEGIN*
A1CK+1 j J + 13: = A 1C K + 4 * J + 4 3 : = - C J * W 0 - W I ) * CCQCK-J3* Z P C J 3+ CPCK- J 3 * Z 0 CJ3> 
A U K +  O J + 4 3  : = A1 CK+4, J+ 1 3 ; = ( J*WQ-WI  ) *  C CP C K - J  3 *  ZPC J 3 -  COC K - J  3 *ZOC J 3 ) ; 
A l t K + 1 j J + 4 3 : = - A 1 C K + 1 > J + 4 3 ;
* I F *  J=K*THE. \ *  ’ BEGIN*
A 1CK+1>J + 13;=A1CK + 1>J + 13-  1 ;
A1CK + 4* J + 43 : = A1 CK + /i> J + 4 3 - 1  ;
' E N D * ;
' * END* ;
B AC K + 1 3 : = VPCK3*AP;
BACK+43:=NQCK3*AP;
* END* ;
S Q L D E MC N A , A 1 , B A , C A * I F A I L ) ;
* I F * I  F A I L * N E ’ 0 * THEN* ’ BEGI N’
WRITETEXTC* ( ’ ’ C’ C ’ > ' F AILED%’ ) * ) ;
P R I N T C I F A I L > ? / 0 ) ;
' GOTO' F F ;
•END* ;
• F O R * J : = 0 * S T E P * 1 ’ U N T I L * ? * DO* ' BEGI N*
I 1 P C J 3 : = C A C J + l 3;
I IOCJ3;=CACJ + 4 3 ;
V 1 P T J 3 : = Z P C J 3 * I 1 P C J 3 - Z O C J 3 * I I O C J 3 ;
V 1 G C J 3 : = Z Q C J 3 * I 1 P C J 3 +  Z P C J 3 *  I I O C J 3 ;
* END *;
•END* OF NATHS;
* I NTEGER*0;
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* FK' .iueu'JKE* PHI N'TniJTf?;
• BEGI N'
WRITETEXTC * C ’ ' C ' C 1 I S ’ ) * R7, ZZ7o%7n7.%%ZJX7F7oZZZ%%%pnh!ER ’ ( ’ C ' > * SIGNAL ’ ) ' > J 
p r i  n t  c zp  c rn *  1 n o n , o >  3 > ; p r i n t  c z o t  m *  i n on ,  n , 3 ) ;  
p r i n t c - p * c v i p c o 3 * i  i pc n 3+v 1 or n 1* 1 i o c r m * n # 3 > ;
WRI TETEXTC * C ”  C * C ’ ) ' I . F . %%’ > ’ > 8’
p r i n k - z p c 13 * i o o o > o , 3 ) ; p r i n t c - z q c 13* 1000 * 0 , 3 ) ;
PRINTC-2+CV1PC 13*1 1PC I 3+V1QC 13*1 IOC 1 3 3 , 0 , 3 ) ;
WRI TETEXTC’ C ’ C ' C ' > ' IMAGE 7»' ) ' ) ;
p r i n t  c - z p c p 3 * i o  o o , o , 3 ) > P R i N r c - z o c p 3 * i 0 0 0 , 0 , 3 ) ;
PRINT C - 2 * C V I P C P 3 * I  I PCP3+V1QCP3*1 1QCP3) , 0 , 3 ) 8
NEWLINE CP>8
•END'  GF PRINTHUTP;
' PROCEDURE’ PRINTOUTS;
* BEGIN* ’ REAL* .07.5
* PROCEDURE'PRINT 1J
* BEG I N ' .
' I F ' L = 0 ' T H E N '  ' BEGI N*
WRI TETEXTC’ C* • C’ C ' )  ‘ S I GN A L * ) 1 ) ;
p r i n t c z p c o 3 * i o o o , o , 3 ) ; p r i n t c z q c o 3 * i o o q , o , 3 ) ;
PRI NTC- 2 +CVI  PC 03*1  1 P C Q3 + V1 GC 0 3 * I 1 QC 0 3 ) , 0 , 3 ) 8  
•END’ ;
’ I F ' L = l ’ THEN’ ’ BEGIN*
WRI TETEXTC ’ C * ’ C * C ’ ) ’ I .F.Z7o* ) * )  ;
p r i n t c - z p c 13* 1000 , 0 , 3 ) ; p r i n t c - z o c 13* 1000 , 0 , 3 ) ;
PR I N T C - P * C V 1 P C 1 3 * 1 1PCI 3+V1QC1 3 * 1 1QC1 3 ) , 0 , 3 ) ;
' END' J
* I F ’ L = P ’ THEN" ' BEGI N*
W RITETEXT C*C’ ’ C ' C * ) ’ IMAGE%' )  ’ )»
P R I N T C - Z P C 2 3 * 1 0 0 0 , 0 , 3 ) 5 P R I N T C- Z Q C P 3 * ! 0 0 0 * 0 , 3 ) ;
P R I N T C - 2 * C V 1 P C P 3 * I 1 PC P 3+V 1 OC P 3* I 1 Q C P 3 ) , 0 , 3 ) ;
•END’ ;
’ END’ OF PRINT 18
WRI TE TEXTC C’ • C ’ Cl  I S * ) ' R%%%%%%%%2%JXZ%%%%%%%PGWER’ ) ’ >8 
D Z : = Z P C 1 3 / 1 0 ;
ZPC 1 3 : = ZPC 1 3-5* f )Z8
:• F D R * M : = 0 ’ STEP’ 1 ' U N T I L '  1 0 ’ D O ' ’ BEGI N’
ZPC1 3 ; = Z P C 13+DZ;
MATHS;
L s = l ;
PRI  NT 18
’ END* 8
Z P C 1 3 : =ZPC1 3 - 6 * D Z ;
MATHS;
* F u R * L : = 0 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L ' P * D O * ’ BEGIN*
D Z : = Z O C L 3 / I  0;
Z QCL3: =ZOCL3- 5 * DZ;
* FOR’ M : = T  STEP’ 1 ’ i JNTI L’ 10 ’ DO* ’ BEGIN*
ZQCL3 ;=7.0CL3 + DZ;
MATHS;
PRINT 1 ;
• END' ;
ZQCL3: =ZQCL3- 6 * DZ;
MATHS;
’ END' ;
* END’ OF PRI NTGiJT 3 8
' PROCEDURE’ ITERATEC O ) ;
* I NTEGER’ 0;
* BEGI N’
* REAL’ Z C , Z B , Z R B , P C , P B , P B R , D 7 ;
* INTEGER ’ CGUNTP,COiJNT,F I X ,  FAX;
ZC: = '
PC:  =
P B : = P * V 1 P C 1 3*T1PC 13 + P * V 1 0 C 1 3*1 IOC 1 3:
F I x : = 1 ;
* I F ’ 0 = 3 ’ THEN’ ZBR: = 7 PC1 3 ' E L SE' ZBB: =ZOC038 
COJNTP:=
CH'JNT:=ns
’ I F *  13=3' THEN'1)7 :=7.PC 1 3 /  1 0 ’ ELSE ' DZ : = 7.0 C 0 3 /  1 0 S 
Z B : = D Z / 1 0;
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HH:
PBB:=PRJ  
PR:=PC;
COUNT: =COUNT+ 1 ;
' I F ' Q= 3 ' T HEN* Z PC I 1 : = ZPC 1 3 - DZ ' E L SE '  ZOCQ3 : = ZQCG3 - DZ 1 
PATHS;
P C : = ? * V 1 P C 1 3 * 1 1PC1 3+?*V10C 13*  I IOC 1 3;
* I F  ' PC>f) ' THEN* ’ REG I N ’ ' I F ’ 0=3 ' THEN' 7 PC 1 3 : = - Z P C 1 3 ;  'END ' i 
' I F ' PR<PC' THEN* ' BEGI N*
D7.: = - D Z / ? . 3 ;
COUNT?: = 0 ;
FIX: = 0 ;
' E N D ' ' ELSE'
COUNT?:=COUNT?+1;
' I F *  S U P > 0 ' T H E N "  BEGIN* ’
P R I N T C P B , Q , 3 ) j
P RI  NT C C HUNT , 0 , 0 ) ;  PR I NT ( C OUNT?, 2*1): PR I NT C 07 , fl , 3 ) ;
' I F '  0 = 3 ’ THE.N' PRINTCZPC 1 3 , 0 , 3 )  ' ELSE ' PR I NT ( ZQC 0 3 ,  0 >*3 ) ; NEWL I NE ( 1) i 
' END' ?.
' I F ' C 0 U N T ? > 3 ' T H E N ' ' BEGIN*
COUNT?: = 0 5 07 :  = DZ * ? ;
•END' J  .
' I F ' C 0 U N T < 3 n ' T H E N * ’ GOTO*HHJ
* I F ' PBB<PC*  T H E N "  BEGIN* .
' I F  * Q= 3 ' THEN'ZP C13: =  ZPC13+DZ’ ELSE’ 7 Q [ 0 3 : =ZOC03 + DZ; ' E N D ' ;
* I F  * 0 = 3 ’ THEN' ' BEGI N'  ' I F ' PC>0 ' THEN' ' BEGI N'ZPC 13 : = - . 0 0 0  1 ; . 
WRI TETEXTC C  ' ( ’ C *  > ' Z P C 1 3  %SEEKING%ZERn' < ' C * )  "  > ' ) ;  'END* J ' END ' ; 
•END'  OF ITERATE;
'PROCEDURE'  SOLVEP C NA , A 1 , 8 A, CA,  I F A I L )  ;
' I NT EGER' NA, I  F A I L ;
* ARRAY' A1 , BA, CAr  - , .
* BEG I N "  INTEGER’ P , J;
' ARRAY*B, CC1: N A , 1 : 1 3 ;
' PROCEDURE’ F 0 4 A A A C A l , B , N A , P , C , I F A I L ) J  
' VALUE ' NA, P, J
* INTEGER’ N A , P » I F A I L ;  ' ARRAY' A 1 , B, C;  _
* ALGOL' ;
' F O R * J : = 1 ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' N A ' D O ' B C J , 1 3 :=RACJ3;
I F A I L : = n ;
P : = 1;
F 0 4 A A A C A 1 , B , N A , P , C , I F A I L ) ;
'•FOR* J:  = l ’ STEP* 1 ' U N T I L ' N A ' D O ' C M  J3:=CC J ,  1 3;
' END'  OF SOLVEP;
* PROCED.URE’ PRINTOUTCVP,  VO, I P ,  I Q ,  A , B)  ;
* A R R A Y * V P , V O , I P , I Q ;
' I NTEGER' A, B;
• B E G I N ' ' I N T E G E R ' M ;
WRI TETEXTC C ' * C C S '  ) ' P%%ZZZ%%7oRP%%% Z%Z%%%XV%ZZ%ZZZ7,%GP 
%%%Z7oZZZZ8P7e%%%/o7oZZZP' ) ' ) ; ' . • .
* FOR' P : = A* S TEP'  1 ' U N T I L ' B ’ D O ' ' B E G I N '
NEWLINE( 1 ) ;
P R I N r c p , i , n ) ;
' I F ' I P C P 3 * I P C P 3 + I Q C P 3 * I Q C P 3 < ^ - 3 8 ' T H E N ' ' BEGI N' SPACEC?4) ;
* GOTO'01;
* END• ;
PRI  NTC C VPC P 3 *  I PC P 3 + VQC P 3* I QC P 3 ) /  C I PC P 1* I PC P 3 + I QC M 3 *  I 0 C P 3 ) , 0 , 3 )  
PRINTC C V0CP3 * I PCP3- VPCW1*IOCP 3 ) / ( 1  PCP3 *  I PCp 3 + I OCP3 * I QCPl  ) , 0 , 3 )  
D 1:
* I F  ' VPC P 3 *VPC P 3 + VOC P 1 *  VQC P 1 <*« - 7  S ' THEN ' 'GOTO'D?;
PRINTC CI PC P 3* VPCP 3 + IOC P 3*V0C P 3 ) / C VPC P 3 * VPCP 3 + VQC M3 * VOCM 3) , 0 , 3 )  
PRI NTC C I OCP3+VPCP3- I  PCP3 + V0F P 3 ) /  C VPC P 3 * VPCP 3 + VQCP 3* VOC P 3 ) , 0 ,  3)  
0?:
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OP:
P R l N T C 2 * V P C M 3 * l P [ M 3 + 2 * V Q [ M 3 * I G i : M 3 > n , 3 >  i
. ' END' ;  ‘
NEWLI NE ( 1) ;
* END ' OF PRINTOUT;
' PROCEDURE’ FO'JRTERCN,PTS,  AM,BM,M>;
.’ VALUE’ N, PTS,M;   ^ ^
' ARRAY’ AM, MM, PI S;
' I NTEGER’ M, N;
' COMMENT’ N I S "NO OF TI MF PI'S IN PERIOD 0 TO 2 P I C I N C L U S I V E > ,
PTS I S ARRAY CONTAINING PTS>SUBSCRIPTS n TO N,
AM AND BM ARE FREQUENCY COEFFICIENTS FROM fl TO M;
• B E G I N ' ’ REAL’ PIJ  
' I NTEGER*J , K;
P I  :=ARCTANC 1 . ( 15*4 ;  ' — '
• FOR’ J : = n ’ STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L ’ M’ DO’ A M [ J 3 : = B M[ J 3 : = n . n ?
' FOR’ J : = H ’ S T E P* 1 ’ U N T I L ’ N - 1 ’ DO’ AMC0 3 :=AM[ n3+PTSTJ3;
AMC0 3:=AMCH3/N;
* FOR’ K: = I ’ STEP’ 1 ’ i JNTI L’ M’ DO* ’ BEGIN*
• FOR’ J:  = n ’ STEP’ l ’ I JNTI L’ N - I ’ DO’ ’ BEGI N’ •'
AM[K 3 : = AMC K 3 + PTSC J 3 *COSC K * J * 2 * P I / N )i 
B M C K 3 : = B M [ K 3 - P T S C J 3 * S I N C K * J * 2 * P I / N ) ;
' END' J
AMCK3:=AMCK3/N;
BMCK3:=RMCK3/NJ
• END’ 5
' END * OF FOURIER;
* PROCEDURE’ PLYC-XAT-A,YATA, P, N, K>  ; ,
' ARRAY' XATA,YATA,P;
’ INTEGER* N,K;
' B E G I N * ’ INTEGER’ J ; . .
' ARRAY'. SI , PNCn:K3, WC 1 :N3;
* PROCEDURE’ E 0 2 A B A C M , X , F , W , K , N , S I , P , L ) ;
•VALUE’ M , K ; ' I N T E G E R * M , X , N ;
* ARRAY' X,  F , W, SI  •> P» ' BOOLEAN' L»
' ALGOL’ ;
' FOR’ J : = l ’ STEP’ 1 ' U N T I L ' N ’ D O ' W C J 3 : = l . 0 ;
E 0 2 A B A C N , X A T A , Y A T A , W , K , J , S I * P N , ’ FALSE* >;
• FOR’ J ; = 0 ’ S T E P * 1 ' U N T I L ' K ’ DO’ PCJ+13:=PNCJ3;
' E N D ' P L Y ; .
P I : = ARCT AN( 1 • n ) * 4 ;
WRITETEXTC • ( ” ( ’ C'  ) *PLEASE%ENTER’ ) ’ ) ;
PRINTC N , 2 , n ) ;
WRITETEXTC’ C’ %SETS%OF%OBSERVATIONS.% IN%ORDER%V>C>M; * ) ' ) ;
NEWLINEC2>;
‘ FOR’ J : = 1 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ UNTI L* N* DO'
' FOR’ K : = 1 ’ STEP * 1 " J N T I L ’ 3 ' DO' DATAC K, J 3 : =READ; -
' F O R ' J : = I ’ STEP’ I ’ U N T I L ’ N ’ DO'DATAC4 , J 3 ; = 1 / 0 A T A C 2 , J 3 ;
WRI TETEXTC C ’ ’ C ’ C ’ ) ’ *7.VOLTAGEiU%CAPAC I TANCE%%ZI %GAI N%%%%%EL ASTANCE' > ’ ) ; 
• FOR’ J : = l ’ S T E P ' 1 ’ U N T I L ’ N*DO’ ’ BEGI N’
NEWLINEC1 ) ;
• FOR’ K; = l ’ STEP* 1 ’ U N T I L ’ 4 ' DO’ '
PRINTCDATACK,  J 3 , i) > 3)  J
* END* ;
NEWLINEC1 ) ;
• FOR’ J:  = l ’ SrEP* 1 ’ U N T I L ’ N”  DO’
* FOR * K : = 2 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ J N T I L ’ 4 ’ DO’
DATACK,J3 : =LNCDAf A [ K , J 1 ) / L N C 1 0 ) ;
' F O R *  J :  = l ' S T E P '  1 ’ IJN r I L ' N ’ D O ' X D A T A C  U3 ; =DATAC 1 , J 3 ;
' F O R ' J : = l ’ STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L ’ N ’ Dfl ’ YDATACJ3:=DATACP^Jl ;
PLY C XDAT A,YDA r A, PC, N , S ) 5 
PLY C YOATA,XQATA,PV> N , S )»
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' FOR' J : = 1 ' STEP' 1 ' UN'T I L * N ' [)□'  YDATAC J 3 : =DATAC 3./ J 3 5
PLYCXUATA,YUArA/PK, Nj A>J
AA:
• F O R ' J : = - / | *  STFP’ 1 ' U N T I L ’ A' DG' VPf  J3 :  = VQC J 3 : = n . n ;
WRITETEXTC * ( ’ * ( ’ C'  ) ' NEW%GUESS£AT%COEFF I Cl ENTS%STARTS%HERE ' C * C ’ > ’
TYPE% 1 %FGK2L I ST I NGS%ELSE2-  1 * C’ C * > ’ * ) ' )  #
SUP: =REAO;
WRITETEXTC’ C’ ’ C’ C ’ > *TYPE%1%TG7ENTER%V%ELSE%-! ’ C * C ' > ’ ’ >*>5  
J:=READ;
’ I F  ' J= 1 ’ THEN’ ' G GT G' LL 5 .
'WRITETEXTC* ( '  ’ ( ’ C ' ) ' PLEASE%ENTER%CPC 0 3.» CPC ! 3 j CGC 1 3>CPC23j CQC23
* C * C * ) *  *> * ) i
CPC 0 3 : =REAl) ;
CPC 1 3 :=READ;CQC I 3 : = READ; CPC 23 : =READ; CGC2 3 : =READ;
A P : = LNC1 0 * 0 ) ;
’ F O R ' J : = 0 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L ’ l OO' DO’ ’ BEGIN*
CTCJ3:=CPC0 3+2*CCPC I 3 * COS C J * P I  / 5 0 ) -  CQC 1 3 *  SI N C J * P I / 5 0)
+ C P C 2 3 * C O S C J * P I / P 5 ) - C Q C 2 3 * S I N C J * P I / 2 5 > ) ;
CTCJ3: =LNCCTCJ3>/ AP;  ^
VTC J3 : = fl • 0 ;
’ FOR’ K: = 1 ’ STEP* 1 ’ -UNTIL’ 4 \ D 0 *  VTC J3 : =VTCJ3+PVCK3*CTCJ3 » CK -  1 ) J
•END* i
FPURIERCi  0 0 / V T / V P > V Q > 2 ) 5
’ GOTO’ MM; . - . •
LL:
WRI TETEXTC C ’ ’ C ’ C'  > ' PLEASE2TYPE%VC 0 3* VPC 1 3# VQC 1 3 , VPC 2 3 ,  VQC 2 3 ’ C’ C * ) ’ ’ ) ’ )» 
VPC 0 3 :=READ; VPC ! 3 : =READ * VOC 1 3 : = READ.; VPC 2 3 : =READ; VOC 2 3 : =READ;
MM:
’ F U R * J : = l ’ S T E P * 1’ U N T I L ’ P ’ DO’ ’ BEGI N’
VP C- J 3 : = VPCJ3 ;  -
V Q C - J 3 : = - VOCJ3; -
•END’ ;
WRITETEXTC’ C ”  C’ C ’ ) ’ PLEASE%TYPE%F0CGHZ) ’ C’ C * ) ” ) ’ ) J
F 0 : =READ; . '
W 0 : = 2 * P I * F 0 ;
V M I N : = DAT AC 1* 13 ;  .
’ FOR’ J : = 2 ’ STEP’ l ’ U N T I L ’ N ’ DG’
’ I F ’ DATACI*J 3< V MI N ’ THEN’ VMI N:=DATAC1 , J 3 ;
VMAX:=DATAC1/135  
’ FOR’ J : = 2 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ UNTIL*  N" DO’
• I F ’ DATAC1>J3>VMAX’ THEN’ VMAX:=DATACl i J3;
T E S T : = -  1;
’ FOR’ J : = 0 *  STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L M  0 0 ’ DO”  BEGI N’
VTC.J3 : = VPC 0 3+2*  C VPC 1 3*CGSC J*P I /SO ) -  VOC 1 3 * S I N C J * P I  / 5 0 )
+VPC2 3 * C G S C J * P I / 2 S ) - V Q C 2  3 * S I N C J * P I / 2 5 > ) ;
’ I F ’ VTCJ3>VMAX’ THEN” BEGI N’ VTCJ3: =VMAX; TEST: =J ;  ’ END’ ;
’ I F ’ VTC J 3 <VMI N’ THEN’ ’ BEG I N ’ VTCJ3: = VMI N; TEST: = J ; ’ END’ ;
’ END’ ;
’ I F ’ TEST> 0 ’ THEN”  BEGIN*
WRITETEXTC’ C’ ’ C’ C ’ ) ’ VGLTAGE%RANGE%EXCEEDED*C ’ C*>
’ END’ ;
A P : = C VMAX- VNI N) / 1 0  0;
’ FGR*J:  = 1 ’ STEP’ 1 ’ U N T I L ’ 1 0 1 ’ DO”  BEGI N’
Q X C J 3 : = 0 . n ;
VX CJ3 : = VMIN+AP* C J - 1 ) ;
• FOR’ K : = 1 ’ ST E P* 1 ’ U N T I L ’ 4 ’ DO’ OXCJ3: =GXCJ3+PCCK3+VXCJ3t CK- I ) ;  
G X CJ 3: = i n t QXCJ 3 ;
’ END’ ;
PLY C VX> QX » PQ* 10 1 / 6 ) 5  '
• F O R * J : = 0 ’ S T E P* 1 ’ U N T I L ’ 1 0 0 ’ DG’ ’ BEGIN”
CTC J 3 : = MTC J 3: = ETC,J3: = OTC J .1: = 0 .0 ;
’ FOR* K: = l-’ STEP* 1 ’ UNTI L ’ 4 ’ Di I ’ C T C J 3: =CT C J 1 + PC C K 3 *  VTC J 3 r C K-  1 ) 5 
CTC J3 : = m  »CTC.J1;
ETC J3 := I /CTC J 3 ;
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* F n R * K : = l ' S T E P * 1 ' U N T I L ' 7 ' D O * ' BEGI N'
NTC J ]  :=NTCJ3+PNC-<] *vm J ]  U K - ! ) ;
QTCJ3:=OTCJ3+POCK3*VTCJ3»K/ K;
• ENi ) ' ;
NTCJ3 : = ln i NTCJ3;
* END'i
F D U R I E R C 1 0 0 , C T , C P , C Q , 2 ) i  •
FDURIERC 1 0 0 , M T , N P , N Q , 2 )  J 
F D U R I E R C 1 0 0 , E T , E P , E G , 2 ) ;
F flURI ERC 1 0 0 , QT,QP,  0 0 , 2 )  V 
V O C 0 3 : = Q . n ;
CQC03:=NOC0 3:=EGC03:=QOC0 3 : = 0 . Q ;
• F O R ' J : = 1 ' S T E P ' l ' U N T I L ' 2 ' D O ' ' BEGI N'
CPC - J 3 : =CPC J 3;
COC- J3 : = - COCJ3;
EPC-J'3 :=EPC J3 ;
EQC- J 3 : = - EQCJ 3;
I  PC J 3 : = QP C J 3 *  J *  WO ; ....
I OCJ3: =GQCJ3* J* W0;
•END’ ;
i qc n 3: = i p c n 3; = n • o ;
* F O R ' N : = l ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T I L ' 2 ' D O ’ ' BEGI N'
I P C N 3 : = I Q C N 3 : = n . Q ;
' FOR '*K: = - 2 '  STEP ’ 1 ' UNT I L ' 2 ' DO' 'BEG I N '
L : = N - K ;
I P C N 3 : =I PCN3+L*CVPCL3*COCX3+VQCL3*CPCK3) ;
IOCN3:  = IQCN3+L*(VPCL3*CPC«<3-V/QCL3*CQCK3>;
' E N D ' ;  .
I P C N 3 ; = - I P C N 3 * W 0 ;
I 0 C M 3 : = I G C M 3 *  w n ; ’ '
• E N D ' ;
' I F ' S U P > - 2 ’ THEN " B E G I N '
WRITETEXTC' C’ ' C'C*  > ' %K%%%%VP%%%%%%%2%VQ%%*%%%%%%CP%%%%%%%%%CQ 
% 7. % 7, Z Z Z A 7. E P% % Z % 7,7,7» £ % E Q' > ' ) ;
NEWLINEC1) ;
•FOR* J :  = fl ' STEP'  1 ’ UNTIL* ' 2 '  D T  * REGIN'
P R I N T C J , 1 , 0 ) ;
P R I N T C V P C J 3 , 0 , 2 ) ;
PRINTCVOCJ3, 0 , 2 ) ;
P R I N T C C P C J 3 , 0 , P ) ;
PR I N T C C GC J 3 , D , 2 ) ;
P RI NT C E P C J 3 , 0 ,  2 ) ;
P R I N T C E O C J 3 , 0 , 2 ) ;
NEWLINEC1) ;
• E N D ' ;
WRITETEXTC ' C ’ ' C 'C ' ) ' %N%%%%MPZ%%/.7o%%%%NQ%%%%%%%Z%QP%%%%%%%%%QQ 
ZZZZZZZZZ IP%%/I%%%7.%7oI Q ’) ' ) ;
NEWLINEC1) ;  -
• F O R' J : = f l *  STEP’ 1 ' U N T I L ' 2 ' DO* ' BEGI N'
PRINT C J , 1 , 0 ) ;
P R I N T C N P C J 3 , 0 , 2 ) ;
PRINTCNGCJ3, 0 , 2 ) ;
PRINTCGPCJ3, 0 , 2 ) ;
PRINTC G Q C J 3 , 0 , 2 ) ;
PRI  NT Cl PC J 3 , 0 , 2 ) ;  '
P RI NTCI OCJ 3,0,2);
NEWLINEC1) ;
' E ND' ;
•END’ ;
* I F  ' SUP>-4 ' THEN ' PRI NTUUT C VP,  VQ, I P,  I Q, 1 , 2 ) ;
WRI TETEXTC C' • C ' C ' ) ' TYPE* U F  I1R/.NE W/i V<"ILTAGE7,Cl..lEFF I Cl  ENTZGUESS 
%ELSE7TYPE7.-1 ' C ' C ' ) ’ ’ ) ' )  ;
SUP: = READ;
' IF ' SUP>0 ' THEN ’ ' GOTI'I* AA;
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B8: '
WRI TETEXTC C  ' C ' C ’ ) ' PLEASE%ENTER% I Np.'JT% SI GNAL7FREQUENCY ' ( ' C ' ) ' . ' ) • )  J 
F I : =READ;
W I : =F I  *?>*PI ;
WRITETEXTC ' ( " C ' C J  ' PLEASE%ENTER%PHOTOCJRRENT * C *C* ) ' * ) ' > i 
AP: = REAl);
WRITETEXTC * C • • C ' C * ) ' TYPE% 1 ZF0R7.LI  ST I NGS%ELSE£TYPE%- 1 ' C * C * ) "  ) ' >  J 
S'JP: =READ;
ZPC fl 3 :=ZPCP3 i=fl  . 0 ;  •
ZPC 1 3 :=ABSC CV/PC 1 3*1 PC 1 3 + VOC 1 3 *  I QC 1 3 ) /  C I PC 1 3 *  I  PC 13 + 1 OC 1 3 *  I QC 1 3 ) ) i 
ZGC.0 3: = l / CWI * CPCn3> ;
7.GC 1 3: = ! /CCW0-WI  >* CPC03) ;
ZQC23 t = 1 /C Cf>*W0-WI )*CPC 0 3 ) J
* GOTO*I  IJ 
GG:
WRI TETEXTC C * ' C ' C '  ) * ENTER7.TERMI NAT I NG% I KPEDANCES% AT%SI GNAL, % I F%
A%INAGE'  C * C'  ) * ' ) * ) J 
NEWLINEC1) ;
' FOR*J:  = Q ' S T E P ' 1 * U N T I L * 2 ' DO* ' BEGI N*
ZPCJ3:=READ;
ZOCJ3:=READ;  
z p c J 3 : = z p c J 3 / i n n n ;
ZQCJ3:=ZQCJ3/ I OOO»
•END* J
I  I :
Z P C1 3 : = - ZPC1 3 ; ZOC13 : = - ZQC13SZPC2 3 : =- ZPC23 ; ZQC2  3 : = - Z QC2  3J 
NATHS?
DD:
* I F * S UP > Q' THEN* ' BEGI N*
WRI TETEXTC C  * C *C* > * %M%%%%%VP%%%%%%Z%%%VG%%%%%%%%%%IP%%%%Z%%%%%I Q* ) * )
* FOR* X : = f] ' STEP' 1 ' UNTI L ' 2 ' DO* 'BEGIN*
NEWLINEC1)J
PRI NT C K , 1 , 0 ) ;
PRI NTC\ / 1PCK3, ' 1 , 3 )S PR I NTCV1GCK3 , 0 , 3 )  J 
PRI NTCI  I P C K 3 , n , 3 ) S  PRI NTCI 1OCK3 , 0 , 3 ) 5
'END* J
• END* ;
NEWLINEC1) ;
PRINTOUT^;
FFs
WRITETEXTC ' C * * C *C* ) * TYPEZ0%TO%I TERATE%7.GC 0 3 ,  %T YPE% 1 /£TO% I TER ATE 2 ZOC 1 3 
, *  C * c * ) ' TYPE%2% TO£ITERATE%ZOC 2 3 , %TYPE%4%T0%ITERATE%ALL%70»* C *C * ) * 
TYPE7o3^'Tn%ITERATE%ZPC 1 3,%TYPE%5%rn%VARY%7’ C * C ’ ) *
TYPE% 1 n2Tn%.STEP,%TYPE%l 1 %TDZFDRK%MATRIX, %
TYPE%9%T0%TONE* C ' C ' ) '
TYPE%6ZTO%CHANGEZZ,ZTYPEZ7ZFriR%NEW%SI 6NAL,%TYPE%BZFOR%NEW%DRI VE •
* c * c *)*'■)');
G : = r e a d ;
* I F *  0<4' THEN” 'BEGIN”  ITERATE C G ) CG i l T n ' DD ; ’ END*;
' . I F  * 0=4*  THEN* * BEGIN”  I TERATEC fl) ; ITERATEC l ) ; l  TERATEC2 )  » * GOTTI' DO» 'ENG'  ?
' I F ' 0 = 5 ' THEN * ' BEG I N ' P R I NTOUT 3 J ' GOTO'DD; ' END'?
' I F * 0 = 6 ' THEN' 'GOTO*GG;
* I F ' 0 = 9 'THEN* ’ BEGIN'PEAK;  ' G n r n ' F F ;  'END* ;
* I F * Q = 1 0 ' T H E N ' ’ BEGIN" STEP? 'GOTO'DD;  ' E N D * ;
* I F *  0= 1 1 ' THEN" ' BEGI N* NAT; ' GOTO'01); ' E N D ' ;
' I F ' 0 = 7 'THEN* ' GOTO*BB'ELSE* 'GOTO*AA; .
' ENl)' ;
' E M ) '  0-  p r o g ;
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A P P E N D I X  VII
TYPICAL COMPUTER RUN
. SURREY UNIVFRSITY MULTI-ACCESS SYSTEM.
TYPE YHUR JOB NUMBER- 
TYPE PASSWORD 
-BEBB U
DATE: 2.9/03/74 CHANNEL: 03
14.17.28- 
TYPE PASSWORD 
-HBBH
14.17.43- REST POPS
14.19.28- MRUN ■ ■
TYPE NUMBFR OF OBSERVATIONS TO BE ENTFRF.D-9
PLEASE ENTER 9 SETS OF OBSERVATIONS. IN ORDER V*C*M5
-10 3. 04 1 20 2.42 1. 06 30 2. 19 1.11
-50 1.89 1.5 60 1.8 2.22 7 0 1.73 5-3
-8.9 79 1.68 100
VOLTAGE CAPACITANCE I GAIN ELASTANCE
1.0 0 04 3.040 0 1.0004 0 3.2894 -1
2.0004 2*4204 0 1.0604 0 4.1324 -1
3.0004 . 2.1904 0 1.1104 0 4.5664 -1
4.0004 2.0004 0 1.2204 0 5.0004 -1
5* 0 0 04 1.8904 0 1.5004 0 5.2914 -1
6.0004 1.8004 0 2.2204 U 5.5564 -1
7*0 0 04 1.7304 0 5.3004 0 5.7804 -1
7.5004 1.7104 . 0 8.9004 0 5.8434 -1
7.9004 1.68 0 4 0 1.0004 2 5*9524 -1
NEW GUESS AT COEFFICIENTS STARTS HERE 
TYPE 1 FOR LISTINGS ELSE -1— 1
TYPE 1 TO ENTER V ELSE -1-1 ' *.
PLEASE TYPE VC0D*VPC13*VQC13*VPC23*VQC2D-73 5-36 0 00 
PLEASE TYPE F0CGHZ3-1
VOLTAGE RANGE EXCEEDED
M VP • VQ CP CQ EP EQ
0 7.304 1 0.004 0 1.734 0 0.004 0 5.8 04 -1 0. 0 04 0
1 5.364 0 0.0 04 0 -3.38 4-2 -1.714-11 1.134 -2 -9.104-12
2 0*004 0 0.004 0 3-104 -3 -1.484-11 -8.644 -4 -1.124-12
M MP MQ QP QQ IP IQ
0 3.554 1 0.004 0 1.644 2 0.004 0 0.004 0 0. 004 0
1 2.544 1 6.244 -9 7.774 0 2.364-10 -4.974-10 5.804 1
2 1. 024 1 3.974 -9 -1. 184 0 -1.804 -9 5*764-10 -1. 144 0
M RM XM GM BM P
1 -7.9204-13 -9.233 4 -2 -9.28 04-11 1.08 34 1 -5*3324 -9
2 0.0004 0 0.0004 0 0.0004 0
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TYPE 1 FOR NEW VOLTAGE COEFFICIENT GUFSS ELSE. TYPF -1— 1
FLEASE ENTER INPUT SIGNAL FREQUENCY-.9 5 
FLEASF ENTER PHDTnCURRFNT-.0 01 
■TYRE 1 FOR LISTINGS FLSE TYPF -.1— 1
SIGNAL
I.E.
IMAGE
R
0.0004 0
7..9204-1 0
0.0004 0
JX
9.7064 1
1.8444 3
8.7824 1
POWER 
1*0844-19 
2.3734-12 
0*0004 0
TYPE 0 TO ITERATE ZQC 03* TYPE 1 TO ITERATE ZQC 13*
TYPE 2 TO ITFRATE ZQC23* TYPF 4 TO ITERATE ALL ZQ.
TYPE 3 TO ITERATE ZPC13* TYPE 5 TO VARY Z
TYPE 10 TO STEP* TYPE 11 TO FORM MATRIX* TYPE 9 TO TUNE
TYPF. 6 TO CHANGE Z* TYPF. 7 FOR MEM SIGNAL* TYPE 8‘FOR NEW DRIVE.
ENTER TRMIMATING IMPEDANCFS AT SIGNAL* IF 4 IMAGE 
-50 0 50 0 50 0
R
SIGNAL 5.00 04 1
I.F. 5.0004 1
IMAGE 5.0004 1
JX
0.0 0 04 0
0.0 0 04 0
0.0004 0
POWER 
-9.9394 -5 
6.5734 -5 
7.8364 -6
TYPE 0 TO ITERATE ZQC03* 
TYPE 2 TO ITFRATE ZQC23* 
TYPE 3 TO ITFRATF ZPC13* 
TYPE 10 TO STFP* TYPE 11 
TYPE 6 TO CHANGE Z* TYPE
TYPE 1 TO ITERATE ZQC13*
TYPE A TO ITERATE ALL ZQ.
TYPE 5 TO VARY Z
TO FORM MATRIX* TYPE 9 TO TUNE
7 FOR NEW SIGNAL* TYPE 8 FOR NEW DRIVE.-
NEW GUFSS AT COEFFICIENTS STARTS HERE 
TYPE 1 FOR LISTINGS FLSE -1— 1
TYPE 1 TO ENTFR V FLSE -1-1
FLEASE TYPE VC 03*VPC13* VQC13 * VPC 23 * VQC 23-73 4.07 0.0 0
FLEASE TYPE F0C GHZ)-1
VOLTAGE RANGE EXCEEDED
M VP VQ CP CQ EP EQ
C 7.304 1 0.004 0 1.724 0 0. 004 0 5.814 -1 0.004 0
1 A. 074 0 0.004 0 -2.894 -2 - 1.074-11 9.764 -3 -7.734-14
2 0. 0 04 0 0.004 0 5*124 -4 -7.794-12 -2.794 -5 -4.034-12
M MP MQ QP QQ IP IQ
0 3. 114 1 0.0 04 0 1.654 2 0 . 0 04 0 0. 0 04 0 0.004 0
1 2.294 1 4.264 -3 6.484 0 -1. 184 -9 -1.994-10 4.404 1
2 1.194 1 7.134 -8 -5.084 -1 -1.354 -9 2.734-10 -7.404 -1
M RM XM GM BM P
1 -4.1794-13 -9.2434 -2 -4.8924-11 1.0324 1 -1.6214 -9
2 0.0004 0 0.0 0 04 () 0.0004 0
TYPE 1 FOR NEW VOLTAGE COEFFICIENT GUESS ELSE TYPE -1— 1 
FLEASF. FNTER INPUT SIGNAL FREQUENCY-.95 
FLEASE ENTER PHOTOCURRENT-.0 01 
TYPE 1 FOR LISTINGS ELSE TYPE -1— 1
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A P P E N D I X  VIII
ISOMETRIC PLOTTING PROGRAM
•BEGIN* •PROCEDURE;* P LOTTE RON; * ALGOL * ;  » PROCEDURE* PLOTTEROFF/ 'ALGOL*
•PROCEDURE* (10VEPFN(X#Y); ‘ VALUE* X#Y; ‘ INTEGER* X#Y/  'ALGOL* / 
* PROCEDURE' PENUP; ’ ALGOL * I 'PROCEDURE* PENDUWNJ 'ALGOL1/ 
'PROCEDURE' PRAWDUTJ ' ALGOL' /  'PROCEDURE' NEWPICTURE/ 'ALGOL*/  
* PROCEDURE * SCALETEXT( X#Y, H, D, S) / 'VALUE* X#Y#H#Dj  
'PEAL* X#Y/  ' IN T E fi fc w• h #D/ 'STKIW5* S| 'ALGOL*/
'PROCEDURE* SCALEPE-UX,Y>/ 'VALUE'  X , V j  'REAL* X#Y/  'ALGOL* /  
'PROCEDURE' SCALfUUri i *ER<X»YfH#Pr«) /  'VALUE* X#Y#H,D#R/
'REAL* X#Y#R/ ' INTEGER* H , n j  'ALGOL' /
•PROCEDURE* PLUTSCALE (XMIN,  YHINf X‘1AX, VMAX~,XSt YS#S j /
'VALUE* XHJ N# Yh J N # XMAX # YUAX/
'REAL'  X'l J N # YU IN # XMAX # YMAX j 
•STRING1 X$#YS#SJ »ALGUL»J
'PROCEDURE' PLUTTEXTCXXrYY»H,n,S>;  'VALUE'  XX,YY#H i DJ 
' INTEGER'  XX # YY# H # p/ 'STRING' '  S/  ' ALGOL' /
•PROCEDURE* PLOTKUhDER < XX# YY# H # D# R ) /
'VALUE'  XX#YY,Hf D,R/
' INTEGER'  XX#YY#H#d ; 'REAL* R? 'ALGOL*/
SELECT I NpiJT (3> / SELECTUUTPUT(O) J PLOTTEROM/
•COMMENT'..' • * * * .  INPUT FRDH.poC SOURCE * • * *
'BE G] N *
' REAL' A#X/  ~ '
' INTEGER* j , K , r 1#N|-
SC.LECTJNPUT(3>/
N * “ READJ M| b n * n /
'BEGIN'  ' ARRAY* INPUT [1 | i1,1 : 3 3 # DATA[1 *M#1 |N]J  
'PROCEDURE'MISS/
'BEGIN*  * I NTEGER*U  
L t nO/
' F O R * L i BL*1 'UHILE*NEXTCH>0IAND1
<WEXTCH»ME»2y»UK»JIEXTCH'NE'30'CR»NEXTCH»NE»22> »D0»SKIPCH|  
'END* OF HISS?
•REAp FROM* (fiT#E2RSUURC2, I SU P L f ) /
'PROCEDURE* I S 0 P LT ( M # N r M3 # SIZ E # Y P j  T A ) |- 
•VALUEV M#N#I !3#YP#SIZE/
•ARRAY* TA/
'REAL'  YP/
' INTEGER* MfN#H3#SIZEj  
' BEGIN'
•PROCEDURE* PLOTV (A#B#C)J  
•VALUE'  A# S#C;
• INTEGER'  A#B#CJ 
'BEGJN*
•OWN* ' INTEGER* I S W # I X 1 f I Y 1 » I X , I Y |
I X I « A I  
ZYI®0|
• 1 F » C«3 »THEN »
•BEGIN'
I S V | « 3 |
XXTJFIXI  
_ JY!|«3 Y1 
•ENP*
•ELSE'
' BEGIN'
»I F ' C ' N E ' I S W  'THEN'
•BEGIN*
PEHUP/
H O V E P E N d X l i I Y D J
PENDOWN;
I SWI P2 I
•E'lO*# 205
MOVEPEN( I X f I Y ) f  
« EMD• |
1 END I PLUT1J
1 REAL, * 1 PROCEDURE ' MAX1<A|Mf N ) l  
•VALUE1 fi# N|
' INTEGER* M,N;
•REAL'  • ARRAY A J 
«b e g i n *
•REAL* TEf 1P/ ABSA|
TEMP* cABS <A C1f13 >|
•FOR* I : « l  'STEP* 1 "UNTIL* H *DO*
•FOR* J ; =1 'STEP* V ' UNTIL*  N *D0»
•BEGIN*
ABSA|cABS(ACl iJ3>I  
• I F '  ABSAPTEHP ' t h e n * YEhP|«ABSAl
• END11 
MAX1|®TEHPJ
•END* KAX1I .
•PROCEDURE* PLOT2CH#Nf 
• VALUE * M/NI  
« I nTEGER'Mi N# 11 , J1 1 
•OEGJN*
•FOR'  2 1 h m 'STEP* *-1 ' U N T I L 1 1 'DO*
• B E G I N * '
X l ° X - D X ;
Y | » 0 , 0 J  .
• FOR* J i * 1  'STEP* 1 'UNTIL*  N »DO *
•BEGIN*
U[JJ | «ANG* CXt Y ) 4 l 200 ;
V { J 3 1E CS* ( Y?*X) + TA[ I1  *J1 3 / ZSCAL E* 40d r  
V U 3  | « V I J 3 * 2 0 0 J  
Y|bY<*DY|
• E N D» I 
NEWLINE <1> I
LO<»ER|*" FALSE' f 
P L O T 1 ( U C i 3 , v { l 3 f 5 ) | '
• I F *  I <11 'THEN'
• BEGIN *
DUj’N i c ' I F » V[23 <T[23 'THEN* * FALSE* 'ELSE* 'TRUE* I
U T E H P H 3 | B S t 1 3 | » U [ 1 3 i
VTEHPC13j b t c 1 3 * « V [ 1 3 |
•FOR* KIa 2_ * S T E P  ^ 1 ' U N T I L * . N  *PQf
•BEGIN*    .
• I F '  : v [ K 3^TCK;3'GE'0,0 ' AND »T NOT*r DOWN)
•OR'  (VCK3^TCK3<0,0 'AND'  DOWN) 'THEN*
•BEGIN'
H 1 : « < T t K 3 - T l K - 1 3 > 7 ( 3 t K j - S [ K W 1 ‘j y |
• I F '  ABS(U[K3«UCX^1_3)>EK 'THEN*
•BEGIN'
• H 2 : e t v m - V [ K - 1  3 ) / <UCK3- l ' U ' - 1  3>J
5S • c(H2*UL K-1 ] »M1 *S [ K - 1 3+ T C 3**V [ K - 1 3 > /  J |
•END*
' ELSE1
SSJCUCK3I
T T j ® M l * ( S S - S [ ^ 1 3 > » T [ K « l 3 f
• I F ' * nut  * DOWN 'THEN* - 
•BEGIN'
PLOT*l < S S , T T , 3 ) f  
PLOT1 ( U l K j j j n K ]  ,2) ' ;  
p o W j ’B ' TRUE' I  
UTEMPIK3l»Ut<3|
VTEMPIK3 J=VIK3 J
• END*
•ELSE*
•BEGIN*
PLOT1(SS»TT»2) I  
P L ° T 1 ( U [ K 3 r V [ K 3 f 3 ) |  
powNfc ' FALSE* I  
UTEMPIK3I° S [ K3I  
VTEMP CK3 f BT C K3 j 
•END*?
•END* 206
' E I S E ' M F '  V m « T [ K J < O f O * THEN *
' b e g i n *
PL0T1( U I K 3»V [ k 3 i 3> I 
UTEflPlK,J : »S C K31 
VTEMP(K3?bTC<3;
•END*
•ELSE'
•BEGIN *
P M i T H » t K 3 # V t K 3 f 2>l  
UTEMPCK3s buCK3 1 
VTEMP[K3| *VJK3j  
1 END* >
* ! ? '  V U S - L T C K I ' L E ' D j b  ' THEN' _  LOWER i 8 *TRUE»f  
•END* iCI
'FOR* K?»2 'STEP* 1 ' UNTI L*  N 1 DO»
*DEG|NI
SE<3 »»tiTEr*PCK*-13 1 
T ( K 3 l 8VT£f>P[K«Ul
•END* f
LUTEHP Cl 3 s *1.5? Cl 3 I 3 I 
L V T f c t f p m :  = i T n j i = v n 3 i  
' I F *  LOWER 'THEN*
• b e g i n *
P L 0 T 1 < u m , v P O # 3 ) J  
DOWN | *  M F *  V t N 3 » L E ' L T [ N 3  * T H E N  ' *  T R U E  » *  E L S E »» F A L S E  * |
'FOR* K i * N- 1  'STEP* -1 ' UNTIL*  V *DO»
' I F *  CVU3 ' LE» l i m  'AND * • wOT ' DOWN)
'PR* (VCK3HTCK3 'AND'  DOWN) 'THEN*
'BEGIN*
tn **CLTCK3-LTCK^1 3 > / CLS c
• I F '  ABS<U(K3-utK+13)>ER 'THEN*
•BEGIN'
HZ:*<V[ IC) -VCK+1 3 > / ( l ' m - U r K  + 1 3)1
5 S } b (U2*U['K^1 3 " « T * L S t K * 1 3 ♦ LT E K + 1 3«sVU*1 3 ) /  > J:
• END* - -
•ELSE*
SS|«=UIK3;
T T | M 1 * ( S S - L S U M  J ) U T f K * V J l
• I F ' ' NUT » DOWN 'THEN*
•BEGIN'
PLOT1CSS, TT, 3 ) |
PLOT!<utK3rVCK3#2) i  
DOWNis ' TRUE ' I  
4 UT EM P t < 3 I B U[ K 3 I
L V T E U p [ J B V C K } J
•END*
•ELSE'
•BEGIN'
P L O T ! ( S S r T T f Z ) f  
PLOT1 (U(  K3 f.V( K3 f 5)  ;
OUifNin » FALSE »|
LUT E ' ' P t K) i c LS[K3|
L VT En PCK ) | « L T U) »
* END*|
'END*
• ELSE' *  I F ' V I K) >LTt K3  'THEN*
'BEGJN*
PLOTlCU[K3#VtK3»3>|
LUTEMPtKJiCLSI K3 )
LVTEMPt K) | KLT C K3I
• e n d *
•ELSE'
• b e g i n * _  __
P L 0 T i C U [ K 3 i  V C K 3 »~Z ) I 
LUTEMPEK3 I«**C<3I  
LVTEMPEK3I»VCK)I
•END*J
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•FUR* -Kj^Z 'STEP* 1 ' UNTI L*  N * DQ*
• b e g i n *
L S U ) l BLUTEI1PCKrl3|
L T U ) | H V T E M P J K ' "1  J|
'END»f
*END»
*ELSE' ' FOR*  K|«N •STEP*. »1 »UNTI L1' 2. 1001 
•BEGIN'
LSIK3 | " L S t X - U f  
LTtK3 Ie=LTE
* END * (
* END1 ____
»FlSE**FOR« J j » Z  'STEP* 1 ' UNTIL*  H * 00*
.* b e g i n *
PLOT1CUCJ3,V(J3#2>i 
L S U 3 l ES C J 3 : * U [ J - 1  Jf  
LT^ J3 | BTCil 3 : 8V[ Jb'1 3)
•END* |
•END* I I
* End* p LPT21
•REAL'  f! 1 IH Z r D X D Y»X»Y »AN G» "E R # Z S C A L E TS S # T TI  
*REAL'SC,YPAGE,CS|
» BOOLEAN DOvJfJ, tOWERj
* INTEGER* I , J t Kf ' -  ' -
• INTEGER "ARRAY'  «•#V , T , S, I S , ^T#UTEMP#VTEMPt LUTEMP#LVTEMP[1 I H 3 3 I  
VPAGE:nO.S»YP»(K»H"Z?/<Nw1) l ; .-
SC|=SIZEF.YPAGE|
CS i B0 , 5 J
DY|»SC*YP/<N **1 ) |
DX|*?DYL 
X ! BPX»
ANGjs0,8660Zi>A0j
ER| 5 0,1*ANG*DXJ
ZSCALE: 8 MAXI (TA,H#N| I "
ZSCALEiBZSCALE/sgi  
PLOT2 (Hf  Nr I f JM.
CS|«*»CS|
X|«^DX;  PY f ° D X | BX J 
P L O T 2 ( N r +  f N +
'END* ISOPLTI
SELECTIN?UT(0) I  __
' FOR'J | BV  STEP' 1 ' UNTJk.*H* DO*
'BEGIN* NEWLINE<1) |
K l « 3 |  _
■ ' BE GI N ' H I S S MNP UT [ J f K3 j » R E AD ; P RI NT ( I NP UH J i X 3 f O# 3 > | * E ND » |
' END* |
A i * LNcno . d>  r
* F 0 R' J j 8 1* S T E P ' 1 * U N T I l »M» DO *
* I F *  INPUTCJ#33<«"30'THEN» INPUT L*1 f 3 3 ?8 S*3Qj  
X| * INPUTC1 #-531
' FOR* J j *=2 ' STLPM « UNTH ' H» DO*
* I F ' l N p U T t J r 3 3 < X » T H E N , X | Bl NPU T t J j 33 !
' I F *  X<10 f 0 * THEN1 'BEGIN*
Xi *10TABS( EfJTI ER(LN( X?/ A>> |
' F O R ' J 1=1 1 STEP * 1 » U NT I I ' M ' DO' I NPUT  U r  33 f « I N P U T [ J f j ] * x |
* END' |
WEWLINE(Z3I
» FOR* J j « V  STEP' 1 ' UNTI L ' N» DO * * BEG 2_N»
N F 'V LIN E (1 ;
* F OR ' K; c 1 ' S T E R ' I 1 UNT I L ' N ' DO' ' BEGI N*
D A T A [ J , K J  : « Lf: < J N p U T l  ( J - 1 ) * N + K , 3 3 ) / AJ 
P n i N T < D A T A U # K 3 f 0 » 3 M
' END»| * END * |
IS0PLT(N#N#N#10O0»2fDATA) | "
* e n d * j .
' e n d * of p r o g ;
|PLOTTERf'FF|  WRI TETEXTt '<♦ ENPXOFXPROGR AM *<* C » > » » ) ' )  | PAUSE(77>I  ' END * |
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Indexing terms: Electro-optica! effects. Optical modulation. 
M odulators
Temperature-independent electro-optic modulators have been 
constructed using lithium niobate. A frequency response 
extending to 2 GHz has been achieved with a relatively low 
drive power. The modulators have been used with a 0-63 //m 
laser and are easily aligned on a standard optical bench.
)duction: Recently reported low-voltage transverse optical 
ulator crystals have been sensitive to temperature.1-5  
change in birefringence caused by temperature drift can 
e changes in retardation of the order of half a wavelength 
egree Celsius. Two possible solutions are to stabilise the 
■al temperature precisely or to use two identical crystals 
ited to cancel the induced birefringence. Both methods 
duce complications in mounting and operation, 
he solution used here avoids these troubles at the expense 
small increase in halfwave voltage. Lithium niobate is a 
tal which, in its ideal form, is uniaxial along the caxis. 
directing light along this axis, with a transverse electric 
applied, temperature-independent operation is possible 
rinciple.6 Exploitation of this crystal orientation has not 
1 possible in the past, because crystals of sufficiently high 
ty and low residual strain could not be grown. Recently, 
er-quality material has become available, which has 
ed the use of this orientation in the modulators described, 
oth lumped-circuit and travelling-wave-type modulators 
* been built using this material. A  frequency response 
nding to 2 G H z has been achieved with a relatively l'ow 
e power. The modulators have been used with a 0-63 //m  
r, and are easily aligned on a standard optical bench, 
ical damage previously experienced7 has not been en- 
ntered with laser beams of up to 15 mW.
stal details: The crystals used measure 1 x 1 x 50 mm and 
e gold layers vacuum-deposited on a pair of longitudinal
lithium -niobate 
crystal
;old films
c axis
conductive 
epoxy resin
ceramic substrate 
1 Lumped-circuit-modulator mount
s, and antireflection-coated end faces. They are quite 
st, and require no special handling precautions, 
static extinction ratio of 15 dB was readily attained using 
pie Galilean telescope to reduce the laser-beam diameter 
•25 mm. The optical insertion loss is less than 1 dB. To 
ine the effect, if  any, of temperature on the crystal, it was 
ed between crossed polarisers. The output-light intensity 
then monitored, while increasing the temperature from  
ient up to 60~C, a change of about 40 degC. No change in 
sity could be measured over this range.
ped-circuit modulator: A  lumped-circuit modulator was 
to be used in the tuned circuit of a transistor amplifier 
arrowband operation.
e crystal was mounted on a ceramic substrate as shown 
ig. 1, in a way similar to that used by Biazzo.1 Thin-film  
contacts were deposited on the ceramic to provide 
rical contact. To  avoid the difficulties associated with 
use of low-melting-point solder, conductive epoxy resin 
used to attach the crystal. Although the small shrinkage 
e resin on curing and consequent strains give rise to a 
ction in the extinction ratio, a useful performance is still 
ined. The effect of this reduction in the extinction ratio 
reduce the intensity modulation depth by about 50%. 
u 100 M H z, the modulator was put in a tuned circuit 
n by a transistor operating in class B from a 28 V supply, 
gave an intensity modulation depth of 16%, which
nted from ELECTRONICS LETTERS Vol. 8., No. 11
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permittivity o f 43 and a loss tangent of 0-03. These results 
agree well with previously published values.s
Travelling-wave m odulator: This is a stripline construction, 
the crystal being mounted in the line as shown in Fig. 2.
To obtain wide-bandwidth modulation, it is necessary to 
match the velocities of the microwave and optical travelling 
waves. For a perfect match, the stripline must be designed to 
have an effective permittivity equal to the square o f the
stripline I I
7777777777777
LiN b03 crystal
777777777777777* ground plane
— d l<—
light
7 77 7
crystal
777-ground
plane
Fig. 2 Representation of travelling-wave modulator
a C ross-section 
b Side view
optical refractive index o f the crystal at the wavelength of 
interest. In  the construction used here (Fig. 2), the effective 
permittivity depends on the ratio Wjd.  Unfortunately, for a 
given crystal length and modulation depth, more power is 
requited for a closer velocity match. A  compromise has 
therefore to be made between the required bandwidth and 
power. In  this modulator, a bandwidth of 2 G H z was 
required and was the basic design criterion. Design curves 
similar to those drawn by Bracale and Lom bardi9 were 
plotted for L iN b 0 3 with the aid o f a computer. They 
enabled the appropriate dimensions and theoretical perform­
ance of the modulator to be easily ascertained.
The impedance o f the stripline, with the crystal mounted, is 
approximately 28 Q  and the electrical loss is less than 1 dB. 
An intensity modulation depth of 22-6%  is obtained with a 
drive power o f 10 W  dissipated in a load at the far end o f the 
line. This was measured at frequencies up to 130 M H z  using 
a photomultiplier tube, but this did not perform reliably at 
higher frequencies. N o  accurate method for measuring the 
modulation depth above this frequency was available, but the 
modulator has been used up to 2 G H z  using an avalanche 
photodiode as a detector. Allowing for the frequency response 
of the photodiode, there is apparently no appreciable fall in 
modulator performance.
N o  degradation in performance has been observed due to 
temperature rise in the crystal caused by power dissipation, 
and no adjustments have been found necessary to allow for 
these changes.
The modulator has been in use for several months without 
any change in performance and has required no adjustments 
whatsoever.
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Avalanche photo-diodes for high 
frequency applications
M. A. G. CLARK, Q. V . DAVIS
The aim of this paper is to encourage the use of avalanche photo-diodes in 
optical communication systems, especially if high speeds are required. The 
basic theory of the device is first briefly reviewed. This is followed by a few 
examples of the possible performance compared to that of a PIN photo­
diode. Some frequency response measurements of recent avalanche photo­
diodes are then presented.
At present photomultipliers are used in optical systems when 
low light levels make the advantages of the internal gain of a 
photo-detector desirable. For many applications, such as in 
optic fibre communication systems, the advantages of using 
a small solid-state device are of prime interest. The tendency 
then is to use PIN photo-diodes. These devices have no in­
ternal current gain and therefore have the additional noise 
contributed by following external amplifiers. These ampli­
fiers may also degrade the signal rise time. For high speed 
response, above about 300 MHz, photomultipliers become 
excessively expensive and are generally rejected in favour of 
PIN diodes even in situations where their size is no 
disadvantage.
Although no longer new the avalanche photo-diode has seen 
surprisingly few applications. They have less gain than 
photomultipliers and are generally considered somewhat 
slower than PIN diodes. They are also said to be noisy and 
inconvenient because of the high bias voltages required and 
the need to stabilize the operating point. Nevertheless there 
are many situations where there is a clear advantage in 
using them instead of any other device. Whenever extreme­
ly low light levels are being detected they have the advantage 
over PIN diodes. In addition they are preferable to photo­
multipliers at low speeds over a fairly wide range of light 
levels, and at high speeds their performance considerably 
exceeds that of photomultipliers. The authors have used 
them extensively in laser Doppler systems at frequencies up 
to 1 GHz and have found no difficulties with biasing.1’2 
Their advantages should be equally apparent in 
communication systems.
General description of the avalanche photo-diode 
(APD)
The conceptual form of a generalized APD is shown in 
Fig. 1, which is the model of Biard and Shaunfield,3 and a
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Fig.1 Conceptual model of an avalanche photo-diode
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Fig.2 Typical APD structure
typical diode structure is shown in Fig.2. The guard ring is 
required to prevent breakdown at the edges of the junction 
area and generally consists of a higher breakdown PN 
junction.
It is desirable to absorb the photons in the high field of the 
depletion region of the junction. Carriers generated in this 
region move towards the avalanche region at high speeds, 
resulting in short transit times. The avalanche multipli­
cation occurs in the thin field avalanche region at the PN 
junction where carriers acquire enough energy to ionize the 
lattice atoms, thereby creating secondary pairs. These result 
in an increase in the signal current by the avalanche multi­
plication factor. Carriers generated in the low field region 
drift slowly to the high-fleld region and therefore have longer
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transit times. For this reason the APD has a reduced quan­
tum efficiency at higher frequencies. This effect, which is 
wavelength dependent, can be minimized by ensuring that 
most photons are absorbed in the high field region.
Noise performance of the avalanche photo-diode
The noise from a conventional junction photo-diode is pre­
dominantly shot noise due to the dc current flowing through 
the device.4’ 5 In many cases this noise is not the limiting 
factor, the noise contribution from the following amplifier 
being greater. The reverse situation can exist in the case of 
the APD. Since this device has internal gain it can improve 
the overall noise figure of a system, the noise contribution 
from the diode becoming greater as the gain is increased, 
eventually overcoming that of the amplifier. Unfortunately 
due to the statistical nature of the avalanche, there is some 
excess noise over that expected from multiplied shot 
noise,3’4’6’7’8 and in addition at some value of the gain 
there is a significant increase in this excess noise. It is there­
fore desirable to use as low a value of gain as is possible con­
sistent with the noise performance of the following amplifier, 
an optimum value existing for a particular amplifier/diode 
configuration.
The noise performance of an APD can be determined by 
analysis of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.3. The 
sources of noise are conventional electronic noise sources 
although they include shot noise due to optical fluxes. This 
procedure is some times questioned, particularly for low 
light levels when the photon arrival rate may be small, but 
can be justified on two accounts. Firstly, the presence of 
leakage currents of the order of micro-amps means electron 
flow rates of the order of 1012 s"1, and shot noise due to the 
incident illumination, will be negligible unless they contri­
bute a similar number of electrons. Secondly, the equivalent 
circuit is found to be adequate in practice.1
The noise current /ni is shot noise due to the dc component 
of the signal together with the bulk leakage current of the 
diode but is subject to an excess noise factor, and in a small 
bandwidth d /it  is generally expressed as:
%  = 2e(I0+Ic0)M*df (1)
where e is the electronic charge,/0 is the dc component of 
the signal, 7C0 is the bulk leakage current, M  is the current 
gain of the device, and d is the excess noise exponent. M d 
is the noise multiplication factor. For a noiseless multipli­
cation process the value of d would be 2 but in actual diodes 
the shot noise is increased by a factor greater than M 2. 
Generally 2 <  d <  4, a typical value for silicon being 2.3.
The actual value of d is strongly dependent on the ratio of 
the hole to electron ionization rate.4’9>10’ 11 The values of 
d quoted here assume no microplasma breakdown, but at
some critical value of current gain microplasma breakdown 
becomes apparent and the shot noise power then becomes 
excessive. It is undesirable to use the diode at or above this 
value of gain, and in practice this limits the useful maximum 
gain of the device to somewhere between one and two 
hundred. in2 is shot and noise due to the surface leakage 
current 7S which does not undergo multiplication and is 
given by:
il2 = 2elsif (2)
The thermal noise of the series resistance of the diode is
»S, = 4 k r a sd / 
and that of the amplifier
j-2 -
n3
4kTd/
(3)
(4)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature, as 
usual.
By considering the contribution of noise power delivered by 
each noise source to the load resistor 7? L and taking the 
sources to be uncorrelated one can calculate the rms power 
over a baseband / B Hz. Consider a modulated optical 
carrier 0(f) given by:
0(f) = 0(1 + m  sin cof) (5)
where 0 is the average photon flux (photons per second), m 
is the modulation index, and co is the angular frequency of 
modulation. The dc signal current, 70, is then given by:
Io = er?0 0 (6)
where r?0 is the dc quantum efficiency of the diode. The 
peak ac signal current is:
h = emr?a0M (7)
where r?a is the ac quantum efficiency of the diode.
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Fig.3 Equivalent circuit for noise analysis
Fig.4 Theoretical signal-to-noise ratio obtainable with an APD 
operating at a wavelength of 900 nm with a bandwidth of 1 GHz 
and a quantum efficiency of 50%. The curves are calculated for 
d  = 2.5
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In the Appendix the signal power in/?L due to is has been 
calculated assuming is to be at the frequency/g. Hence an 
expression for signal-to-noise ratio has been derived.
Fig.4 shows an example of the results for a typical APD 
operating at 900 nm wavelength, in the form of curves of 
signal-to-noise ratio plotted against current gain for various 
incident radiation powers. For this calculation the assump­
tion has been made that the signal consists of short pulses 
of low duty cycle so the incident radiation makes negligible 
contribution to the dc current flowing through the device. 
The ordinary PIN diode is included in the curves as a special 
case, viz, when the gain M  = 1, and it can be seen that the 
APD offers a significant improvement over the PIN diode 
for even quite small values of gain.
I f  the curves were extended to values of gain beyond those 
plotted here (a gain of about 150 represents the limit in 
currently available diodes) one would expect to see an 
optimum beyond which the excess multiplication noise 
would degrade the SNR.
Figs 5 and 6 are examples of how the theoretical NEP of a 
typical avalanche photo-diode varies with frequency and 
gain, for a sinusoidally modulated signal. A very low depth 
of modulation has been assumed (which gives a large dc 
component). This situation illustrates well the dependence 
of NEP on d, where generally the optimum value of gain is 
lower than that for the onset of microplasma breakdown.
In Fig.6 it can be seen that NEP has its optimum value at a 
current gain of 32 for the parameters of the diode and sys­
tem used. At higher gains excess multiplication noise pre­
dominates and degrades the performance of the system. It 
can also be seen that the NEP deteriorates with frequency 
because the noise due to the series resistance, R$ has a 
correspondingly greater effect. Nevertheless the NEP is still 
not prohibitively large even at 10 GHz.
The curves of Figs 5 and 6 assume the diodes to have no 
gain-bandwidth limitations other than the components of 
Fig.3 which will limit the effective current gains available 
at high frequencies.
Frequency response
The frequency responses of some modern diodes have been 
measured using the experimental arrangement of Fig.7. The 
He-Ne laser employed had an output power of nominally 
1 mW which was kept constant throughout the experiment. 
The modulation depth used was in the region of 1%.
The results for two currently available diodes are shown in 
Figs 8 and 9. The independent parameters refer to the bias 
current flowing in the diode and are approximate indications 
of the current gain of the device. It can be seen that the 
EMI diode type S30504 has a frequency response flat 
(within ± 1 dB) to 1.9 GHz (the highest test frequency) at 
lower gain values. Gain-bandwidth limitations become 
apparent at higher gains and frequencies, but excess noise 
had already become apparent at these higher values. From 
these measurements a gain-bandwidth product in excess of 
80 GHz is indicated. The roll off in frequency of the EMI 
S30500 is attributed to delimitations of the device.
Biasing considerations
Avalanche photo-diodes are somewhat sensitive to tempera­
ture changes which affect their breakdown characteristics.
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Fig.6 Theoretical NEP of a typical avalanche photo-diode with a 
value for d of 3.0
Generally the system used in the measurements described 
here was found quite adequate, but improved techniques 
are available 12>13 where stabilization is required for 
variation in temperature and other parameters.
Commonly used methods of stabilization include constant 
current biasing suitable for PCM-AM systems. More sophis­
ticated methods sometimes employ another similar diode 
thermally coupled to the detector diode. The auxiliary 
diode controls the bias to the detector diode via a suitable 
transfer network. Other piethods include sensing the noise 
generated in either the detector diode (in a frequency region 
other than that of the signal) or in the auxiliary diode to 
control the bias. Some of these methods are covered in 
greater detail in the references.
At least two manufacturers market modules with built in 
temperature stabilization and pre-amplification.14’ 15 The 
reach-through avalanche photo-diode 16 which has recently 
become commercially available 17 obviates the need for 
highly sophisticated biasing by virtue of its construction. 
This results in a much flatter voltage-gain characteristic 
which is less temperature dependent than the conventional 
avalanche photo-diode. Unfortunately, it is a more expen­
sive device.
Conclusions
The brief report and discussion presented here provides 
ample evidence that the avalanche photo-diode is in many
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Fig.8 Frequency response results for the EMI diode type S30504
ways the most suitable detector for an optical communica­
tion system. The curves of Figs 4,5,  and 6 are only a few 
examples of many which might have been chosen as special 
cases of the equations in the appendix, however they are 
fairly typical in that the wavelength of 900 nm (Fig.4) is 
appropriate to the use of GaAs lasers and LED’s. Figs 5 and 
6 present examples at 633 nm, perhaps the most important 
laser wavelength. Other examples would confirm the con­
clusion evident here, namely the great advantages of 
avalanche gain.
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Fig.9 Frequency response results for the EMI diode type S30500
Experimental measurements of frequency response support 
the theoretical performance curves and indicate that present 
day APD’s have a frequency response capability sufficient 
for current requirements.
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Appendix
The SNR over a baseband 0 to / b for the circuit of Fig.3 has
been calculated and is
e2 m 2 r?2 02 M2
SNR =
1
2e (erfo<P + Iqo) a tan'1!— )+ X
(8)
where a = 1/27T RC  and 
4 k T \
* = , 2e/s + _ j /b«2 / I + R1
{a2 +fk \ 2 2R 2
^ 3 V - ( i - 3 2+^ +2*s
2R 2 R R 2 R 2 R
R 2
+ -- ff>
R 2 B
1
+ 4k77?s — 
SR2
/ B -  a tan'1
The curves of Fig.4 have been plotted from a modification 
of (8) assuming 70 = 0 and ri0 = r?a, in which case (8) 
becomes
SNR
^  I /b«2 /l ^  R
i2j a tan, &
a2 +fl\ 2 2R 2 2R 2
3 R 2 Rl 2R> 
I + - I  1 -  —  + —  + —  1 tan 
R 2 R 2 R j
-. (fi
expressed in terms of optical power W  at optical frequency 
v-
Noise Equivalent Power has been calculated for a specific 
bandwidthB at a frequency/by equating (8) to (1);
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